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(the spiritual consciousness) 
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Ahom Lenicons
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The future is electronics, It's a

Radio, Television and the Internet;

it's not realy newspaper any more

 - Will  Mcdohough

The fantastics advances in the field

of electronic communication con-

stitute a greater danger to the pri-

vacy of the individual

 - Earl Warren
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Thomas J. Barratt

(Space) N.W. Ayer &

Son
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(Google) (Facebook)

(Youtube)

Advertising Stand-

ards Council of India (ASCI) 

ASCI (Advertising

Standards Council of India)

ASCI 

ASCI

(Addblocker)

Opera, UC 

Myspace 

Myspace

Myspace 

Kodak 

%

(Commercial Product) 
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Epidemic

Pandemic

Epidemic

Pandemic

Grand Saint Antonine 
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Corona Virus Beta

SARS, MARS, SARS COV-2,

CORONA DISEASE-19

SARS-Server Acute

Respiratory Syndrome 

MARS - Middle East Respiratory

Syndrome 

Crown

SARS

SARS

SARS COV-2

SARS COV-2

SCIENCE

SARS-COV-2

Covid-19 

SARS

SARS Covi-19

AEC2
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Covid-

19 

GDP 

Zoom, Google, Classroom, Whatsapp
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E.T. Dalton Mahapurusiyas,

a sect of Assam vaisnanism 

Journal of the Asiatic Society 
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'Shankaradeva and His Times'

'New Vaisnavite Movement and the

Satra Institution of Assam' 
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There women

look of the common people and dissolute men get to-

gether and perform dance and music of very objection-

able type. This festival is most prominent in the country

side, but this bad custom is not found in Kamrup.

=
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"The Most profitable reading is biography."

 – Vivekananda

"Show me a family of readers, and I will show you the people who move the world."

 – Napoleon Bonaparte

"Reading should not be presented to children as a chore, a duty. It should be offered as a gift."

 – Kate DiCamillo
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vocal violence
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Poa Mecca

View Point
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Ishan

A

Cultural History of Assam

Indian Film Censor

Board Indian Language Commission

Assam

Academy for Cultural Relations
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Cinema Film

(live action)

(abstract)

(Frame)

(beta movement)

(movie)

(Film) 

(Fea-

ture Film) (Documentary)
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(Eadweard Muybridge)
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The National Education Policy, 2020
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eight schedule

''Since children learn languages most quickly

between 2-8 years, and multilingualism has great

conjustive benefits for students, children will be

immersed in three languages early on, from the

foundation stage.''

Indian Translation and Interpre-

tation Mission

A multilingual India is better educated and

better nationally integrated, moreover, India's lan-

guages are some of the richest, most scientific and most

expressive in the world, with a huge body of ancient

as well as modern literature that help to form India's

nationality identity.''
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pressure sheet prestige

sheet

Forward looking, future

ready and scientific' The Assam

Tribune, 12 Sept, 2020

Indian Languages are very scientifically

structured and do not have unphonetic, complicated

spelling of words and numerous grammatical

exceptions; they also have vast and highly sophisticated

ancient, medieval and modern literature in the Indian

context; as a consequence, they have a certain home

feel and 'Apnanapan' quality in the Indian context,

making them easier, more raliable and more relevant

for children and adults alike to learn and speak, and

with which to learn and express deep concepts across

school subjects

foundation stone

eco-

nomic elite

educated

''... in addition to teaching language native to

India, English must be avaiable and taught in a high
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quality manner at all Government and Non Government

School. The emphasis should be on functionally and

fluency. Meanwhile the medium of instruction and the

dept of study Literature, Arts and Culture in the Indian

context should be conducted an explored in the extent

possible through the local language/mother tongue and

the Indian language.''



foundation stone
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(Map) (Sym-

bol) (word selection), (com-

position)
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"Try to be a rainbow in someone's

cloud"_Maya Angelou
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Missing

Agom Kebang

po: min+Rognam =po:Joang, po: min 

 Rognam 
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Ko-ri-ko:mang 
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'National Academy of science'
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total artist
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Andre Muroir Arial

Shelly lrving Store

Lust for Life

Vincent Van Gogh

Philosophy

Private
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Applied Mathematics Ab-

stract Mathematics)

Abstract Math-

ematics

Pythagoras

Metempsychosis

Musica

Universalis

.........

Ir-

rational Number

   ( =

'Elements'

Book
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NCRB

%

%
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What man do is culture

Pulse

 Folk Encylopedia Britanica Folk
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All Dimasa Stu-

dents' Union

Folklore Section

NAAC

Peer Team

NAAC Peer

Team
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"I am happy to note that by dint of your hard

labour and timely active guidance a Follk-lore museum

come into being in our college campus, generating much

pomp and enthusiasm among the family members of

the college, For this you rightly deserve thanks from

us and we are not hesitate at all to recognise your

achievement."



achievement

(Folklore Section)
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A Slice of Life

"The Philosophy of Composition"
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Knowledge is the supreme power
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“A Friend In Need Is

A Friend Indeed”
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Library 

'Liber'
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Generation Gap
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%
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Programme

for International Student's Assessment, PISA
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V-VI
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Sea View
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Assam

Sea-Crabe

Jelly 

Sea-Lion 24
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(Administrative Head Quater)

Heritage

Side

Sea Lion 24

Scooba Diving, Banana Ride, Jet-Sky,

Snorkling, Glass Boar Dolphin Ride

Scooba Diving Scooba

Diving Dolphin Ride
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Sea-Lion 24

Anthropological Museum

Jarawas,

Sentinalese, Great Andamanese Onges

Sea Shell

Jelly

ITT Magestic
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Paradise of the earth

Kingdom

Jelly

Water Game

Banana

Ride 

Jelly Bare

Foot
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Makruzz 
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Nature Bridge

Nature Bridge
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ITT Mesestics
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Text book Reference

book

North East

Centre

College Street

Digital

Technology Technology

Sincerely

Service

Employee
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Press

Planetarium Das Offset

Stream

G.S. Road
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Noble Numbers, Songs Celestial
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A.H.Denforth

S.M.Whitting
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Wit

Humour Satire

Satire Humour

Tracts
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"Poems in prose" –
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A Grammer of the

Assamese Language

Gramatical Notes of Assamese Language 
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As the General Secretary of  Students Union of  S B DEORAH

COLLEGE, it gives me immense pleasure to note down a few words

on the occasion of  publication of  the college magazine UDIAN. It

will help draw out latent talents in the student by giving them outlet

to express their creative vision. So in my view, this initiative of

publishing magazines will be able to cater to the needs and aspirations

of  teachers and students of  the institution as it stands as a testament

to the brilliance and achievement of  our students and dedicated

teachers and the unwavering support of  our staff. When it comes to

our college, it is one of  the reputed colleges in Guwahati that has

produced public leaders, teachers, government officers and many other

different personalities in different fields. Due to that maximum students

get enrolled every year and as academic excellence along with co-

curricular and extra co-curricular activities completes the process of

education our college provides opportunities through various

platforms like singing, dancing, debate competition in and out of  the

college campus and during my  tenure as General Secretary I

introduced a plastic bank to make the college campus plastic free. So

it is a satisfaction that our college is progressing in all its endeavours

towards the overall development and personality of  the students.

 I extend my heartfelt gratitude to all involved in bringing this

magazine to life, for giving me chance to express my views  that have

captured the essence of  S B DEORAH COLLEGE Guwahati.

May this magazine serve as source of  inspiration for all and

beautiful and keepsake of  our journey at S B DEORAH COLLEGE.

Pranesh Nunisa

General Secretary

S.B. Deorah College Students’ Union 2019-20

��������

      GENERAL SECRETARY
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Articles follow a structure that makes use of

sentences, phrases and paragraphs. This type

of writing follows a flow more similar to verbal

speech and communication. This makes it the

best style of writing to clearly articulate and

communicate concepts, events, stories and

ideas as opposed to the figurative style of

poetry.





Industrialisation is the process by which an economy
is transformed from a primarily agricultural one to

one based on the manufacturing of  goods. Individual
manual labor is often replaced by mechanized mass
production and craftsmen are replaced by assembly
lines. Characteristics of  industrialisation include
economic growth, the more efficient division of  labour
and the use of  technological innovation solve
problems. Industrialisation is most commonly
associated with the European Industrial revolution of
the late 18th and early 19th centuries. Industrialisation
also occured in the United States between the 1880s
and the great Depression. The onset of  the second
world war also led to a great deal of  industrialisation,
which resulted in the growth and development of  large

Industrialisation

during the

British Rule
in

Colonial India

Gracy Thiek
BA 6th Semester

urban centres and suburbs. Industrialisation is an
outgrowth of  capitalism, and its effect on society are
still undetermined to some extent; However, it has
resulted in a lower birth rate and a higher average
income.

Industrialisation is the period of social and
economic change that transforms a human group to
an industrial society from an agrarian society involving
the extensive manufacturing reorganisation of  an
economy. Industrialisation requires many key elements
to grow on a significant scale. They are land, labour,
capital technologies and connections. People cannot
grow into an industrial society without a generous
supply of these essential clements and the capacity to
coordinate with them.

India's trade prosperity was pinching the
European bitterly. During this period, mercantilist
European looked with great disfavour upon the expect
of  bullion in exchange with Indian goods. Daniel Defee
in 1708 wrote in his weekly review about this wealth
drain from England to India and asked the government
to take stern measures against it. For the prohibition
of  Indian goods, Acts 11 and 12 of  William III Cap.
10 were introduced. Other European countries also
made similar efforts to penalise the import and use of
Indian goods. Baines wrote that all the European
governments thought it necessary to prohibit or load
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the Indian goods with heavy duty to produce their own
manufactures.

The legislation could not help much in this
matter but the victory of  Plassey and exercise of
political power in India changed the conditions
drastically in less than 75 years (1757 to 1829). India
was reduced from the position of  manufacturing
country to that of  a supplier of  raw materials. By 1830,
the English people began to look to India for rendering
a considerable portion of  raw material upon which
Great Britain's most valuable manufactures depended.

There were several factors responsible for the
decline of  Indian industry in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. In the first  place, the political
disintegration that followed  the fall of  Mughal Empire
adversely affected the economic condition of  India.
The success of  British power in the battle of  Plassy in
1757 led the way for Europeanisation of  trade and
industry of  the country. At the time of  British conquest
of  India, the industrial revolution occured in England.
The capitalist class of  England was ready to take full
advantage of  the technological inventions while India,
although had a commercial class, had no industrial
traditions.

In the early days of  the conquest, the East India
Company was eager to make money quickly and in the
process ruthlessly exploited Indian manufacturers.
Heavy tariffs were imposed on various Indian goods.
Moreover, fast rate of  increase in the production of
power driver machines further deteriorated the
conditions of  Indian industry. The market of  the Chief
Indian exports began to fail and therefore, company
took up the supply of  raw materials to England at
cheaper rates to augment their revenue. By the second
half  of  eighteenth century, India became a raw material
supplier at the rates fixed by the British and a market
for the finished goods produced in European
Countries.

During the period, the Indian industry was on
its fast decline, the policy of  free trade threw the Indian
market open to the European World. Foreign capital
began to flow in the urban industrial sector. It was
initially invested to foreign trade and plantation
industries. After 1848, large amount of  foreign capital
was invested in India for the construction of  railways
and communications which revolutionised the entire
process of  industrialisation of  the country. Various
industries such as cotton plantation, coal mining, paper,
iron and steel etc which came up during the later half

of  the nineteenth century are discussed in the following
sections.

Cotton Industry : India is a birth place of
cotton manufacture. It probably flourished here before
the dawn of  authentic history. Indian cotton trade was
extensive from the earliest times to the end of  the
eighteenth century. In the beginning of  nineteenth
century, British industry started flourishing while
Indian Industry declined. Indian cotton industry
sufferred due to the invention of  power loom and other
mechanical appliances, monopoly of  trade created by
East India Company in their own favour, the
imposition of  a heavy tariff  on Indian cotton and
cotton goods in England, exemption of  duty on British
staples imported in India and raising of  duties on
Indian goods from time to time.

By 1840, the East India Company ceased to be
directly interested in Indian trade. In its new role as an
administrator, it presented a petition to British
Parliament for removal of  invidious duties which
discouraged and suppressed Indian industries.

The nature and extent of  this new industrial
awakening in India is well illustrated by the history of
cotton mills. By 1850, the European factory system
became sufficiently developed and coordinated to be
transplanted to the east. First cotton mill was started
in Bombay in 1854 and by the end of  nineteenth
century, their number increased to 193 of  which 82
were in Bombay area alone.
Plantation Industries :

Various plantation industries namely indigo, tea,
coffee and rubber were developed during 18th -19th
century. Their status during the period is outlined in
the following sections.

Indigo : India from time immemorial had been
famous for its dyes. Indigo was chiefly used for textile
dying. In the earlier part of  eighteenth century, Indian
indigo trade was on its decline because the production
from West Indies and Southern American colonies was
more efficient. With the growth of  cotton
manufacturing by power in England and American and
French revolution towards the end of  eighteenth
century, the production of  indigo began to be
developed in India.

Indigo remained an important article of  export
for quite some time and European planters reaped large
profits. In 1831, there were 300 to 400 indigo factories
in Bengal and in 1887, 415 factories were reported to
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be in Azamgarh district alone. In 1829 about 1.3 million
areas were under indigo plantation and about 9 million
pounds of  indigo were exported. Chief  centres for
indigo plantations in India were Bengal, Bihar, Eastern
U.P. Orissa and Madras, England was the principal

market from where it was reshipped to other parts of
the world.

In the earlier days, processing of  indigo was
carried manually. By the mid of  nineteenth century,
steam was used as a source of  heat for the tanks and
power stirring and pumping.

Towards the end of  nineteenth century, the
sharp competition offered by synthetic dyes produced
in Germany made cultivation of  natural indigo
unprofitable. The production of  indigo fell rapidly
from 1897. In 1901-02, the exports became less than
half of these in 1896. In 2004-05, the area under

cultivation was about one third of  that in 1894-95.
End of  nineteenth century, thus led to virtual extinction
of  indigo industry.

Tea : In addition to indigo plantation,
Europeans were interested in the cultivation and
manufacture of  tea in India. During the eighteenth

century, the company had proposed the introduction
of  tea, but it was turned down by directors in England.
In 1834, the plans for the introduction of tea in India
were accorded sanction. Seeds, plants labourers were
brought from China and experimental plantation were
started at a number of  places along the south area of

the Himalayas and in Assam. Indian tea was marketed
to London for the first time in 1883 and the Assam
company was formed in 1839. During the first decade
of  its operations, the Assam company made no profits.
In the early fifties, it began to earn large profits and
with this began the extension of  tea garden, plantation.

Tea plantation gave opportunity of  employment to a
large number of  persons since most of  the processes
carried out manually. It was estimated that in about
500,000 workers were employed in tea plantations. It's
hard to understand why nobody in England thought
of  the tea shop before 1884, but nobody did. The first

was a space in a bakery near London Bridge, and the
idea caught on. There are things English people like
to do in the absence of the opposite but drinking tea
is not one of  them. This accounts for the phenomenal
success of  the Lyons chain of  tea shops, which became
a national institution overnight, and ever since the

British have found it impossible to imagine a time when
the tea shop did not exist. In response to mass
merchandizing and advertising, the British increased
their consumption of tea steadily right through First
World War, their counterparts in the British dominions
followed suit. Europe's tea consumption soared also,
especially in Russia. Moscow's most famous literary
teahouse steeped thirty-three pounds of  tea daily-
almost six tons a year.

Two innovations that revolutionized tea habits
and the tea industry in the U.S. date from the first
decade of  the twentieth century. The first may be traced
to the St. Louis World's Fair of  1904, the one the song
"Meet Me in St. Louis" was written for. Most of  the
tea drunk in America at that time came from China,
and in the Midwest, for reasons unknown to me, people
drank mostly green tea. To popularize Indian tea,
therefore, an association of  India tea producers
established a special pavilion at the fair, staffed with
exquisitely mannered and beturbaned Indian servers
under the supervision of  an Englishman named
Richard Blechynden. The scorching Midwestern
summer gives New Delhi competition in the
Fahrenheit category, however, and Blechynden's exotic,
steaming brew was the last thing the sweltering fair-
goers felt like sampling. Before long Blechynden
himself  began sweating, for there was no
unemployment compensation at the time, and in his
desperation began pouring his tea into glasses crammed
with ice just to get people to drink it. People drank it.
They came back for more and carried the liking for it
back home with them. Thus was born a new American
drink-iced tea.

Coffee : The link between the Industrial
Revolution and coffee is now clear, but what’s the link
between the Industrial Revolution and the Third Wave?
While during the Industrial Revolution, coffee was
mainly a tool to keep people sated and awake during
their long work hours, the Third Wave movement is
the polar opposite. Coffee is about more than simply
caffeinating people, but about the story behind those
who grew it, the taste, and the brewing method. The
link between the two events demonstrates the distance
the coffee world has crossed in the last 200-400 years.
Coffee is another plantation industry which was
developed under the influence of  Europeans. East
India Company interest in coffee growing is as early
as 1823. Some experiments in the highlands of
southern India proved to be successful. Within few
years, the surrounding hilly areas became an important
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coffee producing area and reamins sole source of
coffee supply even today.

The growth of  the industry remained steady
betweeen 1850 and 1860 and later there was a regular
boom. Many Europeans set out plantations. However,
during period 1877 - 1887 as many as 263 plantations
were done.

Rubber : Rubber remained a curiosity during
the European colonization of South America during
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. However, in
1876, Henry Wickham smuggled seventy thousands
seeds of  natural rubber trees from Brazil to the U.K.,
causing the tree to spread throughout the British
Empire into some of  the richest rubber-producing
regions today in India, Malaysia, and Sri Lanka.
Everything changed when Charles Goodyear
discovered how to vulcanize rubber in 1839. Through
heating rubber and sulfur together, the materials gained
strength while still maintaining elasticity. This
innovation greatly boosted the fledgling bicycle and
automobile industries, who now had an efficient and
lightweight means to convey their products. Rubber is
the most recently developed plantation industry. It was
introduced from Brazil in the 1870s. They introduced
rubber into this state in about 1900. From there the
planting spread to the neighbouring territories of
Cochin, coorg and Malabar. Leadership in planting was
taken mainly by Europeans. Progress in the beginning
was very slow but became more rapid after 1906.

Coal Mines and Mining : Coal is one of the
most essential commodities of  modern economic life.
Although it has been known since ancient times, its
production on large scale has a short history. The
British Magistrate of  Chhota Nagpur, Mr. S.G. was
perhaps the first adventurer who undertook large scale
coal mining. In 1774, Mr. together with Mr. John
summer obtained the priviledge of  miring coal and
Birbhum from Warren Hastings, the then Governor
General of  Bengal. The joint enterprise operated six
mires and produced 90 tears of  coal in 1777. This
venture suffered a great set back due to the transfer of
Mr. Healthy.

The progress of  coal mining in the begining
remained slow due to lack of  demand for coal. The

transportation of  coal through the river-path could
not take place round the year as the water remained
shallow for most part of  the year. Still, in 1831, the
East India Company sent coal to to singapore, Madras
etc. and Penarg for its steamships. The output of  coal
was 36,000 tons in 1839 and 91,000 tons in 1846. The
turn of  the half  century opened up new horizons for
coal mining also. Establishment of  industries and its
auxiliaries resulted in increased demand for coal.
Moreover, the introduction of  rail transport between
Calcutta and Raniganj in 1854 also helped in regular
transportation of  coal. By 1860, 50 colliaries were
functioning in the Raniganj. The number of  coal mines
in India rose from 555 to 1905.

Paper Industry : The manufacture of  paper
by hand had existed in Inida for centuries but but the
production of  paper through machines had started
sometime in 1870 with the establishment of Bally Mills
in Hooghly. It started producing paper with a single
machine only. Machine made paper encouraged Bally
Mills to stall 4 more machines. Bally Mills produced
nearly 5,000 of  paper per year. Due to certain reasons
this company liquidated in 1905. The second paper
Mill was established in 1905. The second paper Mill
was established at Titagarh in 1884 and the third at
Hooghly in 1894. The paper Mill at Hooghly was
subsequently taken over by Titagarh  Paper Mill.

Iron and Steel : Steel was used in India for
weapons, for decorative items and for various tools
and implements. The famous iron Industry at Delhi is
one of  the examples. Remains of  old furnaces have
been found throughout the country. Iron was produced
by widely scattered communities in their age old
traditional way.

The history of  production of  iron and steel in
the country by modern techniques date back to 1777.
From the above discussion, it can be concluded that
prior to independence during the colonial period, both
the industrial policies as well as economic policies were
completely shaped by the British government.
Industrialisation is the period of social and economic
change that transforms a human group from an
agrarian society into an industrial one. 
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In India, the old monarchical tradition

remains well entrenched and this, more than

any other factor, have worked in favour of

Nehru family. Good and great in their own

respective ways, the operational styles of  our

Prime Ministers diferred from one another. In

particular, there was little common in the styles

of  Pandit Nehru and his daughter. Even Rajiv

Gandhi’s leadership style is different from that

of  his mother’s.

Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, our first Prime

Minister, was no ordinary leader. He was a

politician with deep insight into national and

international problems. He was a western-

trained liberal who had an unquestionable faith

in democracy and democratic ways. His respect

for the human values was also deep rooted. It

is, therefore, that he neither tried to become a

dictator nor did he make use of  coercion to

gain the objectives laid down by him. Nehru

always treated parliament with great respect and

zealously tried to maintain and enhance its

prestige. In everything, he said and did, he

sought to uphold the best traditions of

parliament and parliamentary democracy. He believed in

the authority of  parliament and would never allow any

of  its rights being curtailed.

Nehru was by nature and training tolerant towards

human opponents. He had respect for a man who could

give a blow as well as take it. The opposition, he believed

had the right to be heard, a right to discuss without being

considered traitors. He always welcomed criticism of

himself, of  his government, its policies and actions. He

might sometime lash the opposition into line, but he was

always conscious of  the vital role it had to play in a

democracy. Nehru firmly believed in the pre-eminence

of  the Prime Minister in his cabinet. He did not like to be

mere primus inter pares or first among equals. At the very

outset of  his career as Prime Minister, he refused to
entertain Sardar Patel’s contention that the Prime Minister
had no right to interfere with the affair of  another ministry.

Nehru, as Prime Minister, was very close to the
humblest citizens, and from the people he drew his
greatest strength. He could reach out to them without
any difficulty. His words were simple, sincere and life-
enhancing. He moved their hearts and stirred their minds.

Another interesting as well as appreciable, feature
of  his style of  functioning was that Nehru preferred who
would be his own draftsman. He had the basic advantage
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of  a very high education. He was also a prolific writer.
He rarely liked any body’s draft. Everything
submitted to him was often rewritten. Though he
had with him a battery of  stenographers who would
remain busy till late at night taking down dictation,
yet he did not have a secretariat of  his own in the
real sense of  the term.

Nehru’s operational style was not free from
defects. Civil servants under him could not perform
their task fearlessly. On many critical occasions, they
showed reluctance to take decisions because they
were not sure of  his support. Moreover, because of
Nehru’s all consuming interest in pettiest details,
decisions were often concentrated in his hands to

an incredible degree. According to Frank Moraes,

Nehru was an inept administrator. He lacked both

the patience and temperament to co-ordinate the

work of  various ministers. Moreover, he never

showed a capacity or inclination to delegate authority.

The result was administrative jungle which Nehru

bemoaned.

Lal Bahadur Shastri, who succeeded Pandit

Nehru as India’s Prime Minister, did not have the

glamour and greatness of  his predecessor. He

belonged to the most common strata in India,

common by all standards of  breeding and standards

of  living. Shastri was democratic in his style. His

cabinet worked as a team of  near equals. Even in a

crisis situation, Shastri did not feel tempted to act as

dictator. During the Kashmir War days, instead of

making the Emergency Committee small, he

enlarged it by including C. Subramaniam, S.K. Patil

and N. Sanjiva Reddy in it. He held frequent meetings

with the President of  India, as also with the Congress

president. He showed all regards to the opposition

and its viewpoint. As in the cabinet so in Parliament,

Shastri maintained all norms of  a democratic system.

In Parliament, Shastri was noted for his

exceedingly simple and forthright answers. Strong

words in Parliament would nettle him somewhat but

he would not lose either his poise or his politeness.

Mrs. Indira Gandhi, the third Prime Minister

of  India, was the daughter of  Pandit Jawaharlal

Nehru. She was a close associate of  her father in

politics for many a year. Pandit Nehru, no doubt,

believed in the pre-eminence of  the Prime Minister.

But his daughter was by far more powerful a Prime

Minister and she exercised complete control on every

field of  government. She stood for total power in

the hands of  the Prime Minister and was herself

India’s supreme and real ruler. As a matter of  fact,

during Mrs. Gandhi’s regime cabinet government of

the British type was replaced by prime ministerial

government. The cabinet ministers lost their former

importance. It was not the cabinet but the Prime

Minister who took decision. No top post in public

undertakings under various ministers could be filled

till the Prime Minister had made up her mind.

During the emergency, the cabinet

government suffered almost eclipse. The prime

minister’s secretariat became the super cabinet.

Decisions came to be concentrated in the hands of

the Prime Minister and his extra constitutional centre

of  power. The cabinet and its “Political Affairs

Committee” became redundant, and the small

coterie, advising the Prime Minister, became an all

powerful instrument of  the executive. The role of

her son, who held no position, either in the

government or in the Congress party, became

particularly decisive and obnoxious.

Mrs. Gandhi was intolerant towards position

and was, at times, ruthless in dealing with it. She

always played the implacable game of  power politics

in which the aim was not to win over an opponent

but to outwit and decimate him. She violated all

democratic norms. She was undermined democratic

institutions. While Pandit Nehru rejoiced in

parliament, she had an allergy to it. She showed scant

regard for the various recognised conventions, rules

and procedures, essential for the smooth running

of  parliamentary institutions. Her role as leader of

the Lok Sabha was disappointing. Unlike her father,

who would never miss to attend the House,

Mrs. Gandhi was found absent from parliament

even in important occasions. Besides Mrs. Gandhi

made no efforts to establish in rapport with the

opposition. 
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North-east India is rightfully recognized as one of  the richest

areas for biodiversity as well as cultural diversity. Over 220 ethnic groups

having a population of  38,857,769 inhabiting the region take advantage

of  the rich Flora and Fauna for their sustenance and cultural needs.

There is no region in the country which has a greater dependence on

natural resources and environment as the North-East. The

interdependence of  community over their plants and long tradition

of  living with plants have resulted in an unparalleled development in

the field of  ethnobotany.

For thousands of  years, people around the world have used

various plants in their traditional sacred rituals, religious prayers and

ceremonial practices. Numerous wild and cultivated plants have been

given deep and scared meanings which plays a very important and

vital role in the religious life of  the people in alk the cultures . The

Bodhi Tree( Ficus religious) under which lord Buddha attained

enlightenment or perfect insight is considered scared by the Buddhist,

for Christians, the branch of  date palm is a symbol of  Christ's victory

over death. In India, the concept of  sacred plants is mentioned in

many ancient literatures and religions scriptures. In the

Vishnusahasranama, Lord Vishnu is mentioned as the very

embodiment of  large imposing trees. Leaves of  Aegle marmelos and

erythrina indica having trifoliate leaf  arrangement are offered to Lord

Shiva. The scared plants and scared groves are much revered and have

been protected since ages by traditional societies and indigenous

community through their socio-cultural and religious practices and

beliefs.

Sustainable Utilization of

Socio-cultural

Practices
Disha Haloi
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The preservation of  a number of  old trees as

abode of  deities and numerous ethnobotanically

useful species (wild edible fruits, medicinal plants,

fodder, fuel wood and timber yielding species) in

the sacred groves by various indigenous communities

world wide is an ancient strategy for the sustainable

use of  natural resources and conservation of

biodiversity and ecosystem. Indigenous and tribal

people used one or several parts of  the sacred plants,

among which most of  their traditional worship and

sicio-cultural practices have a strong scientific

background and show the symbolic relationship of

human begins with nature. Human, nature and the

supernatural are all bound in a mutual relationship.

Certain taboos and mystical powers are associated

with some special plant species e.g : Alstonia

scholaries, F. religisa, F. banghalensis are extremely

forbidden to take inside the house, Tulsi (Ocimum
sanctum) the most sacred plant in Hinduism is
believed to protect from misfortune, and is used in
death rituals as it sanctifies and guides the departed
soul to heaven.

The North-Eastern region offers great scope
for ethnobotanical studies and research. Due to the
wide ranging altitude and resulting diversity in forest
type, the region bosts of  over 52 forest types. The
flora inhabing too are divergent and offer habitats
specific solutions for the community for their

resource needs. The from the region we have in
tropical zone Agar(Aquilaria malaccensis Lamk.),

 Homalomena(Homalomena rubescens),
Mesua(Calophyllum coromandeliana), Canarium (black

dhup, Raal, Raal dhup and black  dammar), Broom
grass(Thysanolaena), Bamboo(Bambusa) and

rattan(Calamus rotang), Wood craving trees etc. Along
the subtropical zone the resources that we find
include Zanthoxykum, Pinshing, Sangmer, Mishmi
teeta, Orchids, Pine and dye yielding species like
Rubia etc. and plants that are used for fumigation
and medicine like Artemeisia, used by the community

extensively. Along the temparate zones, the plants
representing the resource include unique paper
making plants like Daphne, oil yielding plants like
Gaultheri, aromatics like Juniperus, Rhododendron,
Anthopogon etc. Food plants in high altitude are

unique in these zones which is also rich in crops and
crop relatives.
Plants Used and their Sustainable
Utilization :

1. Acer capadocicum Gleditsch

(Acesaceae) : This large temperate tree is often
sought by community for their leaves, which are used
as tea leaves in very high altitudes. This tree leaves
collected and stored for making tea in Thungri,
Baisakhi etc.  in West Kameng district, Arunachal
Pradesh. The leaves are harvested during autumn.

They are cleaned, dried in sum and stored for future

use. The leaves are dried spreading them over the

roof  tops in bamboo mats. This tea substitute is

beneficial in many ways, especially in remote areas.

Though the tree occurs in other states, it is only in

the States of  Sikkim and Arunachal Pradesh we could

observed the usage in this way.

2.  Aconitum ferox Wall( Ranunculaceae)

: This herb is seen in Alpine zones. The tubers are in

fact a highly traded commodity and harvested from

wild. Traditionally the tubers are also used by tribes

for their traditional hunting practice, using arrows.

They have special harvesting procedures and

processing for use in arrows as poison. The arrows

are smeared with the aconite tuber paste which is

applied on arrow heads already smeared with

Rhaphidophora latex as binding agent. The place and

hall where the tribes keep the aconite is well cleaned

and made out-of -bound for people and polluting

the area in any form is forbidden. Aconite is a crude

extract of  dried leaves and roots from various species

of Aconitum plants that contain aconitine and other

diterpenoid ester alkaloids.

3.  Aguilaria malaccensis (Thymelaeaceae) :

This is the most talked about tree for its unique

transformed heartwood which is known as eagle

wood or 'Agar'. The transformation of  wood is

believed to be perhaps, the result of  fungal infection

and physiological changes. The tree of  Agar is

difficult to know from external observation. The

Deori tribe has certain secret formula wherein they

use a sort of  jaggery solution into the wood by

piercing with long nails. If  properly documented and
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assessed this could bring in more returns from Agar

plantation. Agar wood has three principal uses :

medicine, perfume and incense. Agar wood perfumes

are seldom pure agarwood oil, but instead use on

alcoholic or non-alcoholic carrier, such as

sandalwood oil. Agarwood incense is burned to

produce a pleasant aroma, its use ranging from a

general perfume to an element of  important religious

occasion.

4.  Captis teeta Wall (Ranunculaceae) : A

very rare herb found only in pockets as small patches.

They are harvested for the valuable roots which are

known as 'golden thread'. They are used by local

community as a panacea for several health problems.

In few locations in Arunachal Pradesh cultivation

of  this valuable plant is taken up by few local farmers.

They have the knowledge of  growing them. The

cultivation is a very tedious and laborious process.

The field is kept meticulously clean by removing all

fallen absects over the plants. The locations are also

difficult to access. From Melinja, Hotspring area

travellers used to gather the rhizome and bring it to

the homes, dry and store for personal use for trade.

5. Dendrocalamus hamiltoni ( Poaceae) :

The most common bamboo seen is gregariously in

wild in the region at tropical and sub tropical zones.

They are early colonies in jhum follows. The

communities collect new shoots from wild sources.

They are gathered and cleaned at the collection site.

The sheaths are removed and young tender part is

sold as such for fresh use or processed as bamboo

tenga. The shoots which are made flat and water

expelled. These shoots are allowed to ferment and

presented for use for future. They are also pickled

like other common pickles. The shoots thus

produced is little sour and has a sulphurous smell.

6. Comarium strictum ( Burseraceae) : This

lofty tree is seen along the tropical zones in North-

East India. The tree is easily recognized with the

lofty trunk and white bark. The young leaves are

deep reddish. The community induces resin flow by

wounding the bark with knife. The resin oozes out

and solidifies. The dried solid resin is scraped and

collected for trade and domestic use. The resin is

widely used for fumigation and as incense in poojas

and rituals both in household and community level.

In recent past it is observed that the tree is getting

depleted and are exposed to different threats,

especially due to deforestation and habitat

destruction. There is good scope for improvement

in harvesting technology for sustainable collection

and utilization.

7. Homalomena aromatica ( Arecaceae) :

The gregarious aroid plant grows as forest

undergrowth along moist shady localities. The plant

is exploited for its aromatic rhizomes which fetch

reasonably good price. There is a spurt in exploitation

from wild, pushing it to extreme peril. The

communities have been sustainably using it for long,

the commercial exploitation started. The rhizomes

are known to possess medicinal properties like

antiinflammatory, analgesic, antidepressant ,

antiseptic, sedative , antibplasmodic, treating joint

pain and skin infection. The rhizomes contain an

essential oil having mainly sesquiterpenoids group

that is used for blending of  most orintal perfume.

The spent material after oil extraction is largely used

in Dhup manufacturing.

It was observed that several of  the culturally

important plants were planted in the home gardens

by the study people. This ensures ready availability

of  the plants in the surrounding habitat as well as

promotes species conservation. The concept and

belief of scared plants has been a significant aspect

of  the ethno-ecological knowledge of  the indigenous

communities, and one of  the best practices to

conserve natural resources which ultimately leads to

biodiversity conservation and sustainable ecosystem.

The traditional use of  the various sacred plants can

tell a lot about the values and aspirations of  a

culture.
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The Motto of  NSS ‘‘Not Me but You’’ is well

reflected in the dedicated service rendered by he NSS

unit of  S B Deorah College. The NSS unit is tirelessly

working on various issues that affects the community

at large with a special focus on the well-being of  the

adopted village’s residents.

The NSS unit of  S B Deorah College is

organizing Environmental Awareness programmes on

a regular basis. Through such awareness programs it

has been trying to educate the general public about

the importance of  understanding our environment’s

vulnerability and protecting it. Such programmes are

organized both on and off  the college campus.

Not Me But You

Dr. Rumamani Deka

Programme Officer

NSS Unit

S. B. Deorah College

The volunteers of  the NSS Unit are working

for Plastic and other Solid Waste Management Various

activities like Plogging Drive, Cleanliness Drive etc are

organized by the Unit in and around Guwahati City to

keep it clean and to spread awareness among the

masses.

A remarkable service rendered by the NSS Unit

of  S B Deorah College towards enhancing the balance

of  the environment is Plantation Drive. The NSS Unit

of  S B Deorah College has undertaken a number of

plantation drives in different localities of  Guwahati

and nearby areas, The NSS volunteers have dug

compost pit in some households of  the Namgaon (the

adopted village), which can help the soil to retain

moisture and nutrients and reduces the need of

pesticide and fertilizers.

R e p o r t  :
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 In honour of  Mahatma Gandhi’s Vision of

Clean India, S B Deorah NSS unit has been

undertaking cleanliness drives within and outside the

campus for long time. Keeping in mind the Swatch

Bharat Abhiyan, the Cleanliness Drive of  the NSS Unit

is institutionalized from the year 2020. Under its

initiatives, the volunteers are assigned cleanliness and

beautification duties on batches each day.

The Volunteers of  S B Deorah College NSS Unit

are doing commendable community services by

donating blood voluntarily to the needy at the time of

dire necessity.

To keep the masses physically and mentally

healthy, various programmes like Health Camps,

workshop on Menstrual Hygine, Yoga Workshop, Mini

Marathan, cycle rally, Run etc are organized inside and

outside the college. The objective of  the programmes

is to create awareness among the masses to embrace

fitness as a way of  life and how they can keep

themselves free from various diseases and keep them

physically and mentally healthy. Realising the greater
need of  keeping Mental Health in the present age, a
counseling centre was launched by the NSS unit of  S B
Deorah College. The centre was inaugurated by Dr.
Dharmendra Nath, Principal, S B Deorah College. Nimi
Borgohain, Chief  Clinical Psychologist, GNRC Hospital
visits the Counseling Centre on 1st and 3rd Wednesday
of  every month. At present, the counseling centre is
fully functional with number of  counselees visiting it.

The NSS Unit of  S B Deorah College is
extensively working for creating awareness about AIDS
among the masses. The Unit of  S B Deorah College
in association with Assam State AIDS Control Society
(ASACS) organized various programmes like awareness
run, awareness talks etc. to make the masses aware
about the causes of  HIV/AIDS and how to protect
ourselves from HIV infection.

Alcoholism is one of the main social evils in
the world today. NSS Unit, S B Deorah College is
working constantly to make the people aware of  the
affects of  this social evil. Keeping in view of  this, it
has organized some awareness programmes against
alcoholism both on and off  the college. An MoU was
signed between S. B Deorah College NSS unit and
Snehalaya Child Friendly Guwahati to work for the
street children of  Guwahati city. As a part of  the MoU,
the NSS volunteers reached out to the deprived
children and worked for their wellbeing. Child Friendly
Guwahati has two centres near S B Deorah College:
Solapur and Ulubari. The volunteers undertake tuition
classes in these centres of  Child Friendly Guwahati.
Apart from the teaching of  the curricular subjects, the
volunteers also teach various extracurricular activities
like dance, singing, art and craft, life skills etc. The
team of  volunteers also worked for providing
awareness on issues like Child Rights, Health and
Hygiene, Rights of  Children etc. Physical Training in
Yoga is also given to the children. The volunteers are
also working for creating awareness among the
underprivileged children of  Guwahati city about Child
Protection from Sexual Offences. After completing
their own routine classes, the volunteers go to the

centres and take part in their respective responsibilities.

Adult illiteracy is a burning problem in India. S

B Deorah College NSS Unit has organized various

programmes like Social Survey and adult literacy
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programmes at Namgaon and in different parts of

Guwahati city to eradicate illiteracy among the adults.

The concept of  Green Village initiated by

Ministry of  Panchayati Raj focuses on the Sustainable

Development Goals (SDGs). S B Deorah College NSS

Unit is working on different aspects like clean water,

sanitation, combating deforestation, restoring

degradation of  land and soil, organic farming, health

care etc. It has organized various programmes to

generate awareness among the people related to the

concept of  Green Village. The volunteers of  the Unit

have conducted survey of  drinking water at Namgaon

Village. Orientation cum Training programme for

organic farming was organized at MoU Organic Farm

and nursery for the youth of  Namgaon Village.

Awareness programme on harmful affects of  open

defecation, reducing the use of  plastic etc were also

organized by the Unit.

During the Covid-19 pandemic, the NSS unit

of  S B Deorah College rendered commendable

humanitarian service in and around Guwahati. The

student volunteers put sincere efforts in offering aid

to ones affected by the COVID pandemic. Distribution

of  food, cloths, mask and sanitizer was vigorously

undertaken among the poor and needy of  different

areas of  Guwahati city and the nearby areas. Doorstep

delivery of  ration kits for those in home isolation and

distribution of  home cooked food for attendants of

Covid patients in the hospital premises was also

arranged.  Not only this, in an extensive food

distribution drive, food prepared in the college hostel

itself, was distributed amongst the needy across several

areas of  the city. Members of  the teaching and non

teaching staff  contributed generously to this noble

cause. Ration kits distribution was also conducted in

the adopted village Namgaon.

Awareness programmes on the importance of

Covid vaccination as well as count of  people vaccinated

was undertaken amongst the underprivileged of  nearby

areas. Awareness programmes on Covid appropriate

behaviour were also held where people were instructed

about the various do’s and don’ts during Covid

pandemic and given handmade cotton masks and

sanitizers. Volunteers also offered food, cloths,

mosquito nets etc to the homeless people. Packaged

milk, notebooks and other sanitary items were

distributed to the little children by the volunteers in

their respective localities individually. NSS volunteers

of  the college, who were from different places of

Assam carried out charity activities in their native

places. Food was distributed among the street animals

also.

The NSS volunteers opened a help desk to

offer necessary guidance to people suffering from

various problems due to the Covid-19 pandemic.

The help desk was operational round the clock to

provide Covid related information on availability of

beds, oxygen cylinders, NGOs providing food and

medicine etc. Through the helpline numbers, people

were given on booking assistance slots for vaccination.

Some of  the volunteers were also engaged for

Coivd-19 vaccination programme under Additional

Chieff  Medical and Health Officer, Kamrup (M)

District. 
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Gender justice has become a global issue on

account of  the continued subordination and

exploitation of  women all the world over. Religion and

ritual, custom and sentiment were manipulated to

reduce women to the level of  domestic servants or

nurse maids on the one hand, objects of  pleasure and

commodities for disposal on the other.

In India, during pre-independence period,

despite the racist and colonial character of  British rule,

it had opened up a window for the inflow of  liberal

and secular ideas of  the West which inspired many

Indian intellectuals and social reformers from Raja

Rammohan Roy to Ambedkar and Mahatma Gandhi

to take up social causes as seriously as the cause of

political freedom. And there was a strong undercurrent

of  social reform movement to mitigate the inequalities

heaped on the depressed classes and women. The

purpose of  this chapter is to examine Ambedkar and

Gandhi's effort in understanding the reality about the

status of  women in India and in advocating practical

solutions to uplift the status of  women.

Status of  women in Vedic period : In the

Vedic period, women enjoyed all sorts of  necessary

rights which are essential for a human being. The

women had access to all branches of  learning. In
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Brahadaranika Upanishad (iii, 6-8), we are told that in

the King Janaka's Court, the maiden scholar Gargi was

examined in her knowledge by Yagnavalkya. The

women enjoyed a position at par with men. Women

played an important role in religious ceremonies. They

were free to choose their own life partners by

swayamvara system and they married after attaining

puberty.

Later Vedic Period : In the later Vedic period

the condition of  women started deteriorating through

sexual discrimination. The social status of  women was

undermined, many restrictions were imposed on them

and they were deprived of  basic human rights. They

were treated as bonded labourers. Women were

considered as one of  the three 'W's' wine, women and

wealth. They were expected to show complete

obedience to men. They had no property rights and

treated as the property of  men. Evils like child

marriage, polygamy, illiteracy, sati, etc. had thrown the

women in complete darkness.

The Manu Dharamshastra said the object of

women is to seduce men, they should never be given

independence and should be treated as slaves. Manu

clearly enunciated that a widow should never even

dream of  remarriage. The Arthashastra stated that the

sole aim of  women is to get married and bear children.

Bhishma and Yudhistira believed that the women is

the root cause of  evil. Swamy Sankaracharya (9th

Century A.D) of  Kerala proclaimed that a woman is a

gate to hell and she is poison in the disguise of  nectar.
Katha Upanishad (2-5) strictly warns men not to follow
women for "they strut about within the periphery of
ignorance. They lead us as blind men lead the blind".
Divorce and remarriages were absolutely forbidden.
The Golden Age of  Guptas had been the Dark age
for women, they advocated early marriages - even the
pre-puberty marriages. The Gupta Kings strictly
practiced the Brahminical law by upholding certain
rules for women - like sati and celibacy of  widows.
Later in the medieval period, Muslims invaded India
and introduced the purdah system.

Social Reformers : After ages of  suffering,
suppression and enslavement, the new hope dawned
in the lives of  women with the introduction of  British
Raj in India. The introduction of  western education
enlightened many Indians and many social workers

started to purify the Hindu society from its evils.
"Women will work out their destinies much better than
men can do for them", said one of  the great sages of
India, Swami Vivekananda. Raja Rammohon Roy
worked hard for the abolition of  sati system. Jyotiba
Phule sacrificed his life for the education of  girls.
Periyan E.V. Ramaswami pleaded for the rights of
women especially in the self- respect marriage formula.
There were many other social workers who had
sacrificed their lives for the cause of  women.

Dr Ambedkar's views on the women's question
crystalised gradually. Dr Ambedkar made an indepth
analysis of  the Smirithis and Shastras, the basics of
Hindu faith. He traces the existing low profile of
women's status in India to Manu, the author of
Manusmiriti and his predecessors.

Women, Manu says, should always be strictly
controlled by their guardians father when she is
unmarried, husband after marriage and son in her old
age. They do not have a right to divorce. According to
Manu, a woman is part and parcel of  the property
owned, and is no better than a slave. Moreover, she is
subject to corporal punishment like any other slave, as
the husband is given the right. What is more, the
woman does not have a choice in selecting her life -
partner; the father has every right to settle the alliance,

even without the knowledge of  his daughter. And after

marriage she has to worship her husband and be

faithful to him even if  he is a lecher and a womanizer

and inhuman in behaviour. Even killing of  a woman is

only a 'minor offence' according to Manu.

Writing about the status and position of  women

as given by Manu, Ambedkar says, "Can anybody doubt

that it was Manu who was responsible for the

degradation of  women in India?". Right from the days

of  'Mook Nayak' and 'Bahishkrit Bharat', oppression

of  women remained a major plank of  Dr Ambedkar's

movement. He involved women in all the social

struggles. In Mahad Sathyagraha, women participated

in large numbers. About 500 women marched at the

head of  that historical procession to assert the

Untouchables right to drink water from the public tank.

Dr Ambedkar showed how Chaturvarna,

claimed to be based on 'worth' instead of  'birth' cannot

explain the status of  women. A system, if  based on

worth, cannot justify the permanent denial of
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education and religious rights to women. So he upheld

equal rights for men and women.

The Hindu Code Bill : Ambedkar is not

satisfied by portraying the status and position of  Hindu

woman as underlined by the Manusmriti. While

speaking about the Hindu Code Bill in the Constituent

Assembly, he urged the members to have a common

code which would replace the Hindu law, scattered as

it is then, regarding seven important matters, (i) the

right of  property of  a deceased Hindu, who had died

intestate without making a will, to both male and

female; (ii) the order of succession among the different

heirs to the property of  a deceased dying intestate; (iii)

the law of  maintenance; (iv) marriage; (v) divorce; (vi)

adoption and (vii) minority and guardianship.

Dr Ambedkar has an intense dislike for injustice

done to women. He tried to uplift the status of  women

through legal measures and proposed the Hindu Code

Bill. The Bill embodied several basic principles of

women's rights. It sought to abolish different marriage

systems prevalent among Hindus and to establish

monogamy as the only legal system.

It aimed at conferment of  right to property and

adoption. It attempted to unify the Hindu code in tune

with progressive and modern thought. On 5th

February, 1951, he introduced the Hindu Code Bill. It

brought forth various reactions, and many objections.

In support of  the Bill Ambedkar said that the ideals

enshrined in it are derived from the Constitution based

on liberty, equality and fraternity. He pointed out that

the original Indian society was not based on caste and

women's oppression and that women had equal share

in property with men. They were completely deprived

of  property rights after the emergence of  caste system

at a subsequent stage.

But strong opposition came from different

members of  the Parliament. Dr Shyama Prasad

Mukherjee said that the Bill would "Shatter the

magnificent structure of  Hindu culture and stultify a

dynamic and catholic way of  life that had wonderfully

adapted itself  to changes for centuries".

The opposition became so strong that the Prime

Minister had to ask Ambedkar to drop the Bill. On 25

September, 1951, clause 4 of  the Hindu Code Bill was

adopted and the rest of  the Hindu Code Bill was

abandoned.

Ambedkar resigned from his seat in the Cabinet

on 25 September, 1951. In his resignation letter dated

27th September 1951 to the Prime Minister, Nehru,

he observed.

"I even agreed to breakup the Bill and restricted

it to marriage and divorce in the fond hope that at

least this much of  our labour may bear fruit. But even

that part of  the Bill had been killed. I see no purpose

in continuing to be a member of  your Cabinet".

Most of  the provisions proposed by Dr

Ambedkar in the Hindu Code Bill were later

incorporated in the four Bills on Hindu 'marriage',

'succession', 'minority and guardianship' and

'maintenance' passed in 1955-56.

One of  the main considerations which led to

the codification of  Hindu Laws pertaining to women

is that some of  them placed women at a disadvantage

as compared to men.

The Hindu Marriage Act, 1955:

The Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 which was

amended in 1976 made the following provisions for

women:

a) The legitimization of  illegitimate children (Sec.

16)

b) Punishment - bigamy (Sec.26)

c) Custody of  Children (Sec.26)

d) Marriageable age of  female raised to 18 years.

e) Provision for alimony (Sec.25). The Act

abolishes the difference between a maiden and

a widow.

The Hindu Succession Act, 1956 :

Under the Hindu Succession Act, 1956:

a) A widow has the right to adopt a son or a

daughter which was not there in the Hindu Law.

b) It also provided an opportunity to be

independent and dispose of  her property by will

as she wishes and desires (Sec. 14)

c) A uniform scheme of  succession to the property

of  a Hindu female who dies, intestate after

commencement of  the Act, was made in Section

15.

Previously under the uncodified law the

succession to stridhan varied according to the marital

status of  a woman.
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The Hindu Minority and Guardianship Act,
1956:

Under this Act,

a) The mother is empowered to change the
guardian, appointed by the father and may
appoint a new guardian by will.

b) The father's right to appoint a guardian for the
minor by will during the life time for the minor's
mother is prohibited under this Act.

The adoption and Maintenance Act, 1956:

a) This Act accepts adoption of  a male and a
female child without any difference, whereas
under the uncodified law a daughter could not
be adopted.

b) This Act permits a wife to adopt a child on her
own right even during her husband's life time.
She had no such right prior to this enactment.

c) In the uncodified law, a spinster or a widow had
no right to adopt whereas this Act grants them
the right to adopt.

d) Under the old Hindu Law, a wife need not be

consulted while adopting a child or while giving

a child for adoption, whereas this Act made it

essential to consult her in both the cases.

e) Section 11 lays down that, a father should adopt

a daughter at least 21 years younger to him.

Constitutional Right : A few articles in the

Constitution help the women to improve their status

and to compete with their male counterparts.

For example under Article 14, the State

guarantees equality before law or equal protection of

law to all its citizens within Indian territory. Article 15

says, the State shall not discriminate any citizen on

grounds of  religion, race, caste, sex, place of  birth or

any of  them. Article 16 says, there shall be equality of

opportunity for all citizens in matters relating to

employment or appointment to any office under the

State. There shall be no discrimination based on

religion, race, caste, sex, place of  birth against any

employment or office under the State. Article 24

prohibits the employment of  children below the age

of  14 years in factories, mines or in any other hazardous

employment. Under Article 39 the State grants to all

the citizens both men and women equal rights. to have

an adequate means of  livelihood and Article 39(d)

states that there is equal pay for equal work for both

men and women. As per Article 41, the State shall

guarantee within its economic limits to all the citizens,

the right to work, to education and public assistance

in certain. cases. Under Article 42, the state makes

provision for just and human conditions of  work and

maternity relief  and under Article 44, the State provides

a uniform civil code to all the citizen throughout the

territory of  India.

Though all these provisions are there, but it

remains to be seen. as to whether the basic rights have

been restored to women, or not.

It would not be inappropriate to call Ambedkar

as one of  the saviours of  the Indian women. The

essence of  his advocacy of  the cause of  women and

his appeals to the Hindus to change the society can

best be described in his own words:

"Those who want to conserve must be ready to

repair and all I want is that if  you want to maintain the

Hindu System, the Hindu culture, the Hindu society,

do not hesitate to repair where it is necessary". The

Bill asks for nothing more than repairing those parts

of  the Hindu society which have almost become

dilapidated.

The greatest gift that women is endowed with is

'motherhood'. She was termed by Gandhiji as the

'mother, maker and silent leader of  man'.

Perhaps the greatest champion of  women's

causes in the twentieth century India, along with Dr

Babasaheb Ambedkar was Mahatma Gandhi. He was

known for his forthright views on the status and

position of  women in society. The credit of  bringing

women out of  their homes into the mainstream of

India's social and national life, and entrusting them.

with great responsibilities goes to him. He was

uncompromising in the matter of  women's rights.

From the very beginning, Gandhi preached

against wrongs done to women in the name of

Dharmashastras, law and tradition. He wrote, "It is

sad to think that the Smritis contain texts which could

command no respect from men who cherish the liberty

of  women as their own and who regard her as the

mother of  the race. Of  course, there are the Smriti

texts, which gave woman her due place and regard her

with deep veneration. The question arises as to what

to do with the Smritis that contain texts that are

repugnant to the moral sense. All that is printed in the
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name of  scriptures need not be taken as the word of

God or the inspired word."

Thus, Gandhi was very clear in his mind that

ancient Indian scriptures do not advocate social

inequality and social injustice. But later texts,

particularly those written after 300 B.C have directly

advocated social inequality; not only regarding the

education of  women but also by promoting child

marriage and widowhood till death. Thus according

to Gandhi, the important criterion to judge the

Dharmashastras is whether they advocate social

equality and social justice between man and man and

between man and woman.

This is why he was always a fighter for the

equality of  human beings and freedom for individuals.

Consequently, he unequivocally stood for the

emancipation of  women as he stood for the

emancipation of  the untouchables.

His indignant protest against enforced
widowhood, the crime of  child-widows, the curse of
child-marriage, polygamy, the cruelty of  the purdah
system, and against every thing that reduced women
to a secondary status were too well known. He held
the view firmly that freedom and liberty to women
were not only essential, but expedient to preserve what
is precious in Indian culture and Indian Womanhood.

Continuously, he urged the women to think
independently by themselves and arrive at decisions
on the basis of  their own independent judgment
instead of  depending on man or blindly following the
custom. In order to enable the illiterate women in the
rural areas to develop these capacities, and to think
independently, he wanted the enlightened women from
the cities to "enroll women as voters, impart or have
imparted to them practical education, teach them to
think independently, release them from the chains of
caste that bind them so as to bring a change in them
which will compel man to realize woman's strength
and capacity for sacrifice and give her place of  honour."

Stress on women's participation in social
and political movements:

Gandhiji wanted that women should take greater
responsibilities, not only in the national struggle, but
in building up the nation. The very first non-
cooperation movement that he launched in 1920
brought a large number of  women throughout the

country to participate in the movement. In August
1921, Gandhi acknowledged the service rendered by
the women. He wrote in his Young India, "The women
of  India have during the past twelve months worked
wonders on behalf  of  the motherland...... You have
parted with your cash and with your fine jewellery. You
have wandered from house to house to make
collections. Some of  you have even assisted in
picketing. Some of  you are used to fine dress of
variegated colours and had numbers of  changes during
the day have now adopted the white and spotless but
heavy khadi saree... yours is the purest sacrifice
untainted by anger or hate. Let me confess to you that
your spontaneous and loving response all over the
country has convinced me that God is with us. No

other proof  of  our struggle being one of  self-

purification is needed than that lakhs of  Indian women
are actively helping it."

He wanted that the women should have the same
share as man in winning independence. Even in 1921,
when he was asked whether the participation of  women
in public work would not lead to the neglect of  home
and children, Gandhi replied, "More often than not a
woman's time is taken upon by the performance of
essential domestic duties but in catering to the egoistic
pleasure of  her lord and master and for her own
vanities. To me this domestic slavery of  women is a
sample of our barbarism. It is high time that our
womanhood was freed from the incubus. Domestic
work ought not to take the whole of  woman's time"
13

The launching of  the Kasturba Gandhi National
Memorial Trust was the culmination and fulfillment
of  the chosen service he wanted to initiate in the cause
of  women - which included training of  Gram Sevikas,
health assistants, teachers in adult education, to educate
women and children in the rural areas and bring them
in the national stream of  service etc. He was keen on
entrusting to women such activities that required
careful handling and tender care.

Gandhiji's assertion was that a woman would
be able to fare better in a cause, where rare qualities
such as compassion, love, tenderness, ability to
reconcile etc are to be exhibited. He would rather prefer
women in crisis management. They are better-suited,
he would say, for managing the affairs of  society, where
precise account-keeping, presence of  mind, efficient
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organization, capacity to persuade and doing the right
thing at the right time and in the right manner are
involved.

Thus both Gandhi and Ambedkar preached
against wrongs done to women in the name of
Dharmashastras, law and tradition. Both of  them asked
question about the validity of  those scriptures which
enslaved the women who is regarded as the mother of
the race. Both are passionate lovers of  humanity, an
implacable foe of  injustice, who exposed the women's
real position in the society with proper human outlook.

But Babasaheb's treatment of whole problem

was pragmatic. Both of  them made an indepth analysis

of  the Smritis and Shastras, the basics of  Hindu faith

but inspite of  that Gandhiji accepted 'Chaturvarna"

as the ideal form of  society, which put women in the

Shudra category and thus they have no right of

education. 'Chaturvarna' cannot explain the status of

women, if  the system is based on the worth of

individuals, definitely inter-varna marriage will have to

be accepted as women have been traditionally relegated

to Shudra status without right to knowledge and

property.

No doubt, Gandhiji was one of  the greatest

champions of  women's cause in the twentieth century

but Babasaheb's commitment to women's equality has

left its imprint on the Constitution. Ambedkar has

taken up social reform approach at two levels: One at

the level of  the Hindu family and other at the level of

the Hindu Society. The problems regarding child

marriage, widow remarriage, sati system relate to the

reform of  the Hindu family. The modification of  the

laws of  adoption, marriage and succession relate to

the reform of  the Hindu Society. And Gandhiji

concentrated his social reform approach at one level

which was related to Hindu family. Though Gandhiji

is regarded as a crusader of  gender justice but he did

not think even to disrupt the 'Chaturvarna' system of

Hindu Society even for the emancipation of  women.

Thus Ambedkar is described as the 'Modern

Manu'. Manu codified the law of  ancient India which

put women in the Shudra category and was responsible

for the low profile of  women's status in India. But

Ambedkar contributed his intellect for the making of

Indian Constitution and framing of Hindu Code Bill.

When Manu created a conservative social order chained

the Shudras, Untouchables and Women, Ambedkar

liberated all sections of  the society.

Whatever may be the fact, it is true that the

ground prepared by the nineteenth century social

reformers and the untiring work of  Gandhiji and

Babasaheb led to the emancipation of  women and

helped them to take their rightful place in society in

the way in which women of  Vedic age participated in

the ancient times. By having equal rights, women have

achieved a lot. They have entered into all professions

including the police departments and airlines. We have

an entire CRPF battalion 88 - comprising women.

Recently, the Chief  of  the Army announced that

women will be recruited in Army. We have States like

Andhra Pradesh giving 30% reservation to women in

the State Service Commission. We have universities

entirely for women where professional and job-

oriented courses are given importance. Banks provide

loans to women to achieve self-employment. Pidhgara

village in Dhar district of  Madhya Pradesh has a 13

member gram panchayat all of  them are women. It

was formed in 1989:14 Behind all this progress lie the

initiative taken by Gandhiji and Dr. Ambedkar for the

uplift of  women.

But real picture of  Indian women is not so bright

and praiseworthy. Bourgeois value system based on

commercialization of  life has converted women into a

'commodity' and the number of  them being suffocated

and crushed between parental home and in-laws, for

dowry disputes are on steady increase, particularly in

the urban centers. Illiteracy and backwardness are still

prevailing in great measure specially in the rural areas.

Most of  them still have the Shudra status. The dream

of  a society of  Gandhiji and Ambedkar which is based

on equality of  men and women remains largely

unfulfilled.

I would like to end by quoting Dr B.R.

Ambedkar's slogan on Unity, Education and Agitation..

"Unity is meaningless without the accom-

paniment of  women. Education is fruit-less without

educated women, and Agitation is incomplete without

the strength of  women". 
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Assam which literally means 'the gateway to the

North East India' is region where nature
herself  has painted the vibrant landscape, hillocks,
woods, brooks and streams, flora and fauna and
above all the affectionate people. An abode of  one
horned rhino, muga-silk, and aromatic tea gardens
make Assam a special place on earth.

Assam bears testimony to rich cultural
heritage though its temples, monuments and
torrential Brahmaputra river. It is a legendary state
in terms of  traditions and customs. Assam is one of
the richest biodiversity zones in the world and
consists of  tropical rainforests, decidous forests,
riverine grasslands, bamboo orchards and numerous
wetland ecosystems. The culture of  Assam is a rich
tapestry woven with multicolour yarns of  distinct
heritage of  all races that inhabit this land. The East
India company had established itself  as a powerful
ruler in the early parts of  the 19th century in India
and like wise in Assam, they built a strong
organisational base and successfully stopped all
possible uprising against the British. This was clear
from the failed revolt of  Gomdhar Konwar and
Piyoli Phukan. Through a new revenue system, the
British took charge of  the economics but took no
measure to eradicate the difficulties of the peasants
and poverty ridden subjects. This combined with a
number of  other factors led to anti-British rising and
peasant revolt in Assam.

Before British in Assam, revenue was not
collected through cash. The introduction of  land
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revenue and taxes using cash led to exploitation of
the Assamese by the British. The new revenue policy
and the money economy created deep resentment
amongst the common people. This also caused the
creation of  the Mahajans who flourished on interests
in Assam. The Assam populace was forced to borrow
money on interest from this class to clear their land
revenue to the government. The Mahajans were
mostly the immigrant Marwari and Bengali
businessman.

The British didn't do anything for the
development of  agriculture in the region despite the
fact that whenever the climate was unsuitable, the sector
suffered and the people had to face continuous famine.
In his application to Moffat Mills, the judge of  the sadar
court, Calcutta, Anandaram Dhekial Phukan, one of
the pioneers of Assamese literature stated that in 1851
the condition of  people in some areas of  Kamrup and
Darrang was such that parents were forced to sell their
own children for some grains. At the begining of  the
19th century, the British authorised tea gardens in Upper
Assam and to encourage the tea gardens, the land
revenue of  the lands falling within the gardens was
exempted. This however led to losses for the British
and the responsibility of making up for this loss of
revenue shifted to the poor peasants, adding more to
their miseries.

From the time of the Ahom dynasty, the Paat

and Muga silk of  Assam had a special demand in
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the Indian market but like in the other states of  India,

in Assam also the local industry heavily detrio rated by

the British administration who gave patronage to the

imported cloth. The cottage industry was very negatively

impacted by such activities and the people associated

with this industry felt the heat of  the change.

Some of  the Ahom upper class, from the

begining had tried to associate themselves with the

British, but due to lack of  modern education, the

majority could not become a part of  the new
administration. At the same time, the British restored
to importing educated Bengali persons which not
only deprived the Assamese aristocratic class but
believed to be have created a riot like situation.

According to Phulguri Revolt, the farmers
uprising in the Phulguri area of middle Assam in
October 1861 AD was the first ever peasant revolt
which took place under the leadership of  Mahatma
Gandhi. It was also the first ever non co-operation
movement of  Indian freedom movement because

the farmers of  Phulguri region had stopped payment
of  taxes to the British administration and thus openly
defied the rulers. The immediate cause was the
exorbitant taxes imposed by the British
administration on the farmers of  Assam. These tea
planters had been suffering from dearth of  labours

died of  unhygienic conditions in the tea estates, as
malaria spread in many of  those areas.

The tea planters decided to pauperise the
local farmers of  Assam by increasing the incidence
of  taxes so that they take up employment in the tea
states. The tea planters placed their design with their

brethern in administration, who readily co-operated
in the conspiracy and enhanced the tax rates on the
indigenous people. Along with the land revenue
under Ryotwari system, the British also introduced
many oppressive taxation measures, which were not
in keeping with the income level of  the people as

well as the economic situation of  their lives. Every
able bodied man had to pay tax in that system. But it
was more than impossible and it had to be withdrawn
in 1850-51 AD.

The oppressive regime of  the British had
dissatisfied the common people as well as the rulers

of  the region. Both came together and started

planning to overthrow the British regime. The

simmering anger of  the people was aroused again

when the British Govt. increased the taxes again in

1861 AD. to redouble the tax collection. They

imposed taxes even on the forests products made

from Bamboo, Cane, Wood etc. Moreover income

tax was introduced for the first time. It made the

living unbearable for the farmers as they had already

been suffering from heavy taxation. The poppy

cultivation was also banned by  the British, it was

actually done with an aim to take up the trading in

opium themselves. The people of  Raha Phulguri

region had not only become lethargic, they were even

imbuded with the indomitable spirit of nationalism

with a do or die spirit. Several of  them like Krishna

Kanta Goswami and Safium Nessa were banished

to the Andaman Island for their involvement in the

conspiracy against the British. But the people was

around again and that too very strongly with the

arrival of  a British officer named Lt. Herbert Scouce,

he humiliated people at the fall of a hat and

imprisoned people for ever small matters.

About one thousand farmers from the

Phulguri region gathered at the court premises of

Deputy commissioner of  Nagaon District on

September, 1861 AD. They intended to protest

against the hefty increase in taxes. They wanted to

say that there should not be taxes on betel nut trees,

betel leaf, seepers, bamboo trees etc, but it beared

no result.

The entire decision making in this movement

was done by the farmers themselves. While middle

class leaders had already been removed by the

surmise that the British could be easily overthrown

as their military strength was numerically very limited.

But people thought that the numerical strength

would give them an edge over the British sepoys. A

British loyalist turned revolutionary, Maniram Dewan

used to pass through the valleys of  Kalang, Kapili

and Kiling rivers. He would enthuse the people of

this region to fight aginst the British. Regular armed

tarining started in the paddy fields of  the interior

areas. People started equipping themselves with

traditional arms like spears, bow etc.
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These activities started from 1855 AD and
would soon culminate in an armed uprising. But the
capture and execution of  Maniram Dewan
dampened the uprising. Eventually when the people

would come out openly, that too would be an all
peasant affair. The people of  Phulguri region

convened a five day convention in order to mobilise
all round support for their non-co operation
movement. The convention was scheduled from
October 15 at Phulguri village. It was called Raij Mel
or assembly of  people.

As many as 600 people gathered in Phulguri

on October 16. Herbert sent Haladhar Barua, the
officer in charge of  Nagaon Sadar Police station to
take stock of  the situation. Haladhar ordered the
gathering in Namghar to disperse, but the crowd
disobeyed him. There upon, Haladhar made hasty
retreat Haladhar consulted the matter with Herbert

and returned again on the next day Oct 17. This
time he arrested the leading persons. Even then an
assembly of about 350 persons remained there in
Namghar.

The agitationists became very excited over
the turn of  the events. One group from among them

proceeded towards Raha and they attacked the police
station there. Another group of  the revolt went to
kachalukhowa and they attacked the magazine house
located there. After that, they proceeded in the
direction of  the government treasury with an
intention to plunder it, but they were obstructed by

some sepoys on the way. Captain Campbell was in
the command of this re-inforcement. He came to
Phulguri with his command. The agitationists also
gathered again in order to review the situation. At
that curical time, people started firing upon them,
leading to the instant death of 39 persons and serious

injury to hundreds. Only 66 persons remained
capable of  standing. All of  them were taken on feet
to Nagaon and put in a temporary jail.

After the Revolt, General Henry Hopkinson,
the commissioner of  Assam arrived at Phulguri with
100 sepoys and started all out torture regime in the

Raha-Phulguri region. Disturbed over the inhuman
atrocities on the fellow people, the leaders of  the
uprising surrendered before the administration.

Twenty five years before the Jallianwallah
Bagh Masscare, more than a hundred peasants fell

to the bullets of  the British on January 28, 1894 in
Assam. The unarmed peasants were protesting
against the increase in land revenue levied by the
colonial administration, when the military opened

fire. Today a "Martyr's Coloum" stands where the
incident took place - Patharughat, a small village in
Assam, Darrang district, 60 km northeast of
guwahati.

Cause led to the Patharughat Revolt :

After the British annexation of Assam in 1826,

surveys of  the lands of  the state began. On the basis
of  such surveys, the British began to impose land
taxes. In 1893, the British government decided to
increase agricultural land tax reportedly by 70-80
percent. "Up until then the peasants would pay in
kind or provide a service in lieu of  cash". Across

Assam, peasants began protesting the move by
organising Raij Mels, or peaceful conventions. On
January 28, 1894, when the British officers were
refusing to listen to the farmer's grievances, things
heated up and there was lathi charge, followed by
open firing which killed many of  the peasants

present. The casualties in the Patharughat incident
stood at 15 killed and 37 wounded. However,
unoffficial sources claim it was a much higher
number. "Dutta writes : Doli Purana, estensibly
written by an by witness named Narottam Koch, has
the line at kuri raij mori thakil dar chelai pori which

translates to imply that 140 were killed". The incident
is one of  the most tragic and inspiring episodes in
the saga of  the Indian Freedom movement. For the
larger Assamese community, Patharughat comes
second only to the Battle of Saraighat, when the
Ahoms defeated the Mughals in 1671. While many

often refer to the episode as the "Patharughat Ron"
or the "Battle of  Patharughat", it was a peaceful
protest and precursor to the Civil disobedience
movement, which was later propagated by Mahatma
Gandhi". It was one of  the few occasions in the
history of  the pre-congress, Pan-Indian anti-

imperialist movement, where in the absence of  a well
defined leadership, the masses organised themselves
to resist the autocratic designs of the British. 
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The 'James Webb Space Telescope'

was launched on December 25, 2021. It

is named after James E. Webb , who was

a NASA administrator. He headed the

Apollo, Gemini and Mercury missions.

The James Webb Space Telescope is the

biggest space telescope ever constructed.

The mass of the James Webb Space

Telescope is about half that of the 'Hubble

Space Telescope'. Space telescopes were

proposed as early as 1923, and the Hubble

telescope was funded and built in  1970

by the United States' space agency NASA

with contributions from the European

Space Agency.

James Webb Space

Telescope :

A Historic

Mission
Dibyajyoti Sarma

BA 3rd Semester

Hubble's launch and deployment in April 1990 marked the most

significant advance in astronomy since Galileo's telescope. Thanks

to five servicing missions and more than 25 years of operation, our

view of the universe and our place within it has never been the same.

Webb has a 6.5 m diameter gold-coated beryllium primary mirror

made up of 18 separate hexagonal mirrors. The mirror has a polished

area of 283 sq ft of which 9.7 sq ft is obscured by the secondary

support struts , giving a total collecting area of 273 sq. This is over

six times larger than the collecting area of Hubble's 7.9 ft diameter

mirror, which has a collecting area of 43 sq ft. The mirror has a gold

coating to provide infrared reflectivity and this is covered by a thin

layer of glass for durability. Webb is designed primarily for near-

infrared astronomy, but can also see orange and red visible light, as

well as the mid-infrared region, depending on the instrument being

used. It can detect objects up to 100 times fainter than Hubble can,

and objects much earlier in the history of the universe.

There are certainly larger Earth-bound telescopes, but as its

name implies, the JWST will roam above the atmosphere, providing

more powerful unobstructed views of the heavens than even the

historic Hubble Space Telescope could offer. Funded by NASA in

conjunction with the European Space Agency and the Canadian Space

Agency, the infrared Webb telescope weighs 6 metric tons and will

orbit 1.5 million kilometers from Earth. It boasts many new

technological advances, including a deployable sunshield and a

folding segmented mirror. The James Webb Space Telescope is the

biggest space telescope ever constructed. It is nearly double the size

of the Hubble Telescope, which is roughly half the Hubble’s weight.

It’s humongous sun shield stand measures 22m by 12m, almost the

same dimension as a tennis court.

James Telescope’s gold-coated mirrors have a cumulative

diameter of 605cm, more than twice the diameter of Hubble . So it

seems JWST will roughly have a fifteen times broader view than the

Hubble Space Telescope. One of the main aims of JWST is to study

and observe the formation of galaxies. As per current data, we cannot

detect any region where baby galaxies are forming. In other words,

such areas might be far away from the reaches of the current most

sensitive observatories. Through the Webb telescope, astronomers

hope to analyse the factors that influence galaxies’ shape and size. It

will shed light on the secrets behind the structure of barred, irregular,

elliptical, and spiral galaxies.

There are some reasons which design emphasizes the near to

mid-infrared for several High-redshift objects have their visible

emissions shifted into the infrared. Their light can be observed today

only via infrared astronomy , Infrared light passes more easily through

dust clouds than visible light , Colder objects such as debris disks

and planets emit most strongly in the infrared. These infrared bands
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are difficult to study from the ground or by existing

space telescopes such as Hubble etc. Rough plot of

Earth's atmospheric absorption to various wavelengths

of electromagnetic radiation, including visible light.

Ground-based telescopes must look through Earth's

atmosphere, which is opaque in many infrared bands.

Even where the atmosphere is transparent, many of the

target chemical compounds, such as water, carbon

dioxide, and methane, also exist in the Earth's

atmosphere, vastly complicating analysis. Webb can

also observe objects in the Solar System at an angle of

more than 85° from the Sun. And having an apparent

angular rate of motion less than 0.03 arc seconds per

second. This includes Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,

Neptune, Pluto, their satellites, and comets, asteroids

and minor planets at or beyond the orbit of Mars.

The optical telescope components of the primary

mirror have eighteen six-sided mirror segments, which

are made of gold-coated beryllium. This grants the

JWST a light-gathering area about 5.5 times as big as

Hubble’s area. Hubble captures images from the range

of visible, ultraviolet and near-infrared spectra. On the

other hand, the James Webb Space Telescope will detect

objects in the range of long-wavelength normal red light

and mid-infrared spectrum. This will allow the detection

of high-redshift celestial bodies that are too faint,

distant, and old. The ideal working temperature of the

Webb telescope is below -223 °C. By maintaining such

a low temperature, it will be able to detect faint signals

in the infrared spectrum without the intrusion of warmer

signals of objects. It is orbiting near the Sun-Earth L2

Lagrange area, around 1.5 million kilometres away from

the Earth. A five-layered windshield guards it against

the Sun’s direct heat waves. Uses of James Webb Space

Telescope

The James Webb Space Telescope is

fundamentally designed for wider infrared astronomy.

It can observe objects which are 100 times fainter than

the threshold of the Hubble telescope.

Apart from the above spectrum, it can also detect

red-orange visible light and mid-infrared range. Another

exciting prospect is it will allow astronomers to observe

objects that existed earlier in the timeline of the

Universe, much closer to the Big Bang. This unique

infrared detector is designed to detect objects hidden

in the mid-nearer infrared spectrum.

Redshift objects only emit infrared rays, which

can only be analysed through infrared telescopes.

Colder and darker objects also emit infrared light. The

Hubble telescope is not designed for such an infrared

spectrum. James Webb Space Telescope is arguably the

best infrared observatory ever built.

Terrestrial telescopes on Earth also have some

severe drawbacks as our atmosphere creates another

layer of light dilution. When far away light penetrates

the atmosphere, weaker infrared rays will drastically

lose their intensity which practically becomes

undetectable.

The James Webb Space Telescope could

automate itself to analyse unplanned targets within the

set time. It can also examine most of the objects in the

Solar System, including all the satellites, planets,

asteroids and comets. The James Webb Space Telescope

will surely pave the way for many great discoveries in

cosmology, astrophysics and astronomy.

The James Webb Space Telescope is

purposefully designed to observe objects hidden in the

infrared spectrum. Observing the Formation of Galaxies

One of the main aims of JWST is to study and

observe the formation of galaxies. As per current data,

we cannot detect any region where baby galaxies are

forming. Such areas might be far away from the reaches

of the current most sensitive observatories. Through

the Webb telescope, astronomers hope to analyse the

factors that influence galaxies’ shape and size. It will

shed light on the secrets behind the structure of barred,

irregular, elliptical, and spiral galaxies through the dust

barrier.

Two of the central ambitions of JWST is to find

the origin of Earth and how life evolved. Both are

directly connected to the evolution of planets. One of

the fundamental goals is to find the composition of

particles around stars where planets are created.

Hypersensitive observatories like the JWST will be able

to capture infrared images of planets systems.

Search for alien life forms is one of its hidden

missions. A thorough exploration of exo-planets will

help understand how life could have evolved. JWST is

powerful enough to examine comets and other cold

bodies, which might hold clues to the origin of life. 
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Plants are being used as a source of  nutrient supplement

and immunity boosters for human traditionally. Different plants

are being used against different human diseases including bacterial,

fungal as well as viral diseases. Considering the recent scenario of

CoVID-19 pandemic, two very important traditionally used

medicinal plants viz., Tinospora cordifolia which is commonly

known as Xogunilota or Giloy and Brucea mollis commonly

known as Quinine or Bapkehu, have caught the interest in this
review. These two plants can be implemented as a solution for
CoVID-19 pandemic, as they are the sources of  immunity boosters
and different medicinal compounds.

Tinospora cordifolia (synonym: Tinospora sinensis (Lour.)
Merr.) belongs to the family Menispermaceae, which is a large,
glabrous, succulent, deciduous, climbing herb, available in different
forests as well as growing in home-gardens of  many people. In
Ayurveda, it is known as ‘Jivantika’ which means ‘long life’. Because

Tinospora cordifolia (Wild) Hook.

F. & Thomson and Brucea mollis Wall. Ex Kurz.:
The Two Natural Immunity  Boosters & Traditionally

Important Medicinal Plants Inhabiting Assam

Dr. Deepanwita Deka
Assistant Professor

Deptt. of  Botany

of  its high medicinal properties, it is
also known as ‘Amrita’ in Sanskrit
which means ‘The root of  immortality’.
T. cordifolia is distributed throughout
tropical India subcontinent, Sri Lanka
and China, ascending to an altitude of
1200 m. The plant is more or less
available in several villages as well as
different forests of Assam. Another
medicinally important but less

recognized plant is Brucea mollis which

is a bitter shrub or small tree with

yellow green and puberulent branchlets

and red-purple with white lenticellate

branches. It belongs to the family

Simaroubaceae. Though this plant and

its importance are not commonly

known, the juice extracted from the

root or fruit of  this plant is traditionally

being used against malaria and fever by

the ethnic people of  Karbi Anglong

District in Assam, India, since ancient

times. Due to its property of  curing

malaria, it is commonly known as

Kuinine in Assam. B. mollis is an

Endemic plant of South East Asia.

This plant exists in India as well as in

China. But interestingly in India its

natural distribution is confined only to

the North-Eastern region (except

Mizoram and Tripura). It has been also

reported from Bhutan, Cambodia,Tinosporacordifolia plant
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China, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Nepal, Philippine,

Thailand and Vietnam.

B. mollis is considered to be endangered in

Arunachal Pradesh and Assam during the CAMP

workshop held in Guwahati, Assam. Further it has

been listed as NT (Near Threatened) plant species

of  Meghalaya by IUCN (International Union for

Conservation of  Nature and Natural Resources) in

a Meet to assess the threat status of prioritized

Medicinal plants of  Northeast India which was held

in Guwahati 2003. A recent study has focused on

indigenous knowledge and approach for

conservation of  B. mollis endangered medicinal plant

by Kakoty and Barthakur, 2017. In Assam this

species is found in Doldoli Reserved Forest of

Lahorijan in Karbi Anglong district. Considering the

enormous medicinal properties of  T. cordifolia and

B. mollis, utilization of  these two plants to boost

immunity, to inhibit different microbial infections

including SARS-CoV-2 like viruses, have been

focused in this article.

possess antioxidant property, anti-HIV potential and

also anti-osteoporotic effects. Its extract is helpful

for vaginal and urethral discharges, low fevers,

enlarged spleen, in preventing vomiting, diuretic,

enriches the blood, cures jaundice, useful in skin

diseases, etc. The extracts of  roots and stems are

suggested in combination with other drugs as an

antidote to snake bite and scorpion sting. An infusion

of  the powdered stem is used as a tonic and an

aphrodisiac. The root extract of  T. cordifolia is used

as potent emetic and for bowel obstruction. It has

Medicinal properties of  T. cordifolia and B.

mollis:

Extracts of  T. cordifolia is very much useful

for diabetes, malaria, dengue, swine flu, cold, cough,

fever, asthma and other respiratory disorders, cancer,

arthritis, heart and hepatic diseases etc. It helps in

increasing body immunity and also improves

digestive system. It kills the germs in the body and

purifies the blood. The extracts of  T. cordifolia

Stem of Tinosporacordifolia

Bruceamollis plant

Fruit of Bruceamollis
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also been found to relieve burning sensation, increase

energy and appetite. T. cordifolia is useful in the

treatment of  helminthiasis, heart diseases, leprosy,

supports standard white blood cell structure,

function, and levels.

On the other hand, the extracts of  B. mollis

has been reported to have beneficial effects against

malaria, cancer, cardiovascular diseases etc. It also

possesses diuretic activity. It is traditionally being used

against malaria, fever in Karbi Anglong district in

Assam and widely used for cancer treatment in

China. It is also rich in antioxidant agents and its

extract also exhibits amebicidal, antiplasmodicidal,

antifeedant, antigiardial, cytotoxic, insecticidal,

pesticidal, antiviral and antileukemic activities. The

plant extract possess antimicrobial property against

different microorganisms. A recent study suggests

that the endophytic fungi extracted from B. mollis is

a great source of  antimicrobial as well as antioxidant

agents, which can be utilised for pharmaceutical

purposes without exploiting the plant.

Phytochemical constituents of  T. cordifolia :

The extract of  T. cordifolia is rich in different

phytochemical constituents such as terpenoid,

alkaloid, lignans, carbohydrates, glycosides proteins,

aminoacids, fats, tannins, saponins, steroids,

flavonoids etc. Amongst all, terpenoid, alkaloid,

lignans and steroids are the main compounds

providing the medicinal properties of  this plant.

Phytochemical constituents of  B. mollis :

The extracts of  B. mollis plant also possess

different groups of  phytochemicals. Some of  the

chemical compounds produced by B. mollis are

isobrucein B, indaquassin X, cleomiscosin A,

cleomiscosin B, lyoniresinol, epipinoresinol,

pinoresinol, syringaresinol, 4,5-dihydroblumenol A,

adenosine etc. A few of  them have been reported to

possess different medicinal properties.

Why T. cordifolia and B. mollis can be

considered as a possible solution of  different

diseases ?

Medicinal plants are not only protecting

human health against communicable diseases over

millennia but also playing a significant role in the

upgradation and globalization of  human society in

recent years. There are enormous examples of  plants,

e.g., Capsicum annuum, Curcuma longa, Mentha longifolia,

Olea europaea, Curcuma longa, Phoenix hanceana, Camellia

sinensis etc., being used against different diseases since

ancient times. Considering the recent pandemic

situation and the importance of  T. cordifolia and B.

mollis, these two plants may be recommended as a

hub of  preventive agents of  different bacterial,

fungal and viral diseases like CoVID-19.

T. cordifolia can be utilised as powder or its

extract can be taken directly. In Ayurvedic medicines

they are available as capsules. Usually, the stem and

roots of  T. cordifolia is crushed and mixed well with

water and then filtered. That filtrate is used as an

immune booster. It improves the body immunity of

HIV positive patients also. On the other hand, the

extracts of  root, stem and fruits of  B. mollis plant

can be used against some deadly diseases like malaria,

viral infections, cancer as well as AIDS too. Ethnic

people in Karbi Anglong use this plant in a traditional

way. They usually use to take 1 or 2 fresh fruits

directly as per the severity of  infliction. Root

decoction is also used and they take 4-5 cm of  root,

remove the bark carefully, wash it, crush and then

the root is boiled in a glass of  water for half  an hour.

Sometimes in its place infusion is also used.

Depending on the severity of  the fever, one or two

table spoonsful of  the decanted liquid is taken twice

or thrice daily. But overdose of  root decoction may

lead to temporary paralysis. However, such adverse

effect is usually treated with fruit juice of  Garcinia

pedunculata and Averrhoa carambola by the ethnic

people of  Karbi anglong. It has been reported that

the endophytic fungi associated B. mollis also possess

antimicrobial as well as antioxidant property.

Plant and microbial metabolites are always

being the source of natural, eco-friendly medicinal

compounds which can be utilized in a sustainable

way. As T. cordifolia and B. mollis show fruitful

results traditionally against different types of  deadly

infectious diseases including, AIDS and malaria,

improving body immunity since ancient times, they

can be considered as the unexplored source of

medicines. Interestingly, they possess all the
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characters as that of  the synthetic compounds being

used for treatment of  different diseases like CoVID-

19. They are the hub of  different therapeutic

compounds. But due to a lack of  knowledge on the

importance of  T. cordifolia and B. mollis, in spite of

having so many therapeutic properties, these plants

have received very less recognition. There is no

mention of  the importance of  B. mollis plant in

Ayurveda too. However, some recent studies carried

out by some researchers, have highlighted the

medicinal properties of  T. cordifolia and B. mollis

and their associated microbes, as well as its

conservation strategies. If  more research or scientific

knowledge about these two plants grow, there is no

doubt that these two plants will provide new plant-

derived medicines against different uncurable

diseases. Also, the microbes associated with these

two plants should be explored properly to utilize

them to control different bacterial, fungal or viral

diseases.

Unfortunately, due to lack of  knowledge on

the importance of  B. mollis, it has come under the

list of  “Endangered species” in North-East India.

There is no mention on the importance of  this plant

in Ayurveda too. Therefore, a wide research of  B.

mollis is at the high urge for its conservation as well

as to know its utilities in pharmaceutical field.

However, some studies on the conservation strategies

and medicinal properties of  B. mollis as well as its

microbial associations related with this plant were

carried out by some researchers. The ex-situ

conservation and regeneration of  T. cordifolia plant

has been initiated by &quot;The State Medicinal

Plants Board, Assam&quot; (SMPB) in 2 hectors land

in Kachar District, Assam, India.

Plants with therapeutic properties have been

recurrently utilized for thousands of  years for treating

innumerable infections due to their minimal side

effects. Various phytochemicals such as terpenoids,

alkaloids, phenols, lignans, steroids etc. exhibit strong

inhibitory effects against wide range of  infectious

microbes including SARS-CoV-2 and other human

coronaviruses. There is a great possibility that the

compounds produced by Tinospora cordifolia and

Brucea mollis, will be useful to design a drug to

prevent such microbial infections as these two plants

possess lots of  therapeutic compounds which

provide immunity in human body. However, plants

possess mixture of  diversified bioactive molecules

which are difficult to utilize directly for effective and

proper medication of  a disease. The compounds

need to be purified and analyzed chemically using

different techniques like NMR, GC-MS, LC-MS etc.

Therefore, wide double- blinded clinical

investigations with strict protocols are needed to

evaluate the appropriate potential of  different

phytochemicals against different infectious diseases

with the aim of  certifying the implementation of

international acceptable standards. 

1. Brahmi sak or Water hyssop : Brahmi sak may help reduce stress and anxiety by elevating mood and reducing

cortisol levels. The plant is bitter in taste but with great medicinal properties. This plant is use to improve memory

and treat various ailments.

2. Doron bon or Leucas : It strengthens the liver and the lungs. The flowers of this plant are administered in the form

of a syrup as a domestic remedy for cough and cold and for the treatment of intestinal worm infections in children.

This plant is also used as an edible vegetable and herbal remedy as well

3. Jilmil sak or White goosefoot : It is loaded with important minerals such as calcium, iron, potassium, phosphorus,

magnesium and zinc. This plant helps increase haemoglobin levels in the body and helps cure constipation,

arthritis, rheumatism, enlargement of the spleen and bile related diseases.

Medicinal plants of Assam
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One of the unique features of Mohenjodaro

city is found in its elaborate drainage system.  It is a

fact that no other city in that world at that time had

such an excellent drainage system. Each street and

bylane had well-paved drains on either side which

collected waste water from each house. The drains

were laid well below the street level and the waste

water of  the big city was flushed into the Indus river.

Towards the west of  this city, there were a few

public buildings. One of  the most prominent of

these is the Great Bath (180 × 180) which contains

Mohenjodaro

Elinis Thangrokim
BA 6th Semester

a swimming pool (39 × 23 × 8). This swimming

pool is surrounded by thick walls, wide verandahs

and small bathrooms. On all sides of  the pool there

were steps. Promisions were made to drain all the

dirty water from the pool regularly and fresh water

brought in.

The other structures are the granary and a

college. The former served as a warehouse for storing

foodgrains and the latter was probably used as a

meeting place of  public officials. One may say that

the whole city was well-maintained by the municipal

authorities by supplying water, constructing public

wells, dustbins to throw garbage, providing street

lights and excellent drainage system.

In many respects,  the people living in that

civilization must have enjoyed quite a luxurious life.

Their daily food consisted of  beef, mutton, pork,

fish, corn products, vegetables, fruits and milk. The

discovery of   a large number of  spindle testifies to

the fact that they generally were drawn over the left

shoulder, and a dhoti in the lower part of  the body.

They kept short beards and whiskers and sometimes

shaved the hair on the upper lip. They kept long hair

and combed it backwards regularly.

The

C I V I L I Z A T I O N
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Women seemed to have enjoyed freedom and

status in the society. Many of  them were fond of

fashions and luxuries as can be seen from the articles

they used. They kept themselves beautiful by using

a wide variety of  toilet and cosmetic articles. Their

toilet table contained bronze-mirrors, ivory combs

of  different shapes, lipsticks (Chanhu - daro finds),

collyrium, face-paint, powder, hair-wash. They were

familiar with different hair-styles.

Along with cosmetic articles, the women

adorned themselves with a wide variety of

ornaments. Wealthy women wore ornaments of  gold

silver, ivory and precious stones. Their ornaments

consisted of  necklacs, girdles, finger-rings, nose-

studs, earrings, bangles and ankled. The poor were

happy with ornaments which were made of  shell,

bone, copper and terracotta. Ornaments, like

necklaces were made of  different types of  beads and

they were in great demand. The wearing of

ornaments was not confined to womenfolk only but

the male members of  the family also wore them.

The toilet articles of  male members such as ivory

combs and razors were also discovered. Even

dressing tables with bronze mirrors were found.

  A number of  playthings such as a game board

with dice pieces, marbles balls and other things

belonging to the children like the toys were

discovered at the sites. So one can say that a the game

of  chess was probably the most popular form of

passtime. We may also say that the children were not

neglected as can be surmised from a number of  play

things and toys of  children. Other forms of  of  the

elders were the bull fighting and hunting of  wild

animals.

To feed the vast population residing in a

number of  cities, large, scale cultivation of  food

grains must have been undertaken. While the Indus

population showed urban characteristics and

considerable size of  rural population lived in the

surrounding villages with agriculture as their main

occupation. Besides, they kept livestock, raised

poultry and looked after the dairy. They sent

cartloads of  wheat, barley, cotton and jute to the

cities for sale.

In the cities like Mohenjodaro and Harappa

several industries including the home-spun cloth

developed. There were professional classes like the

potters, carpenters, masons, jewellers,  goldsmiths,

weavers, blacksmiths and dyers. Among these the

potters no doubt take much credit for producing

beautifully decorated pots. Most of  the pots were

wheel turned. Polychrome pottery (painted in several

colours) was also discovered at Amti, 70 miles south

of  Mohenjodaro. The potters also made ig jars for

storage of  food grains  and other things. Chanhu-

daro must have also become a great centre of  pottery

and terracotta toys for children.

The Indus crafts man showed their great skill

by producing beautiful copper and bronze vessels,

household utensiles objects and ornaments and

bronze figurines. A little bronze-figure of  a dancing

girl exhibits their remarkable craftsmanship. Indus

lapidary work. They produced artistically made stone-

berds, especially of   agate and carnclian.

There is undoubtedly some evidence to prove

that many people in the cities were engaged  in trade

and commerce. They used bullock, river cart as a

means of  transport to carry goods from one city to

another. Besides, the Indus traders developed

commerce with many countries of  West Asia and

Egypt. There is good deal of  evidence to show that

the Indus people maintained commercial relations

with the Lothal must have served as the most

important port of  Indus people to carry on maritime

trade. It had also a dockyard where ships were built

for overseas trade. Some Indus seals were discovered

in the ruined cities of  Sumeria. 
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The Northeast region of  India, known for its lush

landscapes and diverse cultures, is grappling with a new and
formidable challenge: scorching summer temperatures. The
region’s unique geographical features and changing climatic
patterns have led to increasingly hotter and humid summers,
impacting the lives of  its inhabitants. The erratic nature of
monsoon further aggravates this problem which in past was
usually helpful in bringing respite from intense summer.This
is the beginning of  harder days which awaits us, as global
warming and climate change has now engulfed the entire
planet due to anthropogenic activities. Therefore, erratic
rainfalls leading to drought and floods, intense heat waves,
forest-fire are now routinely observed.

The people living in cities or urban areas are now-a-
days facing intense summer in many parts of  the country as
well as Northeast India. It can be attributed to various factors,
including urbanization, deforestation, and global climate
change. The rapid development of  cities often comes with
loss of  green cover, wetlands which is more pronounced in
cities such as Guwahati. To put things in perspective, the size
of  Deepor Beel (Assam’s only Ramsar site), for instance, has
dwindled significantly due to encroachment, shrinking from
40 square kilometers approximately half  a century ago to a
mere 4 square kilometers at present.Such encroachment of
wetlands, reduction of  forest/green cover has a drastic effect
on the average temperature of  the urbanized area due to
“urban heat island” effect. The urban heat island phenomenon

is a common environmental issue observed in metropolitan

regions, where the air temperature is higher than that of

“Urban Heat Island” Effect :

Cause, Mitigation, Strategies and

Role of  Policymakers

Dr. Sagar Sharma
Assistant Professor

Deptt. of  Chemistry

suburban/rural areas.Its genesis can be

traced to the sprawling construction of

concrete elements such as buildings, asphalt

roads, and concretized pavements that

blanket the urban landscape. These

structures absorb and emit heat into the

surroundings, resulting in elevated

temperatures within urban areas compared

to their rural counterparts. To counteract

the intense summer heat, urban residents

turn to air conditioners. However, this

practice yields consequential impacts on the

local environment. Air conditioners

function by extracting heat from indoor

spaces and releasing it outdoors, thereby

further contributing to the urban heat island

effect through the expulsion of indoor heat.

In order to solve or mitigate the issue

of urban heat island effect, a holistic and

multi-pronged approach is needed, and the

policy makers/government should have a

long-term vision which encompasses

community involvement as well as

government interventions. Of  course, the

simplest measure is to increase the green

cover of  the city by implementing

afforestation. Planting native trees and

restoring degraded forests can help cool the

environment, provide shade, and improve
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local microclimates.Wherever possible, priority

should be given to set-up parks or gardens so that it

can counteract urban heat island effect and provide

relief  to people from intense heat. However, in an

urban area devoid of  open space, even this approach

might not be plausible to a great extent.

Another sustainable measure which can be

implemented is prioritising and incentivising green

and sustainable urban infrastructure. For instance,

some of the common measures that can be easily

incorporated in designing a residential building might

include i) green roof-top with vegetation, ii)

maximum usage of  natural ventilation in building,

iii) usage of  materials that have a high solar

reflectance index for exterior walls and roofs to

minimize heat absorption, iv) proper use of  shading

strategies to block direct sunlight from entering

windows, preventing excessive heat build-up, v)

proper orientation of building taking into account

the path of  the sun in summer etc.For instance, white

roof  tops in residential/commercial buildings, offer

a smart and eco-friendly solution to combat rising

temperatures and reduce the reliance on air

conditioning. By reflecting a significant portion of

the sun’s rays, white roofs prevent excessive heat

absorption by buildings, effectively lowering indoor

temperatures. Thoughtful building design, such as

incorporating proper ventilation systems and utilizing

architectural features that enhance airflow, can

substantially contribute to maintaining cooler indoor

spaces. These design elements help dissipate heat
buildup and promote natural cooling, further

diminishing the need for air-conditioners. To
accelerate the widespread adoption of these
sustainable and innovative practices, it’s crucial for
governments to promote it by providing tax benefits/
financial incentivesso that itcan significantly alleviate
the heat island effect, reduce energy consumption,
and create more sustainable and comfortable urban
environments.

Similarly, white topping of  roads can be
introduced to those stretch of  roads which usually
do not have issues of  waterlogging. White topping
is a cement concreteoverlayonanexisting bituminous
road, which can last up to 15-20 years.In addition to
reducing the urban heat island effect, white topping
can also improve visibility, reduce glare and provide
better rideability by preventing the formation of
potholes.

Rising temperatures and heatwaves pose an
urgent challenge to the entire nation, thus requiring
a multifaceted and proactive policy response. As the
scorching summers continue to impact us, a
concerted effort from individuals, communities, and
the government is essential to combat the rising
temperatures and their consequences. By embracing
mitigation strategies such as reforestation and
sustainable urban planning,we can not only fight
global warming but can also attempttoprovide a
securefuture for the current and upcoming
generations. Thus, the role of  the government in
policy formulation and itsimplementation is crucial
for a sustainable future, where the unique heritage
and the green environment of  Northeast India are

preserved. 
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An ecosystem is a community of  living and non-living

things that work together. It is not a static system but a constant

state of  change and equilibrium. The principal aspect of  eco-

system is that it is capable of self maintainance and self

regulations. Human intervention produces changes in eco-system

and as a result it becomes imbalanced. Since the industrial

revolution, people aspiring and obtaining maximum production

through intensive farming or through industrialization to get

maximum yield from nature. This goal of  maximum production

often conflicts with balance in eco-system.

It is a global phenomenon of  climate transformation

characterized by changes in the usual climate of  the planet, that

are generally caused by human activities. As a result of

unbalancing the weather of  the earth, the sustainability of  planet’s

ecosystems is in danger, as well as future of  human kind and the

global economy.

The gradual increase in world temperature is because of

green house gases. The greenhouse gases come from various

sources mostly from burning of  fossil fuels such as petrol, gas,

coal etc. Scientists have indicated that there has been 25% increase

in CO
2
 concentration during the last 100 years and it is expected

that this will be doubled in the next 50 years.

Deforestation is also the other way, which is responsible,

because forests absorb carbon dioxide. There is a net increase

Barshashri Talukdar
BSc 4th Semester

Impact of

Climate Change

on Ecosystem
and

its Remedies
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of  carbon dioxide in the atmosphere of  11 billion

tones per year. This can be reduced by 50% if  we

can stop deforestation.

The I.P.C.C. has estimated that the earth’s

temperature will rise 1-3 degrees in the next few

decades will lead to extremen weather. As a result

more hurricanes, more storms and rapid climate

change will occur on the earth and ensure several

damages to the earth as well as mankind.

IMPACT OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON

ECOSYSTEM  :

1. Water : Changes to water resources can have

a big impact on people’s lives. In some regions,

drought is an important factor affecting

community. Less snow accumulation is

important where the snowpack stores water

for later use. Along with these, in some regions

the frequency of  heavy downpours has

increased. In many regions, flood and quality

of  water is worse because of  climate change.

2. Food : Climate change has adverse effects when

it comes to food. Even though agricultural

practices may be adaptable, changes in

temperature, water stress, diseases, weather

extremes create challenges for the farmers

during harvesting.

3. Health : Human health is also being affected

by climate change. The changing environment

causes more heart stress, air and waterborne

diseases, diseases transmitted by insects and

rodents.

4. Environment : Due to change in climate,

habits are being modified, timing of  events

like egg laying and feoldering are shifted. The

ocean is becoming more acidic as it absorbs

60% of  CO
2
, which affects marine life. Rising

sea levels due to thermal expansion and

melting land ice sheets and glacier puts coastal

areas at greater risk of  erosion and storm

surge.

REMEDIES :

1. Stop deforestation : Cutting of  trees should

be prohibitted. People should focus more on

planting trees whenever and however possible.

We should also support forest conservation

organizations. We should also minimise use

of  papers as much as possible.

2. Renewable energy : It is the useful energy,

conducted from renewable resources, naturally

replenished on a human time scale. This type

of  energy source stands in contrast to fossil

fuels. It often provides energy in electricity

generation, air and water heating and rural

energy services.

3. Sustainable development : It is the

organizing principle for meeting human

development goals while simultaneously

sustaining the ability of natural systems to

provide the natural resources and ecosystem

services on which the economy and society

depends.

4. Waste management and recycling : The

common waste materials which have the

potential to be reduced can be recyled as raw

materials, reduce energy consumption,

pollution, reducing the need of  waste disposal

and further pollution of  water and land.

5. Pull the Plugs : By pulling the plugs, we

consume less power and it reduces the amount

of  toxic fumes by power plants, protecting

ecosystem from destruction.

For the current climate change and also for its

adverse effects on planet earth, we the humans, are

responsible. We are so greedy that we use everything

in excess not considering anything about our future

generation. Human driven deforestation affects

wildlife, ecosystems, weather patterns and even the

climate. It is high time that we work hand in hand

for nature and also put more emphasis on sustainable

development. 
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Narrating the Subaltern :

A Reading of

Bapsi Sidhwa’s

Ice Candy

Man

Risha Baruah
Assistant Professor

Deptt. of  English

With the increased literary and theoretical

production of  counter-narrative from the global south that

aimed at deconstructing the west/east binaries, several

scholars like Ranajit Guha and Gayatri Spivak have

attempted to investigate structuring of  history in the

postcolonial era. They have encountered significant lapses

of  (mis)representation which had categorically silenced and

marginalised certain communities which were given minimal

opportunities to be part of  history. Towards this end, their

experiences, knowledge and rich culture had been devalued

to extinction. This aggressive politicisation of  history, for

postcolonial critics was an immediate outcome of  the west/

east binary that framed history into a selective discourse.

Such an effort subsequently made the real mapping of

history a distant reality; as imperialism has continued its

influence in the contemporary neo-colonial period through

socio-political agencies like globalisation, internationalism

and technology. Acknowledging this, Bapsi Sidhwa was able

to frame the social lapses created by racial discrimination,

inequality and power politics; which she fictionalised into

her narrative, "Ice Candy Man" where she strategically

applied the idea of  subaltern to address several concerns

of  marginalised women during crisis and tension. In fact,

the wide application of  subaltern in postcolonial studies

has opened ‘new’ theoretical, literary and cultural

representation for the previously marginalised communities

across the globe. Such an effort has aided the rewriting of

history of  the global south that had been dominated by the

global north as structured by the instincts of  imperialism.

Understanding the importance of  such a framework in the

postcolonial period, Bapsi Sidhwa in her semi-

autobiographical novel, "Ice Candy Man" has attempted to

provide an alternate perspective of  India’s independence

and partition which had been previously made silenced and

made non-existent in the colonial narratives as established

by the west-east binary. Towards this end, Sidhwa also

addressed issues like feminism, violence, double marginality,

subalternity, identity crisis and body politics which subtly

defined the struggles of  Parsees and women in Lahore

during the Partition of  India and Pakistan in 1947. In this

sense, the novel attempted to provide a sincere forum to

provide voice to the myriad voiceless subaltern.

The term ‘subaltern’ had been derived from the

writings of Italian Marxist, Antonio Gramsci as mentioned

in his work “Selections from the Prison Notebooks” where

he discussed issues on history, culture and politics. Within
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the framework of  postcolonial studies, subaltern

referred to a group of  people who had been denied

their identity and voice due to their social and political

thinking. In fact, the subalterns are often positioned

in an ambiguous relation to power- as they were

contained in subordinate presences which led to their

hostile response and relationship with the centre with

whom they constantly engaged in contestation and

power struggles. This aspect of  the subaltern had been

explored by Sidhwa in her most celebrated semi-

autobiography that was originally titled as Ice Candy

Man (1988) that was later re-titled as Cracking India

(1991). The fictional story of  the novel as narrated by

the specially-able Lenny, a five year old Parsee

accounted a realistic but extremely horrific narrative

of  how wars drastically change human life and relations.

In addition to this, the novel also highlighted how

political policies had turned Hindus and Muslims as

staunch enemies who fought with each other with

blinded rage. This was done with the intention to attain

territorial sovereignty of  Lahore which during the

Partition had become a site of  unaccountable hostility,

crimes and death. In fact, the Parsees, a relatively small

community inhabiting Lahore was also targeted who

through the Partition continued to live their lives with

a sense of  compromised security, dignity and fear. This

was because they were denied all legal rights, social

roles and ethical morality during the Partition which

was explicitly expressed by Dr. Colonel Barucha in his

speech after the Iashan prayer, “We must tread

carefully... [as] we are the smallest minority” that have

been structurally marginalised in the political strife

triggered by the Partition. In fact, for Barucha, “[it

was] no longer just a struggle for Home Rule. It is a

struggle for power... [where] Hindus, Muslims and even

Sikhs are going to jockey for power and if  you jokers

jump into the middle, you’ll be mangled into chutney...

I hope no Lahore Parsee will be stupid enough to court

trouble... I strongly advice all of  you to stay at home-

and out of  trouble” (Sidhwa 36). This timely advice

by Barucha was given to his community members for

he didn’t want them to be “championing the wrong

side” and thereafter bring an unnecessary threat to their

small community that had already been victims of

marginality throughout history. Adding to this, he

further stated that a neutral and non-interfering attitude

regarding the Partition was needed among the Parsees

to survive the political battle. Following this, they shall

cast themselves “with whoever rules Lahore”. Such a

proposition highlighted the already relegated position

of  the Parsees in Lahore whom Barucha further

requested to conduct their “lives quietly, [than] we will

prosper right here... [and] remember: don’t even try to

exercise real power” (emphasis added) (Sidhwa 40).

The long but sincere speech by Barucha emphasised

on the need for the Parsees to become marginal and

silenced into subalterns to survive the Partition which

further pushed them to social and political peripheries

wherein they were denied their rightly dignity,

entitlements and identity. In this regard, they were made

to consciously as well as helplessly take the position

of  passive and irrelevant presences in the biased politics

of  the Partition that not only changed the socio-

political dimension of Lahore but also the ethical,

spiritual and emotional equations among its citizens.

This could be seen as their previous bonding with other

communities marked with amicability was deterred into

enmity.

In an attempt to further explore the

conception of  the subaltern among the Parsees, Sidhwa

investigated the idea of  ‘double marginality’ as

experienced by the Parsee women who not only

suffered from gendered discriminations, violence and

marginality but also extended malevolence triggered

by the Partition. This reduction of  women into

inferiority was generated by patriarchy that endorsed

the Man/woman binary; wherein the position of

women had been largely compromised as the “other”

whose identification was limited to its pre-designation

as the relative, incidental, inessential, inferior, passive,

indecisive and incomplete which had been explicitly

interrogated for Beauvoir in his groundbreaking work,

The Second Sex (1949) where the idea of  ‘women’ as

a “second sex” and a lesser being was investigated.

Such a secondary position of  women in society has

structurally legitimised their exploitations, oppressions,

objectification, sufferings and mistreatment through

hate crimes; as managed by the polarised dichotomy

marked by patriarchy. This idea was extensively

explored by Sidhwa in her novel, Ice Candy Man where

women were subjected to abuse, abduction, rape,

murder, mutilation, commodification through

prostitution, forced to religious conversion and

marriage. Such an effort appeared significant within
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postcolonial narrative of  the global south which also

supported the claims of  Chandra Talpade Mohanty

that the idea of  ‘women’ is not stable, universal and

homogenous which opened new grounds for research

that aided in the understanding and locating women’s

experiences and struggles as heterogeneous which
subsequently deconstructed the central fixation of
women.

Understanding the plurality of  women’s
experiences, Sidhwa attempted to explore the idea of
double marginalisation which systematically also
indicated ‘double’ violence and oppressions. To this
end, Ice Candy Man explicitly dealt with the immoral
victimisation of  women as a ‘special’ target of  anger
and hostility especially in the times of  crisis and war.
This situation has been witnessed historically also as
women have been given minimal recognition in relation
to Man who has maintained absolute authority, control
and domination through the praxis of  sexism. Such a
framework resulted in fixing women as an inferior
presence in the gendered politics; an idea that had been
elaborated by Gayatri Spivak in her famous essay titled,
“Can the Subaltern Speak?” (1988). In it, she discussed
the pre-designed conditioning of  women as a
convenient ‘scapegoat’ and a subaltern in the patriarchal
society who is generally without a proper history and
identity. This idea was further represented by Sidhwa
in Ice Candy Man as women across communities have
easily been made victims of  unethical anger, hate and
revenge inflicted by Man from opposing communities;
for they used women as a medium to avenge their
enmity with other men from other communities.
Towards this end, women were dishonoured through
gruesome acts of  abduction, mutilation, forced
marriage and conversion, rape and murder which were
aimed to bring shame and humiliation not only to the
individual but mainly to her community. In this regard,
violence meted towards women should forgo the
limitation of a personal experience as it contained
socio-political tension between communities. In
addition to this, their lives were reduced and made
valueless which eased the social process to relegating
them and their body as a means to ensure the safety
and survival of  the boys in Lahore torn in the crisis of
the Partition. Keeping this in consideration, a woman’s
body has often been politicised to become a site of
man’s anger, frustration, revenge, violence and torture.
The body than becomes a property outside her control

and ownership that is often subjected to pain and

pleasure, desire and violence of  others.

Exploring this dimension of body politics
further, Sidhwa through her protagonist Lenny
investigated on the idea of  double marginalisation as
Lenny was not only a Parsee women in Lahore but
also was a ‘dark-skinned’, polio-stricken deformed
individual who stood as a contrast to her handsome

‘fair-skinned’ brother. While these factors made her
feel inferior, it also left her uneducated on the advice
of  Dr. Colonel Barucha, who considered that education
could further pressurise the physically and emotionally
struggling Lenny. This, subsequently sealed her fate
and her social identity which thereafter lurked in the

peripheries; as without knowledge, she could not
contest for power; an idea explicitly developed by
Michel Foucault in his monumental essay, “Structure,
Sign and Play in the Discourse of  the Human Sciences”
(1970). In this regard, Lenny was also dehumanised
into a subaltern whose “world [has been]

compromised” of  all entitlements, dignity and moral
responsibility (Sidhwa).

Another significant women character who was
extremely similar to Lenny was her eighteen year old
dark-skinned but beautiful ayah, Shanta who had been
an object of  desire for most of  her male counterparts

in the novel. While they craved for her attention in the
pre-Partition period; they engaged in targeting her body
with violence, torture and anger during the tensional
period of  the Partition where she was abducted, raped,
married without consent, forced into prostitution and
compelled to convert. This was because she was a

Hindu woman who became target of  Muslims in
Lahore. As politics enraged during the Partition, Shanta
too become a victim of double marginalisation who
was thereafter silenced and shadowed of  her previous
existence. Like her, Haminda, the second ayah of  Lenny
was made a victim of  male’s desires that led to her

dishonour. In fact, her abduction and rape highlighted
the failure of  patriarchy to protect women that they
claimed was a Man’s responsibility. This subsequently
ostracised Haminda from her family and society as they
blamed her and her destiny rather than her wrongdoers.
To this end, her social role and identity was relegated

and devalued to marginality. With this, she like Shanta

became individuals with no proper past, identity and

family existence.
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While both Shanta and Haminda were

bottlenecked for their working class categorisation

which acted as another factor for their marginality;

Papoo, the wild-spirited girl whose mother worked in

the wealthy Parsee household of  Lenny’s; was physically

and verbally abused by her mother. This was because

Papoo often defied the social conventions of

femininity. In fact, to maintain her control and

dominance over Papoo, the unnamed mother drugged

and forced her daughter into marriage who was left

with no choice and opinion regarding her own life

decisions. Like her, even Mini Aunty was always

controlled by the unnamed Godmother of  Lenny, who

like Papoo’s mother became an agent of  patriarchy to

exercise control over women(hood). Towards this end,

Mini Aunty was never allowed to her express her

opinions or decisions, which made her and Papoo

subjected to lifelong helplessness, voicelessness and

marginality. In a similar context, Lenny’s mother was

also a victim of  patriarchal dominance as exercised by

her husband whose decisions and violence shaped her

identity and life into a subaltern which she suffered

silently. In fact, she not only suffered from domestic

violence from her husband but also his infidelity in

their compromised marriage which made her identity

and life unstable.

However, it is important to note that unlike

most female characters in the novel, the unnamed

Godmother of  Lenny had been portrayed as a highly

respected woman who could express her own opinions

that was generally heard and adhered by both the

genders. While, she may be a different from the other

female characters, yet it would be misleading to say

that her life was without struggles and hostility as

shaped by patriarchy. In fact, she suffered silently like

most females as she remained a childless woman

throughout her life. This inability subsequently labelled

her as an inferior. Such a lack made her feel deformed

and incomplete; a constant emotion that she expressed

throughout the novel. This could be seen as a prime

reason as to why

she decided to become Lenny’s Godmother who too

was a deformed woman; but of  a different

kind.

Through these female-oriented analyses,

Sidhwa was successful in highlighting the social

application of  double marginality among women of

the Third World countries which had been  explicitly

interrogated by subaltern studies and feminism in the

postcolonial period. In fact, the

narrative of  Ice Candy Man grew from Sidhwa’s

personal experiences as a Parsee woman that was polio-

stricken. Additionally, the horrific period of  the

Partition in Lahore as a subaltern made Sidhwa feel

accountable to the common people whose sufferings

she accounted in the novel, while as highlighting how

the Parition drastically changed the lives of  the

common people and their socio-political relationship

as witnessed in the intimate circle of  the characters

that belonged to different communities yet bonded

amicably pre-Partition. The shift to hostility during the

interim of  the Partition in 1947 marked the structural

marginalisation of  the certain communities whom

Sidhwa attempted to provide a voice and representation

so that their struggles and hardships could be

documented and thereafter made a part of  the Partition

history. In this sense, the novel using the literary form

of dialogism and plurality had been able to re-write

history from below; thereby including voices that had

previously been relegated as a negligible subaltern. 
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Tezpur is a historical place in Sonitpur District of  'Assam'. With

a population of  about 1,00,000, Tezpur is the major commercial and
administrative centre of  North Assam. The beautiful town is located
on the North Bank of  mighty river Brahmaputra and is the fifth largest
city of Assam.

The principal attraction of  Tezpur includes its rich history of  old
temples, forests and wildlife. The area is famous for its tea plantations,
the undulating stretch of  tea gardens along with forests and National
Parks attract a large number of  tourists to this area. The name Tezpur
is derived from the Sanskrit words 'Tea' (meaning blood) and 'Pura'
(meaning town or city).

Tezpur literally 'the city of  blood' reminds us of  the romantic
legend of  Usha and Anirudha. The legend revolves around Banasura,
the great Asura King of  ancient Tezpur, his beautiful daughter Usha
and her friend Chitralekha. The princess saw a handsome prince in her
dreams and fell in love with him. Chitralekha, a talented artist, not only
painted his portrait from Usha's description but recognised him to be
Anirudha, the grandson of  Lord Krishna and ruler of  Dwaraka. Using
her magical powers, Chitralekha spirited Anirudha away to the princess
where the two married each other according to Gandharva rites, without
the knowledge of  the king. When Bansura learnt about their romance,
he imprisoned Anirudha. which led to the arrival of  Lord Krishna to
rescue his grandson. A fierce battle followed and the entire city was
drenched in human blood, hence the name. Tezpur, i.e. 'the city of
blood.,

Tezpur is well connected by road with different parts of  Assam.
It is around 4 hours drive from Guwahati, the capital of  Assam. Tezpur
has a rich cultural heritage and is considered the cultural capital of
Assam. The town has produced many stalwarts such as Dr. Bhupen
Hazarika, Jyoti Prasad Agarwala, Kalaguru Bishnu Prasad Rabha, Phani

Sarma and Ananda Chandra Agarwala.

HISTORY

OF

TEZPUR
Priya J. Dangiari

BA 6th Semester
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Modern Tezpur was founded by the British

colonial administration in 1835 as the headquater

of  Darrang District. During the Second World War,

there was an influx of  Burmese people into Tezpur.

In 1983 part of  the district, named Darrang, Tezpur

became the headquaters of the new district of

Sonitpur. The economy of  Tezpur is dependent

primarily on Tea Gardens. There are many tea

Gardens surrounding the town of  Tezpur.

Banasura was a thousand armed Asura King

son of  Bali. Banasura, a mighty demon once over a

large Kingdom. So strong and fierce was his influence

that all the kings and even some of  the Gods

shuddered in front of  his might. An ardent devotee

of  Lord Shiva, Banasura once worshipped Shiva with

great devotion. The God was so pleased with him

that he promised to grant Banasura a boon. Banasura,

in turn asked Shiva to come and guard the gate of

his city.

Shiva was furious but he had to give in to

Banasura's wish, as he had already given his word to

him. Bana was not only pleased with his achievement,

but with Shiva at his service, he became all more

arrogant. One day Banasura told Lord Shiva that he

wanted to fight with somebody who was as strong

and as mighty as him. "Yes, Yes", replied Shiva. "You

will certainly get the chance to fight. Whenever you

see your flag-staff  broken and the flag fallen down,

then you will know that the chance for a fight is

coming." But Shiva also warned him, that he would

be a great warrior who will curb Banasura's pride.

Banasura had a beautiful daughter named

Usha, who had received many proposals for marriage

but Bana had refused to get her married to anyone

of  them. Usha had very clever and talented friend,

Chitralekha, who was the daughter of  Bana's

Minister. One night Usha dreamt of  a handsome

prince. She fell in love with him instantly. But on

not finding the prince on waking up, she started

crying for him and said that she would die without

him. Chitralekha thought deeply over the matter. She

knew that her friend had only been dreaming, but

decided to help her on seeing Usha's pathetic

condition.

She wrote the names of  all the Gods, kings

and princes whom Usha might have seen in her

dream and started drawing portraits of  each one of

them. She drew Indra, Brahma and many other devas.

But Usha refushed them all. It was only when she

drew the picture of  Krishna's grandson Anirudha

that Usha smiled and said that he was the prince

who had come in her dreams.

At midnight, Chitralekha, then set out on her

mission to search for the prince. With her magical

powers, she carried the sleeping Anirudha, out of

Krishna's palace and brought him to Bana's city. The

next morning, when Anirudha woke up in Usha's

palace, he was surprised but at the same time

enamoured by the princess beauty and expressed the

desire to marry her. Usha immediately agreed to it,

but when they went for Bana's consent, he not only

refused but also put Anirudha in the prison.

Narada, meanwhile went and told Krishna

about the whole event. When Krishna came to know

about it, he knew that the only way to free his

grandson was by waging a war against Banasura. So,

Krishna gathered a large army and declared war on

him by breaking his flag staff.

Seeing the flagstaff  broken Bana was

overjoyed, as he knew the time for a fight had come.

A terrible fight then ensued between the two.

Nobody's army was falling short. Seeing the war, Shri

Krishna put thousands of soldiers of Banasura to

sleep in one go. Banasura got upset by this. Banasura

prayed to Shiva again, after which a direct war

between Shiva and Krishna strated. Destroyer

weapons were used from both sides. Even in this

war Shiva used Pashupatastra and Shri Krishna used

Narayanastra. A sharp fire started burning arround

these weapons. In this war, Krishna used a weapon

that made lord Shiva sleepy. Such condition of  Shiva

Banasura got nervous and started running away from

the battlefield. Krishna caught Banasura running and

started cutting his arms. When four arms of  Banasura

were left, Lord Shiva woke up. Seeing the condition

of  Banasura, Shiva got angry and he fired the most

terrible weapon, Shivjwar Agni, which produced

terrifying energy. Due to this fever and other diseases
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started spreading. To end the  effect of  this weapon, Krishna had to use

Narayan fever cold.

In this war between Lord Shiva and Shri Krishna, the Gods were

terrified to see the use of  weapons. The Gods began to worry that if  this war

is not ended then the entire creation will be destroyed. All the Gods reached

Brahma with prayers Brahma said that only Maa Durga can stap this war. All

the gods started praising Maa Durga. The mother appeared and assured the

gods to end the war. Mother Durga pacified Lord Shiva and Shri Krishna.

Thus, this war ended. After the end of  the war, Banasura apologized to Lord

Shiva and Shri Krishna, Banasura said that because of  him, there was a war

between the two, so he was filled with self-aggression. Later Banasura got

Anirudha and Usha married.

The line of  Salstambha (from the last part of  the 7th century A.D.),

that the city was known as Haruppesvera or Hadapervora or Hadapesvara or

Hatapesvara. The Tezpur Rock Inscriptions of  Harjar Varma is of  829-30

A.D. The Tezpur and the Parbatia Copper Plates of  Vanamats (middle of

the 9th century A.D.), the Bargaon Grant of  Ratnapala (circa 1035 A.D.)

also reflect the city's historical importance. Da-Parbatia Door frame located

at Da-Parbatia near Tezpur is regarded as one of  the excellent pieces of

monumental art in stone in Assam. Although the city lost its importance

during the medieval era, it was soon to regain it when the British came.

Considering its strategic importance, the colonial rulers first made it in to a

garrison town. Gradually it became an important centre of  trade and

commerce, used as a river part for the surrounding tea gardens and another

colonial commercial ventures in the hinterland. In 1835, Tezpur became

headquarter of  Darrang District. In the 1962 Chinese aggression the city

faced the apprehension of  invasion and bears a memorial near the Circuit

House as a testimony of

that. In 1983 the Darrang

District was and Tezpur

became the headquarter of

Sonitpur District.

Sir Edward A Gait

(1987) had made reference

to the nine line inscription

of  Harjjar Varma in his "A

History of  Assam". The

inscription is the first

recorded history of  Assam

and dates back to 829 A.D.

The inscription was found

engraved on a massive

stone some two kms away

from Tezpur town situated

near a temple called

Rudrapad.

Salastambha dynasty

ruled Kamrupa from

seventh to tenth Century

A.D. The accurate

boundary of  their kingdom

is debatable.

But the erstwhile

Darrang was a part of  the

Kingdom. They shifted

their capital from

Pragjyotishpur to

Harappeswara or

Hatappeswara the present

day Tezpur. The famous

king of  the dynasty Harjjar

Varma, besides other things

had excavated a large pond

in 10 acres of land, later

came to be known as Hajara

Pukhuri (Harjjar Pukhuri)

pal dynasty ruled

Haruppeswara till the 12th

century. The most famous

rules of  the Pal dynasty was

Brahmapal.
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After the Pal dynasty the royal dominance of

the Koch Kings in the west and the Ahoms in the

east started growing. During the 14th and 15th

century, a large part of  the Western Bank

Brahmaputra from Singri in the west and Sootea in

the east was ruled by the Bara-Bhuyans. The great

saint poet Sri Sri Shankardeva belonged to Bara-

Bhuyan family, who settled at Rowta in Darrang

District. The Ahom King Suhungmung alias Dihingia

Raja accupied the territories of  the Bara-Bhuyans

on the north in 1505 A.D. The King Biswa Sinha

rose to power in 1515 A.D. King Naranarayana who

ascended the throne in about 1540 A.D. divided his

kingdom into two parts. He had given the eastern

part to the son of  his brother Chilarai and the western

part of  the kingdom to his own son

Lakshminarayana. But soon after this ascension as

kings, fatricidal war broke out and Lakshminarayana

sought refuge with the Mughals which eventually led

to invasion of  Kamrup by the Mughals. Balinarayana,

one of  the brother of  Pariksit Narayana fled away

to Gargaon to seek the help  of  the Ahom King

Swargadew Pratap Singha. Pratap Singha christened

Balinarayana as Dharmanarayana, made him the king

of  Darrang and declared war against the Mughals

(1616-1637 A.D.). The Ahoms defeated the mighty

Mughals in the Bharati war and re-occupied Darrang

from the Mughals king Dharmanarayana made

supreme sacrifice in Singri war in 1638. His son

Sundarnarayana ascended the throne and became the

king of  Darrang (excluding Tezpur). On the

otherhand, the Ahoms ruled the eastern part of

Darrang (present Sonitpur) through Kalia Bhomora

Barphukan, stationed at Kaliabar. The Ahom kings

resettled many people in the southern part of

Brahmaputra.

After 1826, the lower Assam and the central

Assam (Darrang, Nagaon and Raha) extended up to

Biswanath.The division was placed under one

Administrative officer designated as the Principal

Assistant to the Commissioner. The Upper Assam

Partition was left to the native rule with supervisory

control under a British political agent with political

headquarters at Biswanath. Captain Neufvilla was

the political agent for Upper Assam. Darrang

Division was administered till 1833 from Guwahati.

Darrang was converted into a district and

Mangaldai was made the District Headquarter in

1833. But due to various reasons, the British shifted

the headquarter to Tezpur in 1835. The district

comprised of  two sub-divisions, Tezpur sadar sub-

division and Mangaldoi sub-division with

headquarter at Mangaldoi. The district of  Darrang

was divided in to six Revenue Circles under one Sub-

Deputy Collector in each circle. There was one

transferred area in the district at Chaiduar. An Asstt.

Political Officer was posted at Chaiduar under the

Deputy Commissions who acted as Political Oficer

Tezpur was a small township then. The British

developed Tezpur as a small garrison township. Later,

tea gardens were set-up throughout the district. The

old steamer ghat at Jahajghat, the Dak-Bungalow the

then chummery compound at present Don-Bosco

school campus, the planters club Tezpur (stations

club) the Jahajghat Railway Station, the church of

Ephiphany etc and many tea gardens are some of

the example of the contributions of the British.

Sitting between the snowcapped mountains

of  the Eastern Himalayas and verdant hills on the

North Bank of  the river Brahmaputra is the ancient

city of  Tezpur, Tezpur translates to the 'city blood'.

The new city, which was once the headquarter of

the British administration in undivided Assam, is

today known for its beauty, verdant parks, pristine

lakes, ancient temples and colonial buildings. It is

also accepted as the cultural capital of  Assam. 
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The Bishnupriya Manipuris are a Hindu

community living in the northeastern corner of
Bangladesh mostly in the Moulvibazar district of Sylhet
division. They point to Manipur state of  India as their
homeland. They have a majority of  their people in
various northeastern states of  India. The people of
Bishnupriya Manipuri community are mostly farmers
or cultivators, though their younger generations are
becoming increasingly more educated and looking for
other opportunities for professions. They are very
proud of  their cultural heritage and are well known
for their dances. Their identity is very much tied to
their Hindu culture and religion. The Bishnupriyas are
also known as the Bishnupriya Manipuris or
Bishnupriya Meiteis. The ethnic group found in the
parts of  Northeast Indian states of  Assam, Tripura,
Manipur and in north-eastern Bangladesh. They speak
the Bishnupriya Manipuri language, which is a creole
of  Bengali language and Meitei language, which retains
its pre-bengali features. The most distinctive feature
of  the language is it is replete with Tibeto-Burman
elements. The culture of  the Bishnupriya people is
strongly influenced by that of  the Meitei people.

Bishnupriya Manipuris are such, race that claim
to be the first cultured race to have ruled the kingdom
of  Manipur with Bishnupur as the capital. They claim
to be of  Aryan descent. The last two hundred years of

A brief Description of

Bishnupriya Manipuri
Sanjib Singh

Ex Student

Manipur is the period of  history manufacturing.
Bishnupriya Manipuris are said to have mixed blood
of  Aryan and Mongoloid by some. But Bishnupriya
Manipuris claim themselves as Mahabharat Arjun's
descendants and manipur state as Mahabharat's
Manipur. Based on history Manipur name to the land
is around three hundred years old. And Hinduism came
to the land as religion during 1700s and Vishnu idol
came before it during king Kiyamba as a gift from his
friend. It's said he placed that idol in current Bishnupur
district. But based on details of  Mahabharat, Manipur,
it's said to be a city near coastal area and also Mahendra

mount range, if  we see where Mahendra mount range

is, it's in Odisha, and if  we see Manipur state, it's not a

coastal area. So many even mainlanders claim that

Manipur of  Mahabharat is in Odisha near Kalinga.

Because current Manipur State got its name Manipur

around three hundred years back and before Manipur

name of  the State, the land had several other names.

Bishnupriya Manipuri, being a member of  the

Eastern Indo-Aryan languages, evolved from Magadhi

Prakrit. So, its origin is associated with Magadha realm.

The Government of  Tripura categorized Bishnnupriya

Manipuri under the "Tribal Language Cell" of  the State

Council of  Educational Research and Training.
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Structure of  the language is undoubtedly of  Indo-

Aryan origin. But it also retains some older sounds of

medieval Meitei. The vocabulary is influenced by many

'Indo Aryan' and 'Tibetan Burmese' terms. There are

many theories in regard to the source and origin of

Bishnupriya Manipuri. One theory holds that

Bishnupriyas was the product of  those Meitei speakers

who fled from Manipur and took refuge in Assam,

Tripura and Sylhet. But historical account shows the

existence of  the language in Manipur before thirteen

century. More over it is not possible for the speakers

of  'Tibetan Burmese' language to adopt an Aryan

tongue who took shelter in distant places and in distinct
environments. The language of  Bishnupriya Manipuri
originated through Magadhi Prakrita.

The Tibeto-Burman languages have exerted
their influence on the language at different stages of
development of  the language. Thus, it has become a
language that can absorb words from both the Sanskrit
and Kuki-Chin Languages. Due to the destruction of
the old records and literature of  the language by the
Meitei Kings and Burmese rulers, one cannot trace
out the chronological development of  the language.

The Manipuri culture has its own identity.
Though the Manipuri culture has its origin in the Aryan
culture, influence of  the Mongoloid culture on it in
attaining its distinct and own identity and development
cannot be ruled out. The Bishnupriya Manipuris are
from the Aryan group. Till the Colonial Rule, both the
Meiteis and Bishnupriyas were called Manipuris. Dr
Grierson laid stress on this fact...Barring their
languages, the cultures of  these two communities are
almost alike. In the post-independence era, the
Bishnupriyas have been making efforts for their
separate identity on the question of  their mother
tongue. When viewed from its origin, Bishnupriya
Manipuri culture is the Aryan part of  Manipuri culture.
The cultures of  Austric, Mongoloid and other ethnic
communities had their influence for thousands of  years
on the development of  Bishnupriya Manipuri culture.
The innumerable Vedic elements that are traditionally
found in the social life of  this community, studded
with new folk elements, have made the social life of
this community vibrant.

 With the advent of  Chaitanya-propagated neo-
vaishnavism in the community in the 18th century,
many Vedic and folk elements that were prevalent in

the community had to undergo gradual modifications
and many of  them did the vanishing act in the process.
Songs that were prevalent in the community while
harvesting crops together by the community members
in turns are a matter of  culture. Harvesting ripe paddy
by the community members together in turn itself  is
on the verge of  extinction in the community. According
to the other community pundits, cultural development
can be dated back to the beginning of  cultivation of

land. The Bishnupriya Manipuri community is basically

an agrarian community which cultural elements are
interwoven with agricultural activities. Modern cultural
onslaught due to urbanization and globalization has
cast its ugly shadow on the traditional culture of  the
community. This is why the language and culture of
this fanatic and conservative ethnic community
survived many an extinction threat in all testing periods
in the past.

Feasts and festivals have a decisive role in any
society and its culture. The Bishnupriya Manipuri
society and culture is no different. Feasts and festivals
of  an ethnic community are essentially pivoted on its
religious consciousness, natural calamities and
traditional beliefs. The cliche 'Baaro maahaat tero
paarban' is very much applicable to the Bishnupriya
Manipuri community. This community observes Bishu
or Cherou Utsav for five days from the last day of
Chaitra. According to pundits, the word ‘Bishu’ has
been derived from the Sanskrit word ‘Bishub’ which is
called  in Assamese Bihu. Cherou means birds in
Bishnupriya Manipuri. Members of  the community
have a belief  from time immemorial that on the last
day of  the year, gods and other spirits shift from one
place to another in the form of  birds. The fellow beings
of  the community offer rice along with many items of
curry on the roads in front of  their houses on banana
leaves for the incoming birds. Water is offered in
cylindrical bamboo pieces. There is a traditional belief
that since this festival is observed by the community
members to welcome birds, they call it Cherou Utsav.

On that day, all household commodities like
clothes and utensils, and all the four yards of  houses
are cleaned and sanctified by spraying basil water and
water dissolving cow dung in it. All cattle are bathed
and cattle sheds are also sanctified. There are fair
competitions for making delicious dishes among the
women folk who distribute the edibles among the
fellow beings in order to maintain solidarity and
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integrity among them. Distribution of  dishes is done
after the edibles are offered to the birds and gods.

Bishu continues for five days in the community
during which various competitions like gilla, a rural
sports being played by sliding a rectangular and flat
seed of  a plant prevalent in Manipur or a kind of  dice
that doesn’t come under gambling are organized.
Youths of  both sexes milk cows of  the villagers at
midnight without seeking permission from their
owners in order to cook payash, but such sorts of
activities are not considered theft on the Bishu days in
the community. In Ashar, the community observes
Rath Yatra. This festival is very popular in the
community that observes it as one of  its national
festivals. Both young and old are equally moved in this
festival. The festival begins on the second day of
Shuklapaksha of  Ashar when Lord Jagannanth of  Puri
in Orissa leaves for his Gundisa temple i.e. the residence
of his aunt taking his siblings Subhadra and Balabhadra
along with him. Lord Jagannath stays nine to ten days in
the house of  His aunt from where he returns on the
day of  Harishayan i.e. on Dashami. That festival is
observed as Fira Kaang by the community. The devout
Bishnupriya Manipuris contribute their might in pulling
the Jagannath Rath and get devotional satisfaction by
doing that sort of  activities. The festival of  rath is very
popular in the community which is why Bishnupriya
Manipuri literature has enough works on Rath Yatra.
Popular poet Madan Mohan Mukhupadhyay's one of
the mostly read poem, Khaalar Paarar Kaang, gives a
vivid picture of  what Rath Yatra is all about in the
community.

Kaang Utsav continues for nine, ten days when
young and old of  both sexes get together in their village
mandirs, mandaps, stand in a circular line in the mandap
and sing dashavatara prayers. Prayers relating to the
ten incarnations of  God of  Geetgovindam of  poet
Joidev Goswami and some other devotional and
instructional songs. Khichdi along with as many as 18
items of  curry is offered to Lord Jagannath and that
khisri is taken as prasad by the devotees. Shraban is
marked by the five-day Jhulan Utsav during which
Radha-Krishna are cradled. The Raasaleela is observed
on Jhulan Purnima day. The women folk of  the
community play the role Braja Gopis and express their
divine love for Radha-Krishna in the form of  a
Raasaleela on that day. Mild hand and body movements
are associated with Jhulan Raasaleela. Srikrishna
Janmastami and Sriradha Janmastami festivals are

observed by this Vaishnavite community. On
Janmastami i.e. on the eighth day of  Krishnapaksha
of  Bhadra, the devotees fast till the moon is visible at

night. During this period they can eat fruits. They have
a firm belief  that the moon is visible only after the
birth of  Srikrishna on that day. Ashwin is the month
for pritritarpan and Durga Puja. During Pitripaksha
the head of  every household pays tribute to his
forefathers in a water body or river. Rice, teel and dubari
(a kind of  herbs) are offered during tarpan along with
pindodaan. The women folk offer various kinds of
vegetables, fruit, rice, flowers, betel nuts etc. for their
forefathers in temples. Some people organize feasts
for the eternal peace of  their forefathers.

The fellow beings of  the devout Vaishnavite
community consider Durga as a devout Vaishnabi and
offer her puja in the vaishnavite style. Of  course, this
community considers the Basanti Puja as the main
Durga Puja that was initiated by King Surathe on the
earth in Satyayoga. On the influence of  their
neighbours, the Sharadiya Durga Puja is seen in the
community as a public festival nowadays. A distinct
deviation in the Durga Puja of  the Bishnupriya
Manupuri community from the rest of  Hindus is that
they don’t sacrifice any animals since they are
viashnavas. A symbolic sacrifice of  pumpkins is,
however, seen in the pujas of  this community also.
The community also gives equal importance to
Lakshmi Puja. Kartik is the month for Maharasaleela
and kapakar pali . Pali begins from Lakhsmi Purnima
day and continues for the entire month. After hyming
devotional songs related to the return of  Srikrishna
from grazing cows along with other gopals. Baalkrishna
aarati and Radha-Krishna duet songs are sung at
temples. Sometimes, there are competitions of  aarati
and playing of  dhols and dholaks. Reading of  epics
like the Ramayana, the Mahabharata or any other holy
books is a must on every evening during the Kartik
month. Pali ends on Kartik purnima day when the
community observes the Maharasaleea, the festival that
is observed with the highest degree of  devotion. This
is the national festival of  the community whose
members, young and old as well, are equally moved in
this festival that is full of  divine love and happiness,
but not even an iota of  amusement. Rasaleela themes
often make their ways to the Bishnupriya Manipuri
literature. In a poem of  this writer, a vivid picture of

Rasaleela has been depicted. 
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Ancient empires tended to have two primary

sources of  income-taxes on internal trade between

provinces and external trade. Actual taxes on

provinces provided some additional funds - but often

provinces cost more than the revenue they raise.

Urban centres are easier to tax than rural areas. In

the case of  India, the East India Company won the

Battle of  Plassey, kicking off  nearly two centuries

of  expansionist activity in India. British colonialism

was far more distressing for colonial subjects than

for conquerors. Many scholars feel that British

colonialism promoted and actively participated in

capitalism to assure a large profit and gain for the

British Raj. The British Raj accelerated every action

of  expansionism. In India, poverty, famine, illness,

cultural instability, economic exploitation, and

political marginalisation were all common. Many

Indian witnesses  to the British colonialism updated

land property laws. British colonialism started to

interfere with the manufacturing sector. British

colonialism was established by occupying forests,

clearing trees, and starting plantations. They also

caused people to migrate from one part of  India to

another, resulting in a rise in nationalist and anti-

colonial awareness among the Indian people.

Colonialism affected Indian citizens’ lives culturally

and politically. The political brunt of  colonialism on

the Indian community was significant. The British

Raj and colonialism had a social impact on Indian

culture, especially the developing middle-class

mentality, which progressively altered their lifestyles,

eating habits, languages, and attire. The colonial jolt

transformed our national movement, education

system, political system, parliamentary and judicial

systems, constitution, traffic rules, police, and, in

Land Revenue System during

COLONIAL PERIOD

Kinimlungle Nriamme
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general, the entire political framework. The British

Raj’s control influenced Indian political, economic,

and social aspects, altering the character of  its future

growth. The British Raj governmental structures

were lucky in their colonialist ideas, and they designed

their goal via the formation of  the colony. British

exploitation of India throughout the colonial period

contributed to divide and conquer tactics. The British

Raj brought ideas like liberty, equality, freedom, and

human rights. The British Empire attempted to focus

on the condition of  women in society and introduced

various legal measures.

Industrialisation in England wreaked havoc on

the Indian handloom-weaving industry etc. During

that period, farmers faced a difficult period due to

the new land revenue experiments. The

commercialisation of  agriculture hit the labourers,

whose numbers of  landless labourers increased.

Borrowing money from moneylenders became more

difficult. A new breed of 'money lending' specialists

developed.

   During British rule, they brought new

employment options, which benefited the lower

castes in particular. They had a higher likelihood of

upward social mobility. At that time, a  potent middle

class emerged in India, which would become the

forerunners of  Indian industry in the post-

independence era. The British authorities built many

crucial infrastructure, such as hospitals, schools, and,

most importantly of  all, railways etc. which

infrastructure laid the foundation for modern India's

economy. Also the Divide-and-Rule policy provided

them with success. The British Raj knew that they

would never be able to govern a country the size of

India. The British Raj also made it a point to pay
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religious leaders to speak out against one another,

damaging ties between faiths over time. The Forest

Acts, enacted by British colonialism, changed the

lifestyles of  tribals and pastoralists. The Indian

community had an extensive political burden, as a

result of  colonisation. Before independence, there

were three major types of  land revenue systems

prevailing in the India. The Zamindari System, The

Mahalwari System and The Ryotwari System.

The Zamindari system was started by the

Imperialist East India Company in 1793. The Rajas

and Taluqdars were recognised as Zamindars. They

were responsible for collecting revenue from

peasants and paying to the Company. Revenue

demand was permanently fixed. Under the Mahalwari

system, the land revenue was collected from the

farmers by the village headmen on behalf  of  the

whole village. The entire village was converted into

one bigger unit called ‘Mahal’ and was treated as one

unit for the payment of  land revenue. The revenue

under the Mahalwari system was to be revised

periodically and not fixed permanently. The system

was popularised by Lord William Bentick. Under the

Mahalwari system, the land revenue was collected

from the farmers by the village headmen on behalf

of  the whole village. Under the Ryotwari system,

the land revenue was paid by the farmers directly to

the state. In this Ryotwari system, the peasants or

cultivators were regarded as the owners of  the land.

They had ownership rights, could sell, mortgage or

gift the land. The taxes were directly collected by

the government from the peasants. This system of

land revenue was instituted in the late 18th century

by Sir Thomas Munro, Governor of  Madras in 1820.

This was practised in the Madras and Bombay areas,

as well as Assam and Coorg provinces. Ryotwari

System was devised by Captain Alexander Read and

Sir Thomas Munro at the end of  the 18th century

and introduced by the latter when he was governor

of  Madras Presidency. Under the Ryotwari system,

the land revenue was paid by the farmers directly to

the state. In Ryotwari system, the Individual cultivator

called Ryot had full rights regarding sale, transfer,

and leasing of  the land. The ryots could not be

evicted from their land as long as they paid the rent.

This system gave much power to subordinate

revenue officials, whose activities were inadequately

supervised. The system was dominated by the

mahajans and moneylenders who granted loans to

cultivators by mortgaging their land. At the revenue

system during colonial period , revenue imposed on

land-based agricultural production is known as Land

Revenue. The Indian government has always received

a percentage of  agricultural output as land income.

It has traditionally been an empire’s main source of

funding. It is either collected as a percentage of  the

overall crop or as a monetary value placed on the

land that the farmer must pay. 

Types of Land revenue
policy under British

Permanent
Settlement

Ryotwari
System

Mahalwari
System

Lord William
Bentinck

Thomas
Munro

Lord
Cornwallis
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Environment is a complex system which

includes different physical, biological, ecological and

geopolitical aspects. Environment is the natural

condition which exists around us including the

climate, water, soil, rocks, mineral, landforms and

flora and fauna. Thus, environment encompasses

both living (biotic) and the non-living (abiotic)

components of  planet earth. It is evident that human

A Study on Changing

Scenario of

Environment with

Special Reference to

Dima Hasao District

in Assam

Lalpiengmawi Changsan
Assistant Professor

Deptt. of  History

beings, the environment and the earth system are

inseparably and inter-dependently linked. If  one is

in distress, the other two will also be affected

seriously.

Glimpse of Dima Hasao District : Dima

Hasao (formerly called NC Hills) is the third largest

district of  Assam with 4888 km after Karbi Anglong

and Sonitpur. Earlier, it was just a subdivision of

Cachar in 1880 with headquarter at Gunjung and

then of  United Mikirs in 1951. Finally, on 2nd Feb,

1970 it was made a full-fledged district of  Assam

with headquarter at Haflong with one autonomous

District Council. Bounded on the north by present

Nagaon and Karbi Anglong district, on the south

by Cachar district, in the east by Manipur and

Nagaland and on the west by Khasi and Jiantia Hills

district of  Meghalaya. The district lies between

latitudes 240 54’ and 260 42N ’ and longitudes 920 8/

and 930 53/ E. Topographically, the district may be

divided into (a) low lying areas (b) the high hills of

eastern and western parts and (c) the plateau areas.

The entire district forms a hilly country which is a

continuation of  the Meghalaya plateau constituting

the Borail range. The major portion of  the area is

covered by hills. Thumjang is the highest peak at

1856 meters and the peak Hempeupet 1748 meters
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is the second highest peak in Assam. Valleys of

Diyung, Langting, Mahur and Jatinga rivers are

marked as low lying areas. Another river known as

Kapili River arises from the Jayantia Hills (Meghalaya)

flows north and north-east through the Jiantia Hills.

CAUSES OF CHANGES IN ENVIRON-

MENTAL SCENARIO:

Degradation of  Environment :

Environment degradation is a process through which

the general health of  the natural environment such

as air, water and soil gets endangered. It is one of

the major threats faced by the planet earth of  which

the environment becomes irreparably compromised

which could also mean the end of  the human

existence. Numerous factors affect our environment

anthropogenic activities such as urbanization,

industrialization, deforestation, over population and

use of  fossil fuels. Natural disasters such as

earthquake, volcanoes, cyclones, landslides and

floods can also negatively affect the environment.

ENVIRONMENTAL CAUSE IN LIEU OF

DEVELOPMENT:

The unprecedented development in

industrialization and mobilization of society in the

present time has led to range of  problems. The

changes that occurred are an attempt to improve our

living standard which has more or less proved
detrimental and at all stages some undesirable
changes has been introduced in the natural
environment. We use environmental source and
material to sustain life directly. With the increasing

urbanization and industrialization and the attempts
of  the govt. of  India to bring the outreached areas
of  Dima Hasao into the manifold by constructing
the national Highway 54 and converting the metre-
gauge to the broad-gauge railway lines, it has more
or less become irreparably compromised to the

environment. Haflong, famously known as ‘Scotland
of  the East’ and the only hill resort of  Assam, for
its exposure to the other parts of  country and the
world, different developmental projects are
undertaken of  which construction is under process
and still going on. Over the last few decades, there

has been a large scale destruction of  tropical forests
for urbanization mainly leading to establishment of

cement industries in Umrangso, coal mining activities
and illegal stone mining and transportation taking
place between Retzawl and Harangajao in Dima
Hasao district. Due to increased industrialization and
urbanization, there has been great increase in the

pollution of  air, water and environment of  the planet.
Many lands had to be closed by cutting down of
trees and hills and dumping the soil into the rivers
and streams leading to a great environmental changes
and degradation.
DEFORESTATION : THE ENDANGERING

FACTOR:

In real essence, shifting cultivation is a low
energy budget and low investment system of
subsistence agriculture to the under developed
district (Sharma and Thakur:2010:149). In tribal
communities of  the Dima Hasao district, practice

of  Jhum (shifting) cultivation on the hill slopes
prevails. Villagers clear a patch of  ground by cutting
down trees and setting them on fire and the crops
are raised on the resulting ash. Agriculture as being
the main occupation and the district being an
underdeveloped one owing to lack of  acquisition of

modern equipment, burning of  forest for cultivation

has become an inevitable one and a common sight.
The cultivation keeps on shifting to one part to other
clearing new patches of  the ground. But the method
proved to be quite an unhealthy method leading
mostly to the environmental degradation. Not only
Jhuming cultivation leads to deforestation but the

clearing of  forest and earth cutting of  hills for the
construction of  Mahasadak and the railway lines
plays the same role for deforestation and also
degrades forest fertility. Soil degradation leading to
soil erosion, drought etc have led to siltation of  soil
and blocking river and canal transport channels

leading to loss of  sustainable logging potential.
POPULATION EXPLOSION:

A Common Factor of  Environmental

Threat : Population growth can be defined as an
increase or decrease in the population size of  living
species including human beings. Human populations

are also subject to natural process of  birth and death.
Unless urgent steps are taken to control population,
serious problem can arise like environmental damage
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and limited availability of  food resources available
for all the population in many ways. The small Dima
Hasao district like the other various parts of  the
world faces the same explosion threat. With the
passage of  time, more and more houses could be

seen to be constructed and developed paving way
for more trees to be cut, forest cleared and its
resources to be used. In recent times, Haflong and
its surrounding areas had witnessed an increase in
the population. Overcrowding of  the place has led
to degradation of  environment by the encroachment

of lands and
forests. Due to
lack of  proper
garbage dumping
area, waste could
be seen thrown all

over the town
making it
unhygienic and
dirty place to live
in. with more
population, more

dumping ground
are required but
less are available
since most of the
land are already
occupied by the

growing population resulting in hazardous illness.
Unless urgent steps are taken to control population
serious problems can arise like environment damage

and limited availability of  food resources. Thus, the

very high population growth has raised concerns that

the planet may not be able to sustain such population

in the long run.

EFFECTS ON ENVIRONMENTAL SCENARIO :

THREAT TO BIODIVERSITY :Dima

Hasao constitutes a mega diversity area from the

point of  view of  genetic wealth. This region has

proved to be a veritable paradise of  valuable genes

in a wide range of  economic plants and animals, but

due to destructive activities in the name of

development man has established new housing

colonies. Man has extracted more and more minerals

from the earth. Animals have been hunted and plants

have disappeared. There has been loss of  biodiversity

leading to ecological imbalance. Loss of  bio-diversity

has resulted in the loss of  genetic resources.

HAZARDOUS WATER PROBLEM:

The Diyung River rises near the Mahur

station and flows through the district upon the Kapili

river acting as the western boundary of  the district.

Mupa, Mahur, Langting and lumding are its principal

tributaries. The Jatinga river rises from the south of

Haflong flows west and south through the hills

emerges on the

plains and falls into

the Barak. All the

river of  Dima

Hasao having

rocky and

t r e m e n d o u s

velocities makes

them improper for

navigation. The

wanton earth

cutting and

destruction of

forest for

construction of

railway lines and

National highway

has cause a serious

threat to the environment. The dumping of  soil by

the construction company anywhere especially into

the river has caused a serious damage to the water.

It not only pollute the main flow of  the river but

only stop the flow of  the river to hill people who are

counting on the rivers for their survival. It has cast a

dry spell to some areas of  Dima Hasao, mainly to

the people staying in the town areas. During winter

season it became worst as the people had to buy

water for survival which has become a problem for

the poor section to afford buying water all the time

for several places especially to those living on the

hill top. The people had always counted on the

concerned authority for smooth supply of  water but

no effective measures are taken to solve the problem.

The PHE department more or less stopped
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functioning at few places owning to the dryness of

the river which are accountable to deforestation.
Mention may also be made of  contamination of  river
Kapili. It is learnt that water of  the reservoir and
Kopili river adjacent to the Meghalaya State is
becoming acidic for mixing of  effluents from open

cast mining in Meghalaya since 2004 following which
fishes and water insects disappeared from these water
bodies and the value of  water has come down which
is not at all recommended for human consumption
.The Neepco at Umrangso ,the only industry of
Dima Hasao District ,is also the victim of increase

of  acid contain in water because presence of  sulfuric
acid in water definitely damages the under water
instruments of  the industry .It is a serious problem
and the people of  Umrangso are un aware of  the
dire consequences of  such situation. They appealed
to the concerned authority to take immediate steps

so the lives of  people could be saved.
FREQUENT FLOODS:

The district being a hilly areas has never
witnessed floods but according to news reported by
“ Haflong Times”, weekly newspaper, the villagers
of  Mujungkhro and Kapurcherra have approached

the revenue department of  N.C Hills Autonomous
Council at Haflong and the NHAI authority to solve
the flooding problem which according to the villagers
,the construction company is responsible ,they have
alleged that they have destroyed huge agricultural
land by dumping soil anywhere they like and making

a flood like situation during rainy season. It have
jeopardized the natural irrigation of  the adjacent
paddy fields by blocking the natural streams which
widens during rainy season of  which the construction
company could not anticipate .During monsoon
season, torrential rain falls gets diverted to the

villages, flooding the village lands, since the highway
construction company has already blocked many
small streams which used to act in minimizing the
heavy flow of  water during heavy rainfalls.
CLIMATIC CHANGE – SIGNS OF GLOBAL

WARMING :

The most significant environmental problem

faced by the world community is the global warming.

Climatic changes are irregular due to green house

gases. The practices of  jhuming cultivation by the

villages of  the district have resulted in the

deforestation leading to global warming which can

be felt by the people themselves. A decade ago the

highest temperature of  the district was 25 to 28

degree Celsius whereas the present temperature is

38 to 40 degree Celsius during summer season.

Mention may made of  Thuruk village, a thinly

populated Biate village of  Dima Hasao District

which witnessed heavy snowfall during winter

season,which is the only place where snow falls in

Assam but owing to global warming snowfall has

tremendously decreased. The various parts of  the

district have also witness the same hot climate due

to innumerous felling of  trees. In fact, developmental

project brought with it a heavy price to be paid

resulting in the destruction of  rich flora and fauna,

with ecological imbalance, the aftermath of  the

construction has become highly alarming for the

people of the district.

EFFECTS OF URBANISATION/

INDUSTRIALISATION:

Industrial development along with

urbanization and spoon of  infrastructure combined

with population growth has led to environmental

degradation. Recently, inhabitants of  Umrangso in

Dima Hasao district have launched a blockade against

Dalmia Bharat Group, a cement Industry. According

to the news reported by the Telegraph, Dated 14th

April/2017, the peoples are facing lots of problem

because the company is running its business only

for profit and not concerned about local people. It

has adversely polluted the entire area and it has not

taken any effective steps to control the pollution.
Further, the Sentinel newspaper have also reported

news, regarding illegal stone mining and
transportation which is taking place in the rivers
between Retzawl and Harengazao in Dima Hasao
district. However, no action has been taken so far.
The construction companies are making lakhs of
rupees at the cost of  causing enormous degradation

of  greenery, polluting the environment, ecological
imbalance and polluting the streams and rivers,
particularly Kapili, the main source of  drinking water
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for the people up and downstream. The Assam
Tribune, Dated 17 July/ 2017 have also reported
filing of  a petition by All Dimasa Students Union
of Dima Hasao District unit committee before
National Green Tribunal against rat hole mining of

coal in Meghalaya. Therefore, safety and
environmental control of  mining activity remains key
driver but expectations of  sustainable development
require the provision of  electricity, water, healthcare
and education to the local communities where mining
operation industry is based.

POPULATION EXPLOSION AND MAN’S

INTERACTION WITH ENVIRONMENT:

The growth of  population has direct affect
on the living standard of  the people. Rapid growth
of  population has led to urbanization, the village
people shifting to the urban areas resulting in cutting

of  tree and clearing of  forest for constructing houses
which is adversely affecting the environment. Due
to increase in population, natural resources in the
cities are depleted at a very fast rate. If  the population
continues to increase at this rate in a few years from
now, we will have an army of  unemployed youths,

hungry and desperate peoples who will threaten the
very foundation of  the social, economic and political
system leading to the most hazardous environmental
degradation.
SOLUTION AND STRATEGY OF

DEVELOPMENT:

To maintain the balance between
environment and development, it is necessary to

strive for sustainable development to meet the needs

of  present generation without foreclosing the

options for the future generation. To achieve this

one has to consider different aspects of

development, conservation; sustainability and

biological diversity are interrelated. There is need for

proper planning to maintain balance between

population, development and environment.

Conservation relates to activity of  human beings and

prevents excessive use leading to environmental

degradation. Further, damaging effects of  economic

development on environmental degradation can be

reduced by a judicious choice of  economic and

environmental policies and environmental

investments. Some important policy measures such
as:
• Control of  population growth. The growth of

population growth should be curtailed through
effective family planning measures like limiting
the number of  children’s in a family, decreasing
the mortality, procuring necessary
contraceptives, decreasing birth rate and most
importantly educating the masses regarding
consequences of  galloping population

• Economic development: The aim of  population
control is not only about decline in fertility rates
but also is to improve the quality of  life of  the
people. These are possible through rapid
economic development. In fact, an effective
family planning policy should be integrated with
measures to accelerate economic development.

• Public participation: Public participation and
awareness are highly effective to improve
environmental conditions. Conducting formal
and informal education programmes’ relating to
environmental education and awareness can go
a long way in controlling environmental
degradation and keeping environment clean. It
can also render costless and useful assistance in
afforestation, conservation of  wildlife,
improvement of  sanitation and drainage system
and flood control. Use of  indigenous institution,
local voluntary organization and NGO’s can
render much help in educating the masses about
the harmful effects of  environmental
degradation and the benefits of  keeping the
environment clean. Our constitution clearly
states that it is our duty to protect and improve
the environment and to safeguard forest and
wildlife of  our country. The environmental
protection bill was passed by both the houses
of  parliament after recurring his assent of  the
President of  India on 23rd may, 1986. It came
into force on 19th May, 1986 as the Environment
protection Act 1986 (Bhardwaj and
Thakur:2009:108). Now, it is very important to
learnt the benefits of  mutual relationship
between mankind and biosphere and develop a
habit of  living in a clean and healthy

environment. 
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Manipur is a state in northeastern India with

the city of  Imphal as its capital. It is bounded by the

the Indian States of  Nagaland to the north, Mizoram

to the South and Assam to the West. It also borders

two regions of  Mayanmar, Sangaing  regions to the

East and Chin State to the South. The States cover

an area of (8,621 square kilometers) and 2,237 square

kilometers and has a population of almost 3 millions

including the Meitei, Pangals who are the majority

groups in the States, the Meitei Pangals (Manipuri

Muslim), Nagas tribes, Kuki/Zo tribes and other

communities who speak a variety of  Sino-Tibetan

languages. Manipur has been at the cross road of

Assam economic and cultural exchange for more

than 2,500 years. Its has long connected the Indian

subcontinent and central Asia to South East Asia,

China (or East India), Sibera (Russia), Micronesia

and Polynesia enabling migration of  people, culture

Religion

and

Seven

Festivals

o f

Manipur

Lamginmang Khangsai
BA 6th Semester

and religious during the days of  the British Indian

Empire, the kingdom  of  Manipur was one of  the

princely States between 1917 and 1939. Some people

of Manipur pressed the princely state of Manipur

for democracy. By the late 1930s, the state of

Manipur negotiated with the British administration

its preference to continue to be part of  the Indian

Empire, rather than part of  Burma, which was being

seperated from India. This negotiations were cut

short with the outbreaks of  World War II in 1939.

On August 1947, Maharaja Budhachandra signed an

instrument of  Accession, joining India later on 21

September  1949, he signed a merger agreement,

merging the kingdom into India which led to its

becoming a parts of  the state. This merger was later

disputed by groups in Manipur, as having been

completed, under duress, the dispute and differing

vision for the future has resulted in a 50 years. In the
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state for independence from India, as well as in repeat

of  violence among ethnic groups in the states from

2009 through 2018. The conflicts were responsible

for the violent deaths of  over 1000 people. The

Meitei ethnic group represent around 53% of  the

population of  Manipur states followed by various

Nagas tribes at 24% and various Kuki/Zo tribes of

16%. The main languages of  the states is Meitei loan

(also known as meiteiloa Manipuri). Tribals constitues

about 41% of the state population (according to 2011

census) and distinguished by dialects and culfures

are the after villages-based Manipur ethnic groups.

practice a variety of  religious. According to 2011

census. Hinduism is the major religion in the state,

closely followed by Christianity. Other religions

include Islam Sanamahism. Buddhism and Judaism

etc. With significant hydroelectric power generations

potential, it is connected to others areas by daily

flights throught Imphal Airport. The second largest

in northeastern India. Manipur is home to many

means "Manipuri Muslim" as they follow Islam.

Various historical sources have different dates for

Manipur. The origin of  the Pangal community is

equally varied. In the early seventeenth century,

Mubariz Khan was on expedition and came across a

tribe which lived in between the land of  the Khasis

and the Kacharis, who reffered to themselves as

Mughals. The Mughal books claim that this tribe was

indeed a descendant of  the Turco-Mongol Timurids.

They have said that during the reign of  Timur in the

late 12th century, the emperor had reached this

extreme point and left a group of  his capital in

Baghdadi. Members of  this tribe were white-skinned

and spoke a Sino-Tibeton language. Mubariz

managed to defeat this tribe with a lot of  the Bengol

subah. It is considered that this tribe were Metei as

they speak Meitei, which is a Sino-Tibetan language.

In Assam and and greater Sylhet, Meitei used to be

reffered to as "Mei-Monglai."

Buddhism in Manipur was founded on the

full moon day of  the month of  Meraa (October)
1972 and it got registered under section 20 of  the
Societies Registration Act XXI of  1860 in 1982. The
first Vishakha Puja (Buddha Purnima) was
performed in 1984 at Phayyaa Laytong in Imphal

East with Vein. Akshyananda of  Tripura was the
presiding monk.

Christianity is the second largest religion in
Manipur, a state of  India in its NorthEast region.
According to 2011 census data published by the
government of  India.

In the begining of  the 18th century, Manipur
had a heterogeneous population - the meitei people
in the valley areas were the followers of  ancient
Meitei religion. The hills tribe of  the surrounding
hills areas were the practitioners of  the primeaval
tribal  religion and the shan people of  the Kabaw

Valley in the eastern frontier were the followers of
Buddhism.

Prior to the coming of  Christianity, several
mission societies - including the American and the
Welsh Mission - had made an attempt to establish
its mission centre in Manipur. But until the end of

the 19th century, they were not allowed to enter the
state, because of  the strong opposition from the Raja

sports and the origins of  Manipuri dance and is credit

with introducing polo to Europeans.

Hinduism is one of the religious practiced

in state of Manipur India. Hinduism is concentrated

in the valley district of  Manipur located in the regions

neighbouring Assam state. Hinduism is practiced

mostly among the Meitei people, Nepali people and

Bengali people. While the proportion of  Manipur's

population that practices Hinduism is roughly 41%,

in the Manipur valley regions, Hindu constitutes as

much as 67-74% of  the population. Muslim of

Manipur known as Pangal have existed (formerly or

kothe) since the seventh century "Pangal" simply
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and the people. Moreover, the British officials had
to maintain status of religious matter and Mr
Maxwell, the then political agent of  Manipur was
fully conscious of  the fact. Since the revolt of  1857,
the British in India had a social policy in their

relationship with the princely states that they should
not interfere with anyone's religious but maintain
strict neutrality.

In the last 100 years, Sikhs have travelled to
different countries in the west and beyond. There is
a significant amount of  scholarly writing about the
presence of  Sikhs across the globe. However, their
experience in migration and settlement in different
parts of  India beyond Punjab remains a
comparatively neglected areas of  Sikhs.

Manipur distinctive from the others states
in many ways and is famous for its costumes arts,
dance and music. Rich in its natural beauty, the state
has got amazing lakes, beautiful waterfalls and lush
green forest. The weather here is very pleasant
making it a soothing place for travellers to refresh.

Manipur is filled with vibrance to celebrate
every single festival equally. Here are the top 7
festivals of  Manipur that are widely celebrated.
(1) Sangai Festival : The Manipur Sangai
festival is one of  the vibrant festivals celebrated in
Manipur. This festival is celebrated in the months
of  November during few years back and has been
happening every year since then. This festival
celebrate the art and culture of  the state.
(2) Ningol Chakouba : In the month of
November, all the on the married women are called
back to their parent's place along with their children
for a feast. This festival celebrates the bond between
the daughter and their family. The daughter, who
are married are treated with immense love and
affection and get pampered by the entire family.
(3) Champa Festival : Celebrated week-long by
the tribes of  Tanghul Naga, Champa festival is one
of  the most popular festival to be celebrated in the
state of  Manipur. This festival is celebrated to show
the joy of  people during the harvesting of  crops.
(4) Gang Ngai : Gang Ngai is a festival
celebrated by the tribes of  Karbi Naga. This festival
is celebrated to cherish the customs and traditions
of  the tribes and to honour the tribes ancestors. The

festival is celebrated to cherish the customs and
traditions of the tribes and to honour the tribes
ancestors. The festival is celebrated for five
consecutives days by singing, dancing, grand feast
and other programmes or games among tribal

people.
(5) Lui Ngai Ni : Lui Ngai Ni is a festival
celebrated at the time of  sowing seeds by the tribes
of  Manipur. It is a way of  praying to the Gods to be
in favour of  farming. Celebrated with fun and
enthusiam, the festival is celebrated by the Naga

tribes in three different languages all meaning the
same.
(6) Kut Festival : Kut festival is celebrated by
the Kuki Chin Mizo tribe to Manipur in the month
of  November. Kut festival celebrates the ties between
humans, peace and harming among the community.

Initially celebrated as a traditions later evolved into
a huge festival. The tribal people offer various objects
to thank the God by singing, dancing and having a
friendly competition among them.
(7) Heirku Hindongba : The main event of
this festival is the boat race which is held on the

Bijoy Govinda Canal in Manipur. This festival brings
Joy and Zeal among everyone and especially the
youth who participated in the boat race with
enthusiastic team spirits. As such the day is celebrated
with the great encouragenent in every part of  the
globe where the Zomi settled since then. It deals

with the Heirku Hindongba festival.
(8) Pineapple Festival : This state level
pineapple festival is mainly celebrated on the 26th
August every year by the people at Khousabung
village, Churachanpur district. For the pine apple
farming community, the festival means a lot as they

get opportunity for wider exposure of  their products.
The pineapple cultivators of  Khousabung and
adjoining villages have been cultivating as a major
source as their income since six decades.
(9) Chapchar Kut : It is celebrated during
March after completion of  their most arduous task

of  jhum operation i.e jungle clearing. Chapchar Kut
is celebrated to thank the Gods for saving the people
from harm during the cleaning of  forest on hill
slopes. 
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Waste disposal has become a very important issue since

urbanization, the sudden increase is a result of

industrialisation, together with the growth in urban

population. Due to a lack of  clearance regulations, the waste

in the streets started to pile up and affect the hygiene and

health of  the urban populations. The amount of  waste that

is being produced by humans has changed throughout history.

At the beginning of  the 20th century, similar waste systems

were being adapted by other cities in Europe and Northern

America. Waste management nowadays is not the same in

every country, region or can even vary among different

sectors such as the industrial and residential sector. Waste

generation involves all the activities that identify if  materials

are no longer usable and if  they can be used for systematic

disposal. Waste management or waste disposal are all the

activities and actions required to manage waste from its

inception to its final disposal. This includes collection,

transport, treatment and disposal of  waste together with

monitoring and regulation.

Solid Wastes are the residues left after the use of

resources in industries, agriculture, businesses, hospitals,

households etc. Some examples of  bulk waste are waste tyres,

unnecessary metals damaged dolls, chairs, tables, unnecessary

car parts, waste electronic items, plastic items are no longer

usable, broken gas cylinders etc. Solid waste can be of  two

types such as  biodegradable and non-biodegradable. It is

important to note that no one can avoid whole garbage.

Environmental needs are essential for ensuring

environmental protection and sustainable development. It

is important that individuals, organizations and governments

comply with these requirements to minimize their impact

on the environment. Environmental requirements refer to

regulations and standards established to protect the

environment from human activities. These requirements are

intended to ensure that individuals, organizations and

governments are held accountable for their impact on the

environment and are obliged to reduce their impact.

Environmental requirements can be divided into the

following areas:

(a) Air Quality : The quality of  the air we breathe is

essential for our health and environment.

Environmental requirements for air quality include

Types of Waste Management

• Recycling

• Incineration

• Landfill

• Biological Reprocessing

• Animal Feed
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controls on emissions from industrial sources,

transportation and energy generation.

(b) Water Quality : Clean and safe water is

essential for human health and the

environment. Environmental requirements for

water quality include wastewater treatment,

water pollution control and water resource

protection regulations.

(c) Waste Management : Proper waste

management is very important for protecting

the environment from pollution and

conserving natural resources. Environmental

requirements for waste management include

waste disposal, recycling and hazardous waste

handling regulations.

(d) Land use : Land use, including soil

degradation, deforestation and loss of

biodiversity, can have significant impact on the

environment. Environmental requirements for

land use include land development, land use

planning and natural habitat conservation

regulations.

(e) Chemical Management : Chemicals can

have harmful effects on human health and the

environment. Environmental requirements for

chemical management include regulations on

chemical use, handling and disposal. As
inhabitants on earth, it is our responsibility to
protect the environment. The environment
provides us with essential resources such as
air, water, food, and shelter, which are
necessary for our survival. Therefore, it is our
moral duty to care for the environment and
sustain it for future generations. We need to
reduce our carbon footprint by reducing our
energy consumption and adopting sustainable
practices. This can be done by using energy-
efficient appliances, reducing air travel, and
using public transportation. We need to reduce
our waste by reusing, recycling and composting
items

I think it is better to use compost instead of
chemical fertilizers. This is because chemical
fertilizers are made from a combination of  different
chemical fertilizers. The products produced by these
fertilizers sometimes cause side effects in our body.

Compost, on the other hand, is made from
natural-grown materials. Therefore, this fertilizer is
good for use. We should avoid single-use plastics,
use reusable bags and recycle as much as possible.
The responsibility of  removing the waste should not
be left to the government alone. If  the people of
the country are not aware of  this issue, the
government alone cannot solve this problem.
Therefore, the government as well as the public
should cooperate fully to solve this problem. 
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Festivals are an important part of  our culture. Every festival

has its own importance and history behind celebrating the same.

There are many festivals that are celebrated all over India and

world. Festivals work to bind as together. "The festival of

emotions, Chhath Puja" is awesome and it can be said that it is

one of  my favourite festivals Chhath Puja is also one of  the most

difficult one in Hindu festival.

Chhath Puja is an ancient hindu festival dedicated to the

sun. The actual origin of  Chhath festival is not known. It is festival

that in ancient times Draupadi and the Pandavas used to celebrate

Chhath Puja in order to solve their problems and gain back their

lost kingdom. In addition, it is also believed that Chhath Puja was

first performed by Karna. Karna was the ruler of  Anga Desh,

which is present day in Bhagalpur, Bihar.

Chhath Puja is one of  the important festivals in Hinduism.

This festival is mostly celebrated in Uttarakhand, Bihar, Jharkhand,

West Bengal. This festival is also celebrated in some other states

of  India like Assam. Similarly, some people of  India or Nepal,

United States of  America, South Africa, Ireland, Australia, New

Zealand, Malaysia, Japan and Indonesia also celebrate Chhath Puja

with dedication.

Chhath Puja is also known as Dala Chhath, Surya Shashti

and Chhathi. According to Hindu calendar, it is celebrated on the

sixth day of  Shukla Paksha of  kartik month.This festival is

celebrated around the month of  October or November. People

Chhath

Puja
The Festival of

Emotions

Anju Chauhan
BA 6th Semester
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go till the ghat (bank of  the river), singing the song of  "Chhathi

Maiya." After the worship of  the sun, a diwali like atmosphere is

created at the ghat. Almost all civilizations have worshipped the

'God Sun', but it has a unique form in Bihar. Chhath Puja is the

only occasion where the setting sun is worshipped along with the

rising sun. According to the Hindu calendar, Chhath Puja is

celebrated on the sixth day of  Kartik month. Chhath Puja also

known as Surya Shashti, is a bathing festival followed by a four-

day period of  abstinence and ritual purity. Chhath Puja is a four-

day long strict and spiritual observance. The first day of  the

Chhath Puja includes taking a dip in the holy river or any water

body. People also take the water of  Ganges to their homes to

perform special offerings and rituals. Houses are thoroughly

cleaned on this day. The second day of  Chhath, also known as

Kharna, involves devotees observing a day long fast, which is

broken in the late evening after performing the worship of  Mother

Earth. The offerings to the God include rice kheer and fruits,

which is distributed among family members and friends. The third

day of  Chhath goes in the preparation of  the prasad for the

evening offerings. This is also known as Sandhiya Arghya. In the

evening, large numbers of  devotees gather on the banks of  rivers

and make offerings 'arghya' to the setting sun. The folk songs are

played displaying the culture and history of  Bihar. The night of

the third day witnesses a colorful event

known as Kosi. A canopy is made from

sugarcane sticks and lighted earthen

lamps are placed inside the canopy

along with baskets filled with prasad. On

the fourth and final day of  Chhath,

family members and friends go to the

banks of  rivers before sunrise and make

offerings to the rising sun. After this

ritual, devotees break their fast and

distribute Prasad to neighbors and

relatives.

This festival is celebrated for four

days. On the first day, after taking a holy

bath they eat sana dal, gourd vegetable

and roti. On the second day, known as

"Kharna", after worshiping the sun and

the moons, they prepare offering of

Rasibai (Jaggery Kheer). After eating the

offering, they fast for 36 hours without

water.

On the third day known as

"Sandhya Arghya", they observe a fast

for the whole day and offer Arghya to

the dipping sun.

On "Usha Arghya" the last day,

'does porom' (the fast is broken) after

offering arghya to the rising sun.

This festival is dedicated to the

solar deity, surya and his sister (Chhathi

Maiya). The only festival dedicated to

lord Surya, who is believed to the source

of  all powers people according to their

ability offering to god and thanks for

everything. They pray for everyone's

happiness, growth etc.

The most unique feature of

Chhath Puja is that there is no 'murti

pujan' or idol worship unlike most of

the festivals of  the hindu rteligion. The

rituals of the Chhath is considered as

the most environmently friendly festival.
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Indian maritime aspirations in the Indian Ocean

may be basically identified as seeking pre-eminence and

leadership in Indian Ocean affairs. India's maritime

diplomacy and aspirations were not realised to the fullest

because of  the Indian governments' neglect of  the navy as

against the army and air force. Indian strategic thinkers

have always considered the most vital threats to India's

security as originating from land, specifically from the

north-west. With the economic liberalisation of  the 1990s,

India has recorded an impressive annual growth rate of  7-

Chinmoyee Das
Assistant Professor

Deptt. of  Political Science

India’s Maritime Diplomacy

with the Asean :

Engaging the Malacca

Powers

8 percent during the last 20 years or so.

This has resulted in a wide expansion of

India's global interests. To maintain the

momentum of  its economic growth, India

needs to protect its overseas trade,

investment and energy flows. Hence, India

is particularly concerned in protecting its

sea lanes of  communications necessary for

its energy exports.

In the North-East Indian Ocean,

India is the dominant naval power and has

a leading security role in the North-East

Indian Ocean because of its

geographically advantageous position in

the ocean. This sector of  the ocean is

crucial for India's search for a maritime

power status in ocean politics. It is the

arena in which India has to defend itself

from potential threats that may emanate

from or through South-East Asia.
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Another critical interest in furthering India's

control over this sector of  the ocean is that if  India

acquires the ability to control the sea lines of

communication (SLOCs) between the Bay of

Bengal and the Andaman Sea finally crossing the

Malacca Strait, it will provide much larger leverage

to India's oceanic reach vis-à-vis other rival powers

such as China.

Importance of  the Malacca Strait in

India's maritime ambitions : While the Malacca

Strait is the primary chokepoint for sea traffic

between the Indian and Pacific Oceans, India's

position in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands

provides it with a considerable measure of  control

over the western approaches to the strait. Its natural

maritime outpost of  Andaman and Nicobar gives

it an upper hand in monitoring the world's most

strategic and trafficked Malacca Strait. Malacca

Strait is one of  the busiest SLOC's through which

60,000 to 95,000 merchant, oil and gas cargos, pass

through (Singh, 2003:15) which makes the strait

an energy lifeline for Southeast and East Asian

countries. The safety of  this crucial waterway lies

with the littoral states of  the Malacca Strait, namely,

Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore. India too has

high stakes and an indirect role for its security

because of  its proximity to the strait. Controlling

the Malacca Strait is identified as a pivotal point

of India's ambitions in the Indian Ocean. India's

interest over the strait can be classified into both

strategic and commercial interests. While the 500

nautical miles funnelled waterway serves as the

most strategic choke point to India, the commercial

importance could be ascertained by the fact that

about 40% of  India's imports pass through the

Malacca Strait. The Strait of  Malacca is strategically

very crucial to India's economic and security

interests, and any disruption in the peace and

security or disputes over them can prove

detrimental to India's economy and security in a

big way. Together with the adjoining Strait of

Singapore, they provide the shortest sea route

between the Indian Ocean and the South China

Sea and thus their strategic importance not only

concerns India, but also the major powers of  the

world.

Hence, the Indian Navy has identified

controlling this strait as part of  its primary area of

interest. Ability to control the sea lines of

communication (SLOCs) crossing the Malacca

Strait would provide much larger leverage to India's

oceanic reach vis-à-vis other rival powers such as

China.

Change of policy and alignment in the

national government regarding the South-East

Asian region : Throughout India’s encounter with

international affairs, we could find that its

inclination towards strategic autonomy is deeply

rooted in its colonial history. India’s policymakers

have been averse to the idea of  strategic alliances

with any superpowers for fear of  losing the

country’s legitimate influence and autonomy in the

region. Post-independence India started with an

ambiguous Indian Ocean policy approach that

stretched somewhere between its historical stance

of  non-alignment and its avowed keenness for

strategic autonomy. If  one analyses the timeline

of  India&#39;s maritime diplomatic practices, one

could easily find that the vigour and determination

to protect and enhance its maritime interests in

the IOR had received a considerable boost with

the start of  the 21st century. Things started

changing with an element of  pragmatism aided

with a neo-liberal approach replacing the ambiguity

of  Indian maritime aspirations. This was the period

where the economy showed signs of  progress and
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fastest growing rate because of  various structural

changes brought in the previous decade. After years

of  hesitation, India has done away with its inward-

looking foreign policy and has started seeing the

South-East Asian region as one of  its primary area

of  interest. With the end of  the Cold war and the

withdrawal of  the Soviet forces, the Indian Navy

was successful in making quick inroads in

establishing influence by exploiting the power

vacuum created by the departure of  Soviet forces

in its favour. Needless to say, 21st century India

witnessed the change of  power in administration

along with the adoption of  maritime strategies by

the Indian Navy. With changes of  time and in

global circumstances, India is increasingly warming

up to its perceived legitimate rights and aspirations

in the IOR and has formulated certain doctrines

in this regard. These include the Indian Maritime

Doctrine (2004 and 2009; hereafter IMD), Indian

Maritime Strategy (2007) and Indian Maritime

Security Strategy (2015).

With the growth and evolution of  the

Indian Navy, it has moved beyond its self-

demarcated maritime domains of  the IN stretching

from the Red Sea to the Malacca Straits and has

established crucial interests in projecting itself  as

one of the major security holders in the region. In

this, along with an increasingly optimistic

leadership with a growing and robust naval force,

the political will of these littoral countries stands

as an imperative in the fulfilment of  India's

maritime ambitions with the littoral countries of

the ASEAN. There have been certain key factors

in recent times in deeply impacting India's evolving

maritime thought. These were India's Look East

policy leading to India's close engagement with

China's neighbours in South-East Asia, China's

increasing forays into the Indian Ocean, and the

Indo-US bonhomie.

Trajectories of  India's role and

influence in the ASEAN : It is no fiction that

ancient India had a great influence on the culture

and politics of  Southeast Asia. Later, the British

Raj acted as the principal shaper of regional

security order in Southeast Asia through its

occupation and resources of  India. However, the

partition of  India severely diminished India’s

traditional role and influence in the region as it

became more engrossed in securing its borders

from Pakistan and China. In the past, several

South-East Asian nations have also encouraged

India to play a greater role, which was not

entertained due to its long drawn attitude of

indifference and disengagement beyond South

Asia. At the same time, the departure of  the British

from India also created a security vacuum in

Southeast Asia who otherwise acted as the

custodian of regional security affairs of the region.

In the backdrop of  cold war politics, Indian

advocacy of  non-alignment could not cater to the

security needs of  the region and the formation of

the US-led security alliances like SEATO further

pushed India from having any security role. During

the formation of  the ASEAN too, India had its

reservations regarding its effectiveness and saw it

as a re-arrangement of  the SEATO in a new

format. Since the inception of  ASEAN, its security

concerns were taken care of  by the US with whom

it had a security pact. Apart from that, China's

impressive rise and its growing economic might

have a big grip on ASEAN's economy. Thus, the

region could not escape the complexities arising

out of  the presence of  extra-regional powers.

India’s relations with the ASEAN hit a new

low when India decided to support Vietnam in

the conflict over Cambodia. Also, India’s inward-

looking economic policies steadily brought to an
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end the historic commercial lineages, and thus,

India’s sway over East and Southeast Asia severely

declined. However, the end of  cold war, the

crumbling state of  its own economy, and Southeast

Asia’s economic miracle changed India’s attitude

towards the ASEAN. In order to catch up with

Southeast Asia’s economic progression, India

initiated the Look East Policy in the early 90s

through which it tried to develop ties through trade

and connectivity with its Southeast Asian

neighbours. However, decades of  India’s economic

decline vis-à-vis East Asia put India in a position

where it no longer could entertain its long-

cherished ambition of  being the leader of  Asian

affairs. Instead, it had to cope with China’s

increasing forays into the region and keep a low

profile in its bid to be a part of  the region’s

institutions. Gradually, India was successful in

expanding its defence cooperation with the

countries of  the region both at bilateral and multi-

lateral levels. It should be noted that in its

engagement with the ASEAN, India’s priorities

were on economic and institutional integration into

the East Asian structures, and not on defence

cooperation. After becoming a dialogue partner

of the ASEAN in the mid-1990s to its membership

of the first East Asian Summit in 2005, India

steadily expanded its presence into the region’s

institutional structures. After initial resistance from

some members of  the ASEAN to India’s inclusion

in the regional groupings, India’s increasing

relevance to the Asian order aided by its economic

growth and bettering of  relations with all the great

powers like the US, China and Japan led the region

to accept and accommodate a substantive Indian

presence. At the same time, increasing Chinese

hegemony and territorial conflicts with some

members of  the ASEAN and India’s expanding

military capabilities have raised expectations within

the region for stronger Indian security presence in

Southeast Asia.

India and ASEAN elevated their ties to the

level of  the strategic partnership during the

commemorative summit in Delhi, 2012, celebrating

two decades of  India’s engagement with ASEAN.

Both the sides underlined the importance of

deepening security cooperation particularly in the

maritime domain. It should be remembered that

India has a leading security role in the North-East

Indian Ocean because of  its geographically

advantageous position in the ocean. Its interests

in the region are not only driven by the need to

balance China's growing regional influence, but

also its maritime aspirations of extending its

influence into the region. With changes in global

circumstances and domestic policy, India has

nevertheless, started to display more interests and

activism in the North-East Indian Ocean which

were welcomed with mixed reactions in the region.

For example, barely two decades ago, India&#39;s

upgrading of  naval capabilities created suspicions

and concerns in the strategic circles of  Malaysia

and Indonesia of the possibility of being engulfed

in a strategically fragile position. They viewed

India&#39;s rising defence and induction of

additional aircraft carrier as indications of  its desire

to be a regional hegemon and extending its

maritime influence beyond the Indian Ocean and

the Malacca Straits. They feared that the withdrawal

of  American forces from the region would create

an arena for a strategic rivalry between the bigger

Asian powers, namely China, Japan and India.

However, acknowledging the concerns of  the

littoral Powers of  the Strait, India&#39;s response

and strategy in the North-East Indian Ocean had

been rather restrained and watchful and has been
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successful in assuaging the concerns of  the

ASEAN members through its Look East policy.

Moreover, India's traditional emphasis on strategic

autonomy and non-interference in the domestic

affairs of its neighbour countries had also helped

to build the image of  benevolent power. As we

could see, India&#39;s diplomatic engagements

with the littoral countries of  the ASEAN was based

on the legacy of  India&#39;s historically rooted

cultural and trade ties, mutual support for

decolonisation movement, and collective

comprehension of the complications arising out

of  the new geo-political realities of  the Cold War.

The first phase of  India’s Look East policy

did not focus much on security initiatives.However,

towards the second phase in the middle of  the

2000s, security arrangements did feature as an

important part of  Look East Policy. Although there

were some sorts of  defence

engagement with Southeast Asian nations from the

early 1990s, it was India’s bilateral defence

cooperation agreement with Singapore in 2003 that

provided the foundation for security cooperation

in the region. Subsequently, the Indian Aircraft

carrier, INS Viraat, arrived for the first time in the

ports of  Southeast Asia—Singapore, Jakarta in

Indonesia and Klang in Malaysia in 2005. The

Indian Navy participated in a series of  bilateral

and multilateral exercises in Vladivostok that

included major powers like the U.S., Japan, Russia

and China as well as regional actors like Singapore,

Vietnam and the Philippines. India convened an

Indian Ocean Naval Symposium in February 2008

for the first time where only littoral navies from

South Africa to Australia were invited. India has

also sought to revive the Indian Ocean Rim

Association for Regional Cooperation and inject

some security content into its deliberations. The

INS Sudarshini Expedition undertaken by the

Indian Navy was part of  the commemoration of

the successful completion of  two decades of

India’s Look East Policy, 20 years of  dialogue

relations with ASEAN, and ten years of  India–

ASEAN summit-level partnership (Mishra

2013:526). The idea behind the expedition was to

demonstrate India’s historical proximity with its

ASEAN neighbours and to commemorate the

longstanding ASEAN–India maritime and trade

relationship. The enthusiastic response of  the INS

Sudarshini expedition across the Southeast Asian

region highlighted the success of  India’s maritime

diplomacy in the region (ibid). India’s engagement

of  the ASEAN member countries through a range

of  bilateral and multilateral exercises including the

Malabar and MILAN exercises has also been a

significant feat of  its maritime diplomacy. During

the last few years, India has signed security

cooperation agreements with a number of

Southeast Asian countries, including Singapore,

Indonesia, Malaysia, Vietnam and Cambodia.

These involve Indian assistance in military training

and arms transfers.

It is worth mentioning that the Indian

Navy&#39;s role in realising its critical role in

maritime governance and navigation formed the

groundwork behind the subsequent interest and

support by the government in power. G V C Naidu

(2004) opines that,

"From the Southeast Asian point of  view,

expansion of  the Andaman naval base gave the

impression as though the Indian navy was trying

to spread its influence into Southeast Asia

especially the control of  geo-strategically crucial

Malacca Straits ... [T]hus it was the Indian navy

that was responsible in opening the initial channels

of  communication with several countries of
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Southeast Asia such as Indonesia, Malaysia and

Singapore. A number of  confidence-building

measures that were undertaken—invitation to the

senior naval personnel to visit the Andaman base

facility, joint exercises, port visits etc.—and the

success of  those measures formed the basis of

the Look East Policy."

Another important landmark in the

relationship between India and the ASEAN was

the opening of  a new chapter in the Indo-US

relations. After the end of  the Cold War, India and

the US agreed to cooperate in the regional strategic

and security domain of the South-East Asian

region. And during the visit of  the Commander-

in-chief  of  the US Pacific Command in April 1991,

a significant agreement was reached on Indo-US

military cooperation on joint training programmes,

combined military exercises, personnel exchange

programmes. The Indo-US maritime partnership

was a major push in India&#39;s Look East Policy

as India's engagement in the ASEAN was

encouraged by the US who is the major security

provider to the region. Gradually, India&#39;s

naval forces took the initiating steps in developing

bilateral relationships with the naval forces of  the

ASEAN countries and thus played a pivotal role

in gaining the trust of  the regional littoral countries.

The present Narendra Modi led NDA government

have changed the outline of  Look East Policy and

made it more of  an action-oriented approach

presently called “Act East Policy” (Diplomacy

&amp; Beyond, 27 November 2016) where India’s

efforts to be a strong economic and security partner

to ASEAN seems more dynamic. When the verdict

by Permanent Court of  Arbitration (PCA) rejecting

China’s claims to 80 percent of  the South China

Sea was declared, without taking sides in the

dispute, India issued a prompt and measured

response. The Ministry of  External Affairs issued

a statement that called on all parties to show the

“utmost respect” for the UNCLOS. By stating its

position that “India supports freedom of

navigation and over-flight, and unimpeded

commerce, based on the principles of  international

law, as reflected notably in the UNCLOS,” the

MEA statement reflected its satisfaction over the

verdict and its standing in support of  the small

countries bullied by China. At the ASEAN-India

Summit held in November 2017, Prime Minister

Modi, in a clear reference to the South China Sea

dispute which has been a focus area of

deliberations, said that India would continue its

support to the ASEAN for establishing rules-based

security architecture in the region (India Today,

Nov 14, 2017). India’s recent decision to invite all

ten heads of states of ASEAN countries for the

Republic Day celebrations demonstrated India’s

efforts of  extending its strategic outreach to the

ASEAN. It also highlighted a major policy

statement that India’s ‘Act East’ policy certainly

has an energy about it, depicting India’s strategic

move to position itself  as a major power in the

region. The acceptance of  the invitation by all the

ten countries also indicates the seriousness of their

acknowledgement of  India as a major power.

However, when Vietnam and Philippines called for

explicit support from India in their territorial

conflicts with China over the South China Sea,

New Delhi’s response has been rather lukewarm

where it signalled caution and ruled out Delhi’s

intervention in these disputes. New Delhi’s

hesitation to provoke China into a premature

conflict and be in a direct dispute with it highlights

the real gap between expectations of  ASEAN

states and India’s security role in the region.
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Status of  India’s maritime influence in

the Malacca Strait : Since the separation of

Bangladesh from Pakistan in 1971, India has been

the dominating power in the North-East Indian

Ocean. Although India's position in this sector of

the ocean was briefly challenged by Indonesia

during the 1960s, India's domination of  this sector

of  the ocean was consolidated in the 1971 war,

when the naval blockade by the Indian Navy

successfully established its control over the Bay

of  Bengal. India's control in the region remains

unchallenged in contemporary times. While the

likelihood of  contestations to India's naval

engagement from Indonesia is very little, India

remains extremely sensitive to any possible extra-

regional naval presence in the Bay of  Bengal and

the Andaman Sea. At the same time, India's

maritime presence is increasingly accepted in the

South-East Asian countries because of  its relatively

benign perception in the region. It is observed that

India's ability to exert negative control over the

strait would have major consequences for its

strategic role in the entire IOR (Brewster 2014:

125). It is also claimed that the criticality of the

strait to India&#39;s strategic importance may be

compared to the significance of the US foothold

in the Panama Canal.

Hence, India has sought to develop an

active security role around the strait with the

countries of  the ASEAN which is equally

supported by the US and is very comfortable with

India's initiative of  providing security in the strait.

Indonesia and Malaysia are particular about

safeguarding their sovereignty and are highly

sensitive to the presence of  any external maritime

security providers in the strait (Brewster 2014: 126).

On account of this opposition, in 2004 they

opposed the deployment of  US forces under the

United States' Regional Maritime Security Initiative.

They have also refused to participate in the

Japanese-sponsored multilateral ReCAAP initiative

that involved the voluntary exchange of

information on piracy and other security threats

in the strait. The Indonesian Foreign Ministry

publicly rejected India's overtures regarding a

security role for itself in the Malacca Strait in 2005

and commented that responsibility for the safety

of  the strait lay only with Indonesia, Malaysia and

Singapore. Given these developments, India has

sought to publicly distance itself  from any such

foreign initiatives along with the insistence that any

such initiatives must be subject to united consensus

of the littoral states (Khurana 2008: 134).

Hence, India has embarked on a policy of

improving its capabilities in the North-east Indian

Ocean where significant rebalancing of resources

could be seen from the Indian Navy's Western

Naval Command to its Eastern Naval Command.

Thus, shedding its decades-old fear of

conventional maritime threat from Pakistan, India

has moved forward in the direction of

understanding and recognising the strategic

concerns arising out of  an invincible China in the

South-East Asian archipelago. As has been stated,

the possession of Andaman and Nicobar Islands

has hugely augmented India's strategic position in

the North-east Indian Ocean, and the relatively

benign perceptions within the region have added

to its advantage. The Indian Navy has taken the

leading role in developing cooperative security

relationships in the region through joint naval

patrols, bilateral exercises and hosting the biennial

‘MILAN' gathering of  South-East Asian navies

along with Japan, Australia and New Zealand. The

Indian Navy has also projected itself  as the leading

public security goods provider to the region by
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providing assistance in maritime security against

piracy, smuggling, refugees etc. and also

humanitarian assistance and disaster relief

operations. India's maritime activism in the region

is also encouraged by the US who requested India

to provide naval escorts for high-value commercial

traffic through the Malacca Strait during the US-

led Operation Enduring Freedom. While India's

participation drew full support from Singapore,

consensus from Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines,

and Australia was also taken into account on this

initiative.

Meanwhile, India's desire to play the role

of  maritime security provider in the North-East

Indian Ocean is countered by the various political

and legal issues surrounding its status. As the strait

is largely within the national waters of  Indonesia,

Malaysia and Singapore, there are limits to India's

navigational freedom, because, under the

international Law of  the Sea, foreign navies have

only the right of  transit and cannot conduct armed

patrols. The apprehension of  Indonesia and

Malaysia regarding the invasion of  their sovereignty

by extra-regional powers is significantly responsible

for India's cautious and restraint attitude in matters

relating to policing of  the waters of  the Strait.

As has been observed India has a leading

role in the North-east Indian Ocean and is generally

regarded as a major security provider to the region.

However, India has been relatively slow in

developing security relationships in Southeast Asia.

With changes in global circumstances and domestic

policy, India has gradually woken up to its

aspirations of  playing a major role in the regional

security environment of  the region. Through its

Look East Policy and maritime diplomacy, India

showcased its benign intentions. India’s

undertaking of  several confidence-building

measures and at the same time greater appreciation

of  Indian maritime concerns by the countries of

the region created a new era of cooperation

between India and ASEAN in the maritime

domain. Due to its sustained efforts, India has

managed to build greater trust with the countries

of the ASEAN and has been successful in

alleviating the relationship to a strategic

partnership. Thus, with the passage of  time, there

has been a broad consensus among ASEAN states

in favour of  India&#39;s greater security role,

however, there is a lack of  clarity among them as

to what that role should be. New Delhi’s history

of  failure to transform its plan of  action into reality

in Southeast Asia, along with its hesitation to come

in confrontation with China continues to put a

restraint in Indo-ASEAN strategic cooperation.

Thus, it could be summed up that India&#39;s

efforts to build a major strategic role in the region

should be more consistent than what has been

evident over the last decade or so. 
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Religion is an integral part of  traditional culture. Religion,

as we known, is a fundamental set of  beliefs and practices

generally agreed upon by a group of  people. The traditional

religion of  the Bodos is "Bathou", which is of  an animistic

type characterized by magical elements. The traditional religion

of  the Bodos which is current among the Bodos since time

immemorial is invariably linked up with the worship of  "Bathou

Brai" or "Sibrai" the supreme god of  Bodos.  'Bathou' word

denotes the five principles of  creation which must be followed

by every devout member of  the race. In every Bodo household

one can see a 'siju' plant (Fuphorbia) as worship symbolic tree

on the Bathow.

Fairs and festivals are essential aspects of  cultural life of

the people. Since the Bodos are agrarian, most of  their festivals

are connected to their occupation. The Bodos celebrate one

festival or the other all through out the year. The supreme god

Bathow Bwrai is worshipped along with its pantheon

(attendants) for three days and nights.

It involves a great number of  animal sacritices which

infuses in people lot of enthusiasm and spirit. Along with

Bathou Bwrai and Bathou Buri is also worshipped. Graja is

another important traditional socio-religious festival of  Bodos.

'Bwisagu' which means the 'beginning of  the year' is the

great festival of  the Bodos. It is celebrated in the month of

Traditional

Culture of

Bodos
Asujit Baglary

BA 6th Semester

Bodo girls and

women are very

good weavers as

they learn to weave

from young age,

weaving has become

a known culture of

Bodos.
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Baisakh (mid April) for seven days

begining from the day of  sankranti.

which is also the last day of  the passing

year. "Domachi" is another important

agricultural festival of  Bodos. A special

feature in the process of celebrating

this festival has been construction of

Bhelaghar on the river banks by

cowherds who spend the night in the

Bhelaghar on the river banks by the

cowherds amidst much merriment.

Traditional food is the symbol of

identity of  a culture. Rice is the main

food for their day to day life. The

consumption of wine is a common

practice among the Bodos.

Traditionally, they have been found to

consume traditional drinks rice-beer

"zumai or zow". Originally, they are

lovers of  non-vegetarian dishes.

Especially, food is boiled, steamed and

the garnished with wild herbs. In the

easlier times, they had no use of  oil. Various type of  wild plants

were used for seasoning and as ingredients in various dishes. The

most favourite and prized possession is the pig. Every household

has a pigsty and we can see them everywhere in a Bodo village

The non-vegeterian like dried fish and meat is made and stored

for long days. Dried fish and meat known as "Na-gwran and

"Bedore-gwran". The jelly made by fish is a traditional dish of

Bodo community. This is known as "Napham" in the Bodo society.

They are very fond of  locally prepared alum potash which they

call "qharoi". The Bodos special dish of  "onla qhari" that is

prepared with rice powder, the chicken and the shoot of  Bamboo.

The dresses and ornaments are another important part of

traditional Bodo culture. The dresses of  of  Bodo people are unique

and full of  colours, with style and attractiveness. The traditional

attire is always hand woven, which is also a testimony of  Bodo

women's talent in weaving. Bodo girls and women are very good

weavers as they learn to weave from young age, weaving has

become a known culture of  Bodos. Actually, they have wonderful

close attachment with nature since early times. So, thay are expert

to present it on their dresses with creativity.

They weave different kinds of  clothes like Dokhona,

Jwmgra, Gamsha, Phali, Hishima etc, The Bodo men folk wear

male garment which is called "Gamsha". The Bodo women

represent their distinct cultural feature throughout the unique

colorful dresses. Anybody can easily identity Bodo traditional

culture society dresses, Generally, Dokhona is made of  varied

colours and designs. Bodo women weave various colours of  scarf

with full of  'Agor' (handy work design). There are various types

of  Agor (handy work design) which bloom in the act of  Bodo

women cloths. Dokhona is the traditional attire of  Bodo tribe of

Assam. It's beautiful, colorful, graceful and very underrrated. There

are hundreds of  the Boro handmade designs which always bloom

on the Boro traditional attires. Most of  the Boro weavers say that,

the Hajw agor and Parwo megon is the most common and
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important design in the Boro traditional attires.

Among the popular handmade designs, the following

are mostly used Agor or design used by the Boro

women to decorate their attire. For example , 'Hajw

Agor', 'Bandhuram Agor' , 'Phareo Megon', 'Daorai

Mwkhreb', 'Phul Mwbla' , 'Dingkhia Mohor', 'Bwigri

Bibar', 'Muphur Apha', 'Agor Gidir' and many more.

'Kham' is the Bodo musical drum which is big

and long in size. 'Sifung' means the long-sized Bodo

flute having five holes only.The length of  the flute

may vary in different measure. 'Jotha' is a symbol

which is like musical instrument beaten together in

pairs. It is equal in size and shape with those used by

the musicians of  authentic Indian music. 'Serja' is a

kind of  violin used by the Bodos and have four

strings and traditionally played by a small bow made

of  bamboo strip.The bow string is made of  a small

bunch of  hairs of  a horse’s tail. 'Gogana' is the Jew’s

harp and is a kind of  small wind instrument used by

the Bodos.It is made of  bamboo till recent time and

now a day’s metallic Goganas are also available. 'Binju'

is a stringed Bodo musical instrument ‘Bina’ like

generally used in Indian Music.

'Thorkha' is a bamboo clapter which vary from

2 feet to 3 feet in length.The clapter have two

internodes and three nodes , such as the nodes are

in the upper,middle and lower respectively.The lower

nodes saves the clapter from being complete split

away. 'Japkhring' It is made of  wood in half  moon

style having some round suffocations on its body to

adjust the metallic discs coins like by pins.These dies

produce harmonious musical sound during the

playing.

The Bodos have unique traditional instruments.

The 'kham', 'shipung', 'serja', 'jotha', 'Jabkhring',

'Gongona', 'Binging', 'Thorkha' etc. These are the most

important popular traditional folk musical instrument

of  the Bodo society. These were used in the festival

and ceremonial occasion, like 'Bwisagu', 'Kherai Puja',

'Garja puja' and marriage ceremony.

The arts and crafts of  the traditional culture

is originally transmitted generation to generation

among us. Cane and Bamboo are the most

commonly used materials in daily life in Bodo society.

Traditional Bodo society made products ranging

from household implements to construction of

dwelling houses to weaving accessories to musical

instrument and to construction of  houses and

fencing etc. made of  bamboo. Specially, whole range

of household and fishing implements are also made

of  Bamboo and cane, likes sieves (songrai, sandanga,

sandri), Fishing ntraps (kokha, sen, zekhai, khobai),

Hand  fans (Gisib), spinner (Dangahata) stool

(khamphlai) and trad gear (sopri) etc. Agriculture is

the main source of  livelihood for the Bodo people

and processes of  cultivation are based on the

primitive instruments which are made of  bamboo

and wood e.g. plough (Nangwl), yoke (jungal),

Horrow etc. The Bodo women are traditionally

expert in weaving. Cooming and weaving materials

like weaving post bar (salbari), wrap (Gandwi), Reed,

shuttle (Makhu), pedal (Gorkha), Bobbins (Musura),

spinning wheel (tenthar) spindle (jenthar) Gonsa-

Gonshi etc. Generally these weaving materials are

made of  bamboo and wood. The bamboo, Cane and

wood are also used in construction of  traditional

houses, cowshed, piggery house, poultry house

etc. 
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Charles Darwin(1809-1882) was a naturalist and bota-

nist. He was able to dispel many irrational ideas of  the time

through his discoveries. He was the son of  Robert Darwin

and Susannah. Charles was the fifth of  Robert Darwin's six

children. thouDarwin grew up in the abundance of  his home

and the affection of  his sisters and brothers. In 1825, at the

age of  sixteen, he was enrolled in the medical school of  the

University of  Edinburgh. Before going to medical school, he

worked with his father to help the poor people of  Shrews-

bury. Darwin hated to examine human corpses. In his second

year, he joined a student group called the Plinian Society. There

he helped a man named Robert Edmond Grant study the life

cycle and body structure of  marine invertebrates. On 27 March

1827, with his assistance, Darwin presented his discovery.

It said that the black spores found in oyster shells are

actually a jock's egg. In 1828, he was enrolled in theology at

Chinajeeb Sarmah
BA 3rd Semester

the University of  Cambridge so that he could

become a priest. But Darwin was not satis-

fied.

Darwin's theory of  evolution was based

on four main facts.

• Over Reproduction : Almost all organ-

isms have a rapid reproduction rate and

a rapid rate of  reproduction. Nature

prevents rapid reproduction as excessive

reproduction can cause life conflicts.

• Struggle for Existence : Every organ-

ism has to engage in intraspecific strug-

gle, interspecific struggle and struggle

with environment to cope with food and

shelter shortages caused by continuous

reproduction.

• Universality of  Variation : Every or-

ganism has variations, even among in-
dividuals of  the same species. This di-
versity is universal and ubiquitous. This
diversity helps in the creation of  new
species and varieties.

• The Survival of  the Fittest: Only those
organisms that are able to adapt to the
situation in the midst of  the struggle of
life enjoy in nature.
Darwin formulated his bold theory in

private in 1837–39, after returning from a voy-
age around the world aboard HMS Beagle. But
it was not until two decades later that he fi-
nally gave it full public expression in "On the
Origin of  Species". This book  has deeply in-
fluenced modern Western society and thought.
The mechanism that Darwin proposed for
evolution is natural selection. Because re-
sources are limited in nature, organisms with
heritable traits that favor survival and repro-
duction will tend to leave more offspring than
their peers, causing the traits to increase in fre-
quency over generations. Natural selection
causes populations to become adapted. Natu-
ral selection depends on the environment and
requires existing heritable variation in a group.
Darwin's theory of  the evolution of  living
things is one of  the most revolutionary scien-

tific discoveries in the world. 

Charles

Darwin
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The welfare and development of  human

civilization depends heavily on several resources. Since

these resources are obtained from nature, they are

called natural resources. Land, water, wind, mineral

resources, coal, forests, animals etc. are natural

resources. Natural resources can be of  two types- (a)

Renewable resources and (b) Non-renewable resources.

(a) Renewable Resources : Renewable resources

are inexhaustible and can be regenerated within a

certain period of  time. For example, solar energy,

forests resources etc. Many renewable resources do

not have the ability to regenerate quickly. These

resources are depleted due to widespread use.

(b) Non-renewable resources : These resources

are found in nature only in limited quantities. Once

people exhaust these resources, they cannot be

regenerated. For example, fossil fuels; such as coal,

petroleum, mineral resources etc.

Natural resources are the substances found in

nature that are necessary for the life and survival of

living things. Soil, water, air, minerals, plants and

animals are all natural resources. Natural resources are

the main source of  biochemical and geographical

evolution. These resources are valuable only because

of  human talent and the necessary technology. Natural

Natural Resources and its Types
Kankana Talukdar

BSc 5th Semester

resources are any materials that exist in the natural

environment and can be used for the benefits of

society. For example :  land, water resources, mineral

resources, forest resources, climate are all natural

resources. Natural resources are classified into various

categories depending on various factors such as

chemical composition, source, use, abundance etc.

Natural resources can be divided into three categories

depending on their source of  origin and chemical

composition. Air, water, various metals, etc. are example

of  inorganic resource. Plants, animals, coal, wood,

mineral oil etc. are example of  organic resources. Mixed

resources are a mixture of  organic and inorganic

resources. Soil is the example of  mixed resources. Again

natural resources can be further divided into three

categories based on location and ownership.

National resources : Minerals, soil etc. are the

examples of  national resources.

Multinational resources : Some rivers, lakes,

migratory birds etc. are the examples of  multinational

resources.

International resources : Sea, air, sunlight, etc.

are the examples of  International resources.
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Natural resources can be divided into two

categories depending on their abundance and use.

Inexhaustible resources : Natural resources that are

not likely to be used up are called inexhaustible

resources. Examples are wind, sand, water, tidal energy

etc.

Exhaustible resources : Natural resources which

are likely to be exhausted due to excessive use are called

exhaustible resources. Examples are plants, water, soil,

various metals etc.

Land resources have immense importance on

human lives. Land is used for agriculture, industry,

mineral extraction, afforestation, construction of

houses, roads etc. Land use depends on its location,

climate type, soil quality, water source, mineral resource

status and other natural factors. Naturally advantageous

areas are suitable for agriculture and settlement,

resulting in dense population. In rural areas, farmers

make a living by farming and for this they convert

forests, grasslands, fields etc. into agricultural land. In

urban areas, trade, industry, roads, etc. expand with

the increase in population. The city expanded to

adjacent agricultural land, wetlands, and forests.

Therefore, land resources are more important for

people to earn a living by engaging in agriculture and

industry.

Forest resources provide a beautiful

environment to our earth and provide us with food

and various items we need in our daily lives. From

forests we get bamboo, wood, firewood, raw materials,

medicinal plants etc. Plants provide us with oxygen,

provide shelter for wildlife, help conserve soil, reduce

global warming and help increase groundwater.

Therefore, special caution is required in the use of

forest resources.

Again water is essential for the survival of

animals and plants on Earth and is a renewable

inorganic resource. About two-thirds of  the Earth's

surface is covered by drinking water, but only 2.5

percent of  our usable water is available. It is necessary

to be aware of  the use and conservation of  this

precious water. Due to population growth and

pollution of  electricity generation and water sources,

there is a shortage of  usable water, resulting in

considerable inconvenience to the people.

As we all know fossil fuels are traditional energy

sources. Fossil fuels include coal, petroleum, and

natural gas. Fossil fuels cannot be created anew. This

fuel is available in limited quantities in nature and needs

to be used sparingly. Coal is a fossil fuel. Similarly,

petroleum is a liquid fossil fuel stored in the rock layers

below the Earth's surface. Crude oil is extracted from

oil fields and refined in refineries to produce petrol,

diesel, kerosene etc. The widespread use of  fossil fuels

has led to a rapid decline in their quantity. Without

proper storage of  these fuels, the underground

reservoirs will become empty in the future.

Solar Energy is the energy received from the

Sun. The sun is a storehouse of  infinite energy. This

energy is pollution free. This energy from the sun is

used to generate electricity with the help of  solar cells.

This electricity is used to power solar stoves and solar

heaters. Solar electricity is generated by solar cells or

batteries. Solar energy is used in clocks, calculators,

electric lamps, spacecraft, satellites, etc. Solar energy is

an unconventional source of  energy and its use is

environmentally friendly. However, the production cost

of  this energy is high.

The above discussion indicates that resources

conservation is very important for our  livelihood.

Resources conservation is the planning and

management of  natural resources to ensure their wise

use and sustainable supply by maintaining and

enhancing their quality, value and diversity. The main

objective of  resource conservation is to extract and

use the necessary resources from nature in such a way

that we all benefits from them for a long time. Since

most of these resources cannot be created or increased,

it is essential to conserve the resources by all possible

means. We can conserve these resources by finding

alternatives, using recycling processes, adopting

methods like recycling, exploration etc. and

implementing waste control laws. 
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“We are living in a hedonistic society where pleasure is

practically divinized, where we have the reign of  a kind of

dephilosophized Epicureanism.”

      — Dr. Seyyed Hossein Nasr

Epicureanism is an ancient Greek philosophical system

founded by Epicurus in the 4th century B.C.E.  After Epicurus’

death, Epicureanism became one of  two major schools of  thought

in the Greek world, alongside Stoicism. Along with the more

analytic side of  the philosophy dealing with the nature of  the

universe, matter and the soul, Epicureanism, like Stoicism, included

many practical recommendations as to how to live a good life. The

Satires and Epistles are mainly preoccupied with ethics. It is

undeniable that the issue of  how to live well and how far various

philosophical schools can help, is at the heart of  Horace's poetry.

Horace was influenced by many school of  philosophy the main

influences being stoicism and Epicureanism. Horace is known for

detailed self-portraits in genres such as epodes, satires and epistles

and lyrics. By offering a poetic persona who speaks to so many

human concerns, Horace has encouraged each reader to feel that

he is one of  the poet's circle, a friend in whom he confides. Epicurus

insisted that the purpose of  philosophy is to enjoy what is necessary

Epicureanism

Philosophy
Mriganka Das
BA 3rd semester

to help others enjoy a happy life, to

attain a peaceful life, whose purpose

is peace and freedom from fear and

the absence of  suffering. A favorable

environment is useful in all areas. He

advocated that people are best able to

follow philosophy when they live self-

sufficient lives surrounded by friends.

He taught that all human neuroses

stem from the denial of death and the

tendency for people to assume that

death will be horrible and painful,

which he claims leads to unnecessary

anxiety, selfish self-protective behavior

and hypocrisy. According to Epicurus,

happiness and peace are the ultimate

goal of  human life and it is the

ultimate good. This philosophy places

great emphasis on finding ways to

achieve happiness.

It is impossible to achieve

happiness through liberation if there

is pain and fear in one's mind.

Epicurus taught that although the

Gods existed, they were not involved

in any human affairs. He taught that

people should work ethically not

because God's punishment or reward

them for their actions but because, due

to the power of  guilt, amoral behavior

would inevitably lead to remorse

weighing on their conscience.

Epicurus was an empiricist, meaning

he believed that only the senses are a

reliable source of  knowledge about

the world. Epicurean teachings were

controversial from the beginning.

Epicureanism reached the height of

its popularity during the late years of

the Roman Republic. It died out in late

antiquity, subject to hostility from early

Christianity. Throughout the Middle

Ages Epicurus was popularly, though

inaccurately, remembered as a patron

of  drunkards, whoremongers and
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gluttons. His teachings gradually became more widely

known in the fifteenth century with the rediscovery

of  important texts, but his ideas did not become

acceptable until the seventeenth century, when the

French Catholic priest Pierre Gassendi revived a

modified version of  them, which was promoted by

other writers, including Walter Charleton(1619-1707)

and Robert Boyle(1627-.1691). His influence grew

considerably during and after the Enlightenment,

profoundly impacting the ideas of  major thinkers,

including John Locke, Thomas Jefferson, Jeremy

Bentham, Karl Marx etc. Both Epicureanism and

Stoicism recommend not harming others or breaking

the law, but for different reasons. The Stoics value

virtue above all else, to the point that they believed

that virtue was all one needed to be happy and all

else should be viewed with equanimity.

Horace is known for detailed self-portraits in

genres such as epodes, satires and epistles and lyrics.

By offering a poetic persona who speaks to so many

human concerns, Horace has encouraged each reader

to feel that he or she is one of  the poet's circle, a

friend in whom he confides. Horace wrote four

different kinds of poems on account of the four

ages, the Odes for boys, the Ars Poetica for young

men, the Satires for mature men, the Epistles for

old and complete men. It was even thought that

Horace had composed his works in the order in

which they had been placed by ancient scholars.

Horace himself  may have been connected with

a group of  Epicureans based by the Bay of  Naples

which four centred on Philodendrons and included

Virgil, various Rufus, and Plotinus Tucca, Horace

friends. There is certainly an Epicurean tone to his

emphasis on moderation and his rejection of extreme

Stoic doctrines like restraint of  his emotions,

endurance and public services and its believe in a

providential divine order. Epicureanism is best

known for its theory of  value, namely that humans

are ultimately driven by the pursuit of  pleasure and

the avoidance of  pain and that a good life is a

pleasurable life. There is no objective value system

that exists independently from human experience.

The modern English word ‘epicurean’,

meanwhile, has come to mean someone devoted to

sensual enjoyment, especially from luxurious food

and drink. Epicurus said that, "It is better for you to

be free of  fear lying upon a pallet, than to have a

golden couch and a rich table and be full of  trouble."

Modernity might very well try to convince us that

we need quite a lot e.g. we need a big house, a new

car, the latest gadgets, the most fashionable clothes.

We might feel the need to pack our lives with certain

experiences. According to “hedonism”, happiness

is what matters most in life. The term "divinized

pleasure" implies that enjoyment is adored and given

a divine status. Furthermore, the phrase

"dephilosophized Epicureanism" implies a

detachment from the philosophical foundations of

this pursuit of  pleasure. Epicurus, the Greek

philosopher, is the source of  the philosophy known

as “Epicureanism.” 

EPICUREANISM is a school

of thought in ancient Greek

philosophy founded by Epicurus

of Samos. It holds the belief that

the best life is one of long-term

pleasure that results from

moderation.
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Ecology is the study of organisms in any

environment and their surroundings. Ecosystems are

the basic units of ecology. An ecosystem is a

collection of all kinds of organisms (i.e.biological

communities) interacting with the physical

environment of a given area where energy flows

clearly shape its food chain, biodiversity and matter

cycling and exchange of substances between

inanimate components. An ecosystem is a spatial or

organizational unit that exchanges substances

through interactions between organisms and

inanimate components. Rainforest ecosystems are

rich in biodiversity. By analyzing the definitions

offered by different people - an ecosystem can be

explained as follows : An ecosystem is a particular

way in which the organisms of a habitat react with

each other and with the abiotic environmental factors

of that habitat to form a stable system. There are

several common characteristics of ecosystems. For

example-Ecosystems are the basic organizational and

functional units of ecology. The structure of an

ecosystem is related to its biodiversity. The function

of an ecosystem is related to energy flow through

the system and material cycling. The amount of

energy an ecosystem needs to function properly

depends on its structure. The more complex an

ecosystem is of energy, the less energy is required.

As an ecosystem matures, it gradually goes from

simple to complex. This is called ecological

succession.

Variation in environmental factors creates a

selective pressure on the population or species and

the available populations have to adapt. Populations

that cannot adapt become extinct. Ecosystems can

be of different types such as natural or artificial, mega

or micro, complete or incomplete. Natural

ecosystems. Natural ecosystems are ecosystems that

operate spontaneously in nature without any direct

influence or control of humans. It can be further

divided into two main categories namely, terrestrial

ecosystems and aquatic ecosystems. Terrestrial

ecosystems are formed on land. Forest, Grassland,

Desert, etc. are examples of terrestrial ecosystems.

Aquatic ecosystems are formed in water bodies.

Aquatic ecosystems are divided into two types,

freshwater ecosystems and marine ecosystems. Fresh

or brackish water ecosystems can be of types such

as running water ecosystem and standing water

ecosystem. Dynamic water ecosystems are streams,

rivers etc. Examples of still water ecosystems are

ponds, beaches, lakes, marshes, etc. Marine

Ecosystem include the deep sea, wave seas, estuaries,

etc. Humans are said to be the best of all creatures.

Like other living things, humans are a part

of the man made ecosystem. Humans meet their

needs by modifying the ecosystem for food, shelter

and especially social and economic needs. Thus, the

altered ecosystems that humans create for selfish

reasons are called man-made ecosystems or artificial

ecosystems. Villages, cities, towns, parks, gardens,

etc. are artificial or man-made terrestrial ecosystems

and man-made aquatic environments such as

artificial dams, canals, fish ponds, aquariums, etc.
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According to Ellenberg, the biosphere is the largest

ecosystem. This is where other ecosystems fit into.

He believes that oceans, lakes, etc. are mega

ecosystem systems.Ponds, on the other hand, are

called micro ecosystems. Nano ecosystems include

pieces of wood, aquariums, gardens, etc.

Incomplete ecosystems in which all the

components such as inorganic factors, producers,

consumers, separators, etc. do not exist together at

the same time are called incomplete ecosystems.

These ecosystems have consumers and separators but

no producers due to lack of light. Complete

ecosystem is such type of ecosysten in which the

basic components of the ecosystem ie inorganic

factors, producers, consumers, separators etc. exist

together at the same time. For example ponds,

grasslands, forests, etc. An ecosystem consists of two

types of components–biotic components and abiotic

components.Thus ecosystems are the basic units of

ecology. Sir Arthur George Tansley introduced the

term ecosystem or ‘ecosystem’. According to him

an ecosystem is a collection of all kinds of organisms

interacting with the physical environment of a given

area where energy flows clearly affect its food chain

structure, biodiversity and matter cycling

and the exchange of matter between inanimate

components. An ecosystem can be also defined as

follows – Ecosystem is the particular way in which

the organisms of a habitat interact with each other

and with the inorganic environmental factors of that

habitat to form a stable system. Characteristics of

ecosystems

Ecosystems are the basic organizational and

functional units of ecology. The structure of an

ecosystem is related to its biodiversity. The

functioning of an ecosystem is related to energy flow

and material cycling through the system. The amount

of energy required for an ecosystem to function

properly depends on its structure. The more complex

the ecosystem, the less energy it requires. As an

ecosystem matures, it gradually goes from simple to

complex. This is called ecological succession.

Variation in environmental factors creates a

selective pressure on the population or species and

the available populations have to adapt. Ecosystems

can be of different types such as natural or artificial,

mega or micro, complete or incomplete.

Ecosystems that operate spontaneously in

nature without any direct influence or control of

humans are called natural ecosystems. It can be

further divided into two main categories namely,

terrestrial ecosystem and aquatic ecosystem.

Terrestrial ecosystems are created on land. Forest,

Grassland, Desert, etc. are examples of terrestrial

ecosystems. Aquatic ecosystems are created in water

bodies. Aquatic ecosystems are divided into two

types, freshwater ecosystems and marine ecosystems.

Freshwater ecosystems can be of types such

as running water ecosystem and standing water

ecosystem. Dynamic water ecosystems Examples are

streams, rivers, rivers, etc. Examples of still water

ecosystems are ponds, beaches, lakes, reservoirs etc.

Humans are considered to be the best of all

living things. Like other organisms, humans are a

part of the ecosystem. Humans meet their needs for

food, shelter and, especially, social and economic

needs by altering the ecosystem. Thus, the altered

ecosystems that humans create for selfish reasons

are called man-made ecosystems or artificial

ecosystems. Villages, cities, towns, parks, gardens,

etc. are artificial or man-made terrestrial ecosystems

According to scientists, the biosphere is the

largest ecosystem. This is where other ecosystems

fit into. Thaey believes that oceans, lakes, etc. are

mega ecosystem systems. Ponds, on the other hand,

are called micro ecosystems. Nano ecosystems

include pieces of wood, aquariums, gardens, etc.

Incomplete ecosystems is that ecosystems in which

all the components such as inorganic factors,

producers, consumers, separators etc. do not exist

together at the same time are called incomplete

ecosystems. Complete ecosystem is an ecosystem in

which the basic components of the ecosystem ie

inorganic factors, producers, consumers, separators

etc. exist together at the same time is called a

complete ecosystem. Thus we can say an ecosystem

is a spatial or organizational unit that exchanges

matter through interactions between living and non-

living components. 
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Assam is a state of India situated in its

north eastern corner, spread across an

area of  78,438 square kilometres covering the

areas of  Brahmaputra and Barak Valleys along

with the hills of  Karbi Anglong and Dima

Hasao. The State of  Assam, famous for its

tea and the one-horned rhino, is a place very

rich in cultural diversity. One significant item

having an important role in the rich Assamese

culture is the loom (handloom). The loom is

a traditional device for weaving cloths. The

basic needs of human beings are: food, shelter

and clothing. People across the world used to

prepare cloths for wearing by hand in various

types of  looms before invention of  weaving

machines. The significance and role of

handloom in the traditional life of Assam is

discussed in this research paper “Loom: The

Weaving Tool of  Assamese Culture”. The

Assamese handloom has traversed a long

distance and has seen significant growth and

development from rural traditional ways to the

commercial realms.

The loom (more specifically, the

handloom, as opposed to the machine loom)

Loom :

The

Weaving

Tool of

Assamese

Culture

Dr. Sanjukta Baruah
Assistant Professor

Deptt. of  Assamese

is an important aspect of  the cottage industry of  Assam. It

is an indispensable part of  domestic life of  traditional

Assamese society. Especially for a woman, the loom is a

huge necessity in every step of  her life. Among the women

in the rural areas, whether in their maiden lives or that as

home- makers, along with their duties in the agricultural

fields and their domestic work, working on the loom is a

part of  life in every household. Of  course, it is not entirely

absent in the lives of  women living in urban areas as well.

The loom manifests the expertise, imagination,

perseverance and the aesthetic sense of  the Assamese

woman. Clothes woven as symbols of  love and affection

invigorates the inter-personal relationships.

In Assamese society, women who did not know

how to weave were called such derogatory names as

“thupori” or “akaji”, which literally means one who is good

at nothing. On the other hand, a woman who is an expert

in creating flowery patterns in clothes is called as a “kaji”,

literally meaning skilful. There are historical narratives of

Assamese ladies manually ginning and carding cotton,

spinning yarn in the jatar (the spinning wheel), laying out

the yarn, and weaving special clothes called “kabash kapor”
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or corselet or armour cloth, for their husbands and

sons going to battle, within a single night. This cloth

was believed to protect warriors. Assamese tribal

ladies too have been contributing to the field of

culture through the loom. They have not only been

making traditional dresses, but also other items which

they even export to other countries. On his visit to

Assam, on seeing the clothes which ‘dried in shadows

and could be hidden in the fist’, woven by Assamese

ladies, Mahatma Gandhi famously remarked that

Assamese women created flowers of  dreams in the

loom. The loom has found mention in Bihu songs,

as –

Sitting on the loom

Feet on the treadles

My beloved, come

In this Bohag

Bihuan, the special gift of  love in Bohag

Bihu, the spring festival, is woven with utmost care

and longing in threads steeped in love. And the

beloved returns that gift under the sacred fig

standing in the middle of  the paddy field, by

wrapping a beautiful inflorescence of  Kopou Ful

(an orchid, Rhynchostylis retusa) on the maiden’s hair

bun. The bihuan or gamocha is also called as a

dohatiya in some places. In and around Barpeta, the

bihuan is called as bihoija. In order to make bihuans,

fifteen tola of  yarn is boiled in water with a little

pounded wheat as starch treatment for yarn sizing

and dried under the sun and then collected on the

bobbin. While setting out to weave aankata gamocha

or bihuan, an auspicious day is chosen to lay out the

yarn. Tuesdays and Saturdays are normally avoided

as per age old custom. Another name for aankata

cloth is kabash. Bihuan means the cloth items

exchanged as gifts amongst relatives and friends

during the Bihu, although in practice it chiefly

indicates the gamocha. Cloth that is left to be woven

after the Bihu is called as bihuchera. There is a

common belief  that bihuchera items should never

be given to any male.

The earliest humans used barks of  trees and

animal skins to protect their bodies from cold,

and to protect their modesty. Later, humans started

using animal fur and tree fibre to make covers for

themselves. Then they learnt the ways of  making

yarn from cotton and similar substances. On a

pottery dish found in Egypt dated to about 4000

BC, one can see engraved the first picture of  a loom.

A Mesopotamian coin belonging to a later period

also bears an image of  a loom. Man must have learnt

to build and use the loom before the time of these

images. It has been proven that clothes were woven

even around 8000 BC, in the Neo-Palaeolithic era.

Some bobbins made of animal bones and pieces of

rocks with thread wound around them have been

found which belong to that age. Plain and smooth

floors are required for floor looms. In dry places

like those in Egypt, there was no difficulty in laying

out such elongated looms. But in regions where one

could not count on the weather, instead of  laying

out looms horizontally on the ground, people started

hanging them vertically indoors. Silk clothes were

beginning to be woven around 2000 BC in Europe

and around 500 BC in China. Narrow looms need

lesser space. Tribes living in hilly areas like Arunachal

Pradesh and Mizoram use narrow looms. Looms

used in middle Asia around 100 BC were narrow.

Different parts of  a traditional handloom are

generally made of  wood or bamboo. Some parts of

such a loom are as follows: posts made of  bhaluka

baah ( a sturdy variety of  bamboo, Bambusa balcooa)

or saal wood, yarn, bar chereki (where yarn is wound),

ugha, bobbin, bobbin frame, dang mari (beam), raas

(reed), raas bharua (a brass needle to insert thread in

the reed), mahura (a bobbin of  a piece of  a hollow

reed), kanat diya, jakhala, chalimari, nachani, nachani

jori, taldhara, garaka, kakara, gari, muthi, cheri,

phoolcheri, jatar (spinning wheel), garakabari

(treadle) ,balan diya, saru kathi, sunga, tolotha,
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phooltola kathi etc. Assamese women weave clothes

from eri, muga, paat (Mulberry silk), and mejankori

yarns decorated with flowery patterns made from

golden threads in their looms. Looms are generally

of  two types: Taantishaal and Maatishaal. Assam’s

paat and muga clothes have acquired a special status

in the world market. In the pre-independence era,

the khadi cloth earned popularity because of

Mahatma Gandhi’s use of  the jatar (the spinning

wheel) to spin yarn. It must be mentioned here that

the Brindabani Vastra, which was woven at

Tantikuchi of  Barpeta district in the sixteenth century

under the

guidance and

supervision of

Mahapur usha

Sankardeva is a

great example of

h a n d l o o m

weaving in

ancient times.

Various episodes

from the life of

Sri Krishna are

depicted in this.

A young Sri

Krishna along

with his friends

grazing the cows

in the field,

having fun, killing asuras etc are presented in a

pictorial form woven in the cloth. The Brindabani

Vastra measured 80 haat (one haat is equal to 40

cm) by 60 haat, which is equal to 32 meter by 20

meter.

The handloom symbolises a rich heritage. In

Harshacharita of  Banabhatta, the quality of  the art

of  weaving in ancient Kamrupa is quite evident. The

terms, ‘subarna kunja’ and ‘patrorna’ mentioned in

Kautilya’s Arthashashtra are indicative of  the

antiquity of  the craft of  weaving. In some places of

lower Assam, there is a ritualistic practice called ‘ahila

puja’, where the loom is worshipped. Songs

describing the processes of  weaving are sung in those

occasions. Mention of  soft, high quality silk clothes

is found among gifts of  seventh century Assam king

Bhaskarabarma. Girls were imparted such practical

and useful learning in the Vedic era.

At the very beginning, the weaver has to

insert the selected thread of  any colour in the grooves

of  the barchereki. The yarn can be any of  different

types – masrise, balom, koritola, pondharatola,

terotola, dahtola, pakoasuta etc. Threads of  different

colours can be used to make gamocha or bihuan.

For example, different coloured threads can be used

as warp and weft, or red stripes or borders over white.

After inserting the thread in the barchereki, the

thread has to be

transferred to

bobbins in a

jatar. The

number of

bobbins go up

proportionate

to the size of

the intended

output. Bobbins

are usually made

of  wood or

plastic. Then

one should

choose a wide

open space, a

c o u r t y a r d ,

where khuti

(which literally means a stick) and khutichiri are

pegged to the ground at two ends. The space in

between them is equivalent to the total length of

the cloth to be woven. Now the bobbins readied in

the jatar are placed in the middle. The ends of  each

thread in each bobbin are taken together and taken

from one end to the other and wrapped around

khutis and khutichiris. This process goes on until all

the bobbins are emptied of  thread. This process of

walking to and from between the khutis and

khutichiris repeatedly wrapping the thread is called

as taat-bati. When this process is finished, the khuti

is removed and a dangmari is inserted in its place

within the thread bundle. Then begins the tedious

and time taking process of  inserting two threads in
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each gap of  the raas (reed) with the help of  a

raasbharoa. This is a complex process that needs

utmost care. When the threads are fully inserted in

the raas, it has to be slid to the other side along the

threads passing through it. Then the entire yarn

layout has to be wound up with the help of  a tolotha,

and taken to the other end. A chiri is inserted in the

yarn. When the raas reaches the other end, the thread

ends are loosened, and the entire yarn is wound

around the tolotha. The next phase is the process

of  ba-tola (the process of  fixing heddles), in which

thicker threads are used for separating alternate warp

yarns so that a shed can be created for the weft to

pass through. For this, bamboo or plastic cylinders

are used. The ‘ba’ are fixed to a small chereki. They

are joined to some chipkathi, and passed over the

chiri. Every warp thread has to pass through a ba.

After all that, the whole set-up is placed on the loom

frame. The raas

(reed) is passed through durpoti. Then the mahura

(a quill) is readied. The weft thread is wound around

the quill and inserted into the mako (shuttle). The

thin rod around which the mahura rotates in the

shuttle is called gereli mari. Now, the loom is ready

for the process of  weaving.

In earlier times, the weaving thread or yarn

was prepared from cotton or animal fur by scutching

and manually spinning it on the reel. But it was a

very time consuming process. In the middle of  the

eighteenth century, an English inventor named

Samuel Crompton (1753-1827) invented the spinning

mule which started a new era in Europe. John Kay

of  Lancashire, England, invented the flying shuttle

in 1733.

In Assam, the weavers produce a variety of

cloth items in the handloom, such as, chadar-

mekhela (a two piece female dress), rumal

(handkerchief), gamocha, tolsora, riha, murat bandha

(head scarf), various clothes required in religious

rituals like puja etc, gosain kapor, chelleng chadar,

pani gamocha, kakal bondha, mekhela, tongali

bondha, tamol bondha, hasoti etc. They create

beautiful images of  birds like the peacock displaying

it’s train, flying maina, eagle etc. with coloured and

metallic threads. In clothes used to adorn the

singhasan, a seat where idols or sacred Vaishnavite

texts are kept, and in gosain kapor (literally God’s

cloth), images of  gosa (lamp stand), earthen lamp,

sorai, incense stick stand, words like ‘Ram’ etc are

created. Various designs such as banana plant, Indian

fig, coconut tree, climbers with leaves like wood

apple, lihiri, kasori, flowery patterns named as chopa

chakoli phool, kerumuria phool, athpotia, chapatiya,

charipotiya phool, lotkon, kolka, joon (moon), tora

(stars), pakhila (butterflies), rekha (lines), triangles,

and other geometric patterns are also created with

deftness. Women of  various tribes such as Bodo,

Rabha, Garo, Mising etc cultivate cotton and breed

various worms from which they make their own

yarns and produce their essential clothes themselves.

They rear muga (Assam Silkmoth) and eri (Sambia

ricini) worms and spin yarns from them with their

own hands, and weave spectacular paat, muga clothes

to gloriously represent their cultural heritage at world

stage. Surjyakumar Bhuyan in his ‘Buranjir Bani’ has

written that during the reign of  Swargadeu

Pratapsingha, it was compulsory for each household

in Assam to contribute annually an amount of  one

‘powa’ (roughly 250 gms) of  silk yarn to the royal

treasury. In ‘Purani Asomar Silpa’, Bhubanchandra

Sandikoi (Handique) has mentioned that clothes

woven in our land were exported to China, Burma

(now Myanmar), Gujrat, Kashmir, Delhi, Dhaka and

Bengal, middle India, Sri Lanka and various places

of  north India. The annual revenue earned from

cloth exports at Hadira and Phulara chowky was to

the tune of  rupees thirty five thousand. Gamochas

ornate with flowery patterns woven in Assam’s looms

have found mention in Hamilton’s notes as well.
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Description of  the handloom is found in Rigveda as

well. Worship of  the handloom is

also a seasonal festival. This ritual is performed on

Vijaya Dasami, before the immersion of

Durga idols. The Sonowal Kachari ladies wear a long

mekhela which covers their body to the heels. They

tie the mekhela on their chest (it’s called methani).

They wrap a traditional cotton cloth called ekhetiya

(ekathiya) on their hips. Upper body is covered by a

riha. They have started using various types of  shirts

as well in recent times. The males in Sonowal Kachari

community

wear churiya at the waist and shirt in upper body.

Mising ladies wear a mekhela that they call as ege.

They also tie it on their chest. They wear a shirt called

galug. They wrap around a magnificent chadar over

the mekhela. The head scarf  they use is called yapo.

During traditional festivals, it is compulsory for

Mising gentlemen to wear mibu galug and for ladies

to wear ribi-gaseng. Mising maidens use dumpan and

lakpun while dancing, which are made from red

woollen fabric. In Maran society as well, the

womenfolk produce the necessary cloths at home.

Their black riha adorned with bright red or yellow

coloured small flowery patterns is recognised as their

national dress. They also wear long mekhela which

reaches the heels from upper chest. The cloth they

wear at the hip is called kakal-mora. The chadar

wrapped around upper body is termed as parakani.

Maran men wear shirt, churia and head gear. The

traditional Maran long-sleeve shirt worn by men is

called chaygun chola.

In the Tai-Khamyang society, women folk

wear a traditional mekhela, ‘chino’. The chief

characteristic of  this chino is it’s dark black colour.

On the lower part of  the apparel they create big

flowery patterns in white, yellow and other colours.

The process of  making chinos is very complex. A

married woman of  Khamyang society wear a riha

(longwat) around the waist. This riha is of  dark green,

white or brownish-yellow (muga) colour. Normally,

red or yellow thread is used in the border along the

riha. The colourful belt they wear at the hip is called

chaikap. In ancient times, there was prevalence of

the handloom that’s tied to the waist among them,

which was called ‘ki-hook’. Tai-phake women wear

colourful mekhelas which have lateral stripes. They

also call it as chino. This chino doesn’t have flowery

patterns on it, but there is a lot of  work with colourful

fabrics. The men folk of  Tai-phake societies wear a

shirt called chyu and wear a cloth called phanung at

the waist.

To promote the use of  handloom products

and to encourage the weavers, seventh august of

each year is celebrated as “National Handloom Day”.

Without the handloom industry, Assam’s economy

will remain truncated. Through the weaving industry,

which is intimately connected with our national life,

rural women have been making immense

contribution to thestate’s economy. The Department

of  Handloom and Textile, Government of  Assam,

is making plans to strengthen the economy of  Assam

by implementing various development schemes of

State and Central Government. Because of  the

introduction of  modern scientific methods, both

production and income of  the people involved have

been going up. The government has implemented a

scheme called MGBBY (Mahatma Gandhi Bunkar

Bima Yojana). The schemes being implemented by

the central government are as follows:

1. WMS (WEAVER MUDRA SCHEME).

2. BLCDS (BLOCK LEVEL CLUSTER

DEVELOPMENT SCHEME).

3. PMTTBY (PRADHAN MATRI JEEVAN

JYOTI BIMA YOJANA).

4. IHDS (INTEGRATED HANDLOOM

DEVELOPMENT SCHEME).

Similarly, following schemes can be

mentioned from the names of  schemes being

implemented by the Government of  Assam: Weavers

Extention Service Unit, Handloom Training Centre,

Formation and Registration of  Primary Weaves Co-

operative Society, Seting Up of  Yarn Babk,

Economic Upliftment of  Weavers Throughn

Weaving, Handloom Cluster Development

Programme Under Sopd-G, World Bank Financed

Assam Agri-Business and Rural Transformation

Project (APART) etc. 
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Poetry and life are two different

outpouring of the same thing; life as

we usually conceive it contains what

we normally accept as reality, but the

spectacle of this incoherent and

disorderly life can satisfy neither the

poet's talent nor the reader's

imagination... poetry does not

contain a complete reconstruction of

what we call reality; we have entered

a new world.

 — Jibanananda Das





A Winsome View

Mother's Lap
Upasana Banerjee

BA 3rd Semester

Our blood runs cold

as the gunshots are heard

our people at the border lay down

their lives one after the other

our soldiers fall down.

Dead forgotten.

But patriotism still alive.

As their breathing slows,

they feel more relieved.

The calm it brings to lay their head

in their mother's lap

the peace even heaven wouldn't bring.

The selection they had justified

with utter devotion,

cause even heaven is not

greater than their motherland.

Screams salute, Calm silence.

Once their pyres burn, we forget them.

They can lay down their lives

for our Motherland

but we still remain ungrateful and nonchalant

why can't we love our land the same?

Not all love ends in blood and vain.

We could fear just a little pain,

to make our motherland, the heaven's twin.

Inferno

Dr.  Jushna Barua

Assistant Professor

Deptt. of  English

Humanity paddles

In the muddled waters

Here self  rules

Proud ego consumes

Fire of jealousy fumes

It's a mad mad race

Of  mortals mean and base

They all make haste

And let all morals waste

Sights, sniffies and sobs

Rent the air

Alas! there is none to share

Lost hopes and dreams shattered

Leave us all bruised and battered

Painted faces stalk the streets

Of  murderous designs and deadly motifs

The rains bring no respite

Does it offer?

Promise of a new life

The cuckoo brings no relief

To our hearts laden with grief

Trapped in tgis inferno

Doomed humanity

Has Nowhere to go

Groping in the blind

They stumble and fumble

Darkness reigns

Despair prevails.
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The Rain

Riya Singha

BSc 2nd Semester

“On one rainy day, I was alone

on my bed thinking !

When I’ll grow up and hold up

my daddy’s hand.

As there was thundering and

lightening on the Sky,

Same, the feeling got on my

mind and heart,

I came up with one thing

one day I’ll cheers up to the

world like as the rain

has washed up all the dirt.

I don’t believe, I am wrong

one day I will also go ahead

Nobody, but nobody

Could make it a loud here alone”

Like wise, how the rain make noise

with thunderstorm.

I win also one say will stand up with

A louder noise.
Vain escape !

Rebecca Mishra
BA 4th Semester

That day I ran away from you!

I wanted to go away...

Far, far away

Where all the might of  my soul could take me,

Away from your strong foul,

I kept running...

And in running away from you I realised that

I was only getting drawn towards

you can we ever draw a straight line in a sphere?

Without the two ends meeting?

I can't stop now...

I know, I know...

I will collide with you soon.
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Which I wanted to see the most
Helpless was me
With a hope to see you again
My eyes were still searching
To see the smile in real
But I will wait the end
Not for the stars
Which didn't rise yet.
One day I will be tired
After fulfilling all my duties
But I will be happy enough
So I closed my eyes again
No worries and fear for pain
As it would be time
To be with you forever
Because this time
I would not open my eyes ever !!

[ ii ]

As I like the rains
Like the smell of  rains
Absorb me into you as an essence
Wherein the mud and the air
Transforms into a scent
That you nor I could sense.

A feeling so lousy inside
The rains of  winter make me feel
The rains which ceases to dry
Till the fiery sun dries up will.

The rainy smell makes me sing
The song of  a thousand hearts
The hearts which once loved and lived
But now broken in various parts!

The rain evoke me to get drawn
Into myself; once the self  was you
As I ponder inside my gravest emotion
I saw, I was born, as simple as new!

I offer me and my promise
As I promise to remain as the rains
Till the sun dries me up

And relieves me, for ever from the eternity.

         Hallucination

Bharsita Goswami

BA 6th Semester

[ i ]

It was in my dream

When I first saw you

Dreams were many

But that was new.

Your smile seemed familiar

But it was hard to remember

And the eyes were so deep

That I could stare forever.

You came towards me

with a silent smile

The moment was so magical

Which I can't even express.

But my heart beats revealed

My eyes were closed

Still I could feel you

My heart beat collapsed

When I saw your tears

Rolling down your cheeks

Because it was time

For you to leave

I tried to stop you

And you promised to come soon

A drop of  tear remained in my hand

And you left towards the moon.

All of  a sudden I came out of  my dream

Opened my eyes to see

The reality I am in.

But the dream was eternal

Again my eyes were closed

But I couldn't find the face
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Time
Akankshya Kashyap

BA 2nd Semester

Oh, thee ornery clock,

Aren't your hands tired,

Of the horizontal aero foil?

Thy hands should sighted be as burlied,

But aren't shame of  you ...

Sire, may I ask you stop gyrating,

Cause, thy act is balking the converage

with my beau ...

Sire, thy ratary is turning my hair grey.

Oh clock, are thee, so inapt to just stop

and admire my beau ...

His brown, risque eyes, intoxicating

my heart as if  stung by cupid's arrow.

Sire, I bet there isn't any grandeur,

than my lower's iridescent eyes.

There isn't any great deed than the

meet with my admire.

There isn't any great period in history

than the period of  us converging

Therefore Sire, I beg thee to stay still,

Admire our love, let the world for a rest

for sire, there isn't any

The Road

Brajen Das

BA 6th Semester

It's the light of  the blue sky

The cool breeze told me about you.

The sky is curved today

The pearl grains are shining

Dreams are entrusted to your name

It's a lively evening

They are the ones who make

the sound of songs

What a magical evening

Just this evening for you.

All the demands of life

All the resources of life

Beyond the dreams

Here in silence you and me

On the same path
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Celebrating Womanhood

Kakoli Choudhury
   Assistant. Professor

Deptt. of  English

              (1)

Words were veiled

In a caged, distinct mind

Accepting the faith

Holding the life behind.

Sights were blinded

Into a half-blurred gaze,

Unseeing the inherited ire

That reeled for age(s).

Half-baked norms,

Unsnarled into raving truths

Unplugging the yearns,

Without a tinge of  truths.

Evolving within the shell

With gentle blows of  defeat,

Whipped and beaten,

Freezing but never been an effete.

A phoenix She turned out to be,

Broken and thrashed, burned and dead.

Yet out of  the ashes, revived

As mankind circled her inbred.

Now her voice is unbound,

Steps sighted with fire;

The sun shines in her words,

Settling the world into her desire.

Her aims seemed an wildfire,

Vining her professed fragility.

She is the untamed crimson rose,

Begating the thorns in the delicacy.

               (2)

Chuckling fate...

As dry leaves fallen,

Trampled under the matured feet,

Silver hopes once marinated

With the spiced wings of  dreams.

Now tattered in the sun

Roasted, overcooked and abandoned,

Yet can't be trashed.

The remnants of  the dead appetite,

Beseeches for answers

While the chuckling Fate

Rears it's overgrown roots

Feeding over the sinned pandemonium

Epidemic to the mortal eras !
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Moments

Dipika Gurung
BA 3rd Semester

     (1)

Today the sky is shaking

It seems like

The sky has deep sorrow in mind

I can't express my sadness

I can't shed tears

Maybe…with the wind

     (2)

The indifferent mind does not

understand today

I'm sure you'll come

In the garden of  the mind

l can keep the board of  love

You didn't tell me anything

Didn't respond,,

You just walked away

     (3)

The rising stars call out

Snowfall falls and sows hope...

There are many ways to get away from it

It shines like a pearl

The earth shines!

I put a flower in your chest

Why when the flowers are blooming!

Friendship is a moment in life

Who is difficult to forget whose heart is vast

Waiting for

something more

Mrinmoy Rajkhowa

BSc 5th Semester

I try and get along

Cause my life's been a good song

But I've been...waiting for something more

Some call me a dreamer too

Just cause I like the songs that more

My soul...and its waiting for something more

So come and help me round up...

Cause I've been feeling there's

something yet to be found right

Came my heart's...waiting for something more

Lying on the bed

Thinking friends and family I fear

Seeing them bad , I am fear

Don't you worry mom and dad

Never let that smile on your face fade

One day...you will be proud

Will be screaming my name

And I'll win my life's game

Just wait my love

First let me cover the globe

I swear I'll make all of  you proud

just let me sing my heart out

I'll be someone someday no doubt

Just let me be loud

When I'll be the King

I'll happily sing

But all I do now is pray for happy endings
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Sparkle

Bedanta Deka

BA 1st Semester

I just want to give you the address of  my heart

A heart of  colorful dreams

A heart of  nostalgia, has my heart full

May your times be happy

I keep it in your bosom

A vast sky

Embracing the silence

There's nothing like a smile on your face!

It takes life forward at an unstoppable pace!

They change their green clothes

the hearts of  crazy lovers

On the shore of a quiet seclusion

The language of  your silent lips

You are a leaf.

Leaves on the green grass,

You are a pattern of  color,

I just want to give it in your name

Take Time

Mamata Gurung

BA 3rd Semester

Take time for now

This is the only moment you are sure of

Whether I got anything or not.

Don't ask me

Don't ask my times

I'm going to be on the way to time

That's a lot of  me

Take time for friends

They will help you through

their very worst days.

I'm going on the path of  my life

I don't even know where I'm going,

When will its path end?

I don't know that

Take time for work

But don't let work, take all your time

Take time to laugh

Laughter raises spirits and lifts the gloom.

Life is on the banks of  the river

I have met many people

I've talked, I've given love

I know this love doesn't last forever,

The river of  time is taking me away

When is the end of  this journey

I don't know that either.

Take time for music

It will feed your soul and bring you joy

Take time to exercise

You have one body, you should look after it well.

Take time for you

For it you keep dividing yourself, what will be left?

Take time to understand

That we cannot save time

We can just try to use it wisely

Take time to life

We are about our lives

I can't say anything

One with the other

Let's get together with a smile,

By doing whatever I can to do

Good for the society

I keep a sign of  coming to earth
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Imaginary Lover

Anjali Das

BA 3rd Semester

(1)

She's living in her imagination

Failed to run away from the temptation

There was always a special reason

Why she couldn't accept the realism

In her dream,

She was running with her imaginary lover,

Singing melodious songs,

Romantically dancing along.

Sitting under the moonlight

Staring at the stars,

Closing her eyes she get

Lost in his arms.

He was her safe place; Her home!

A perfect match for her imperfect soul

Her sun rises with him with him and sets with him

Days begin with him and ends with him

He was her life, the reason behind her smile.

In her heart's garden

He was the only flower that was blooming beauti-

fully

He was like her favorite song, her everything.

But soon she realized it was end of  the spring

Her eyes flattered open and welcome by the

white calling.

A lone tear falls thinking,

I wish it was true

Along with you

(2)

Maybe in another life time

When she'll be his and he'll be her

Maybe in another life time

When they'll be more than friends

Maybe in another life time

When the moon and the sun coexist together

Seeing him near

But can't stand with him,

Hearing him all the time

But can't be with him

Feeling him so close

Yet so far to touch him

She wanted to scream

To yell, why?

The sound of  her laugh

The tear of  her sorrow

The smell of  her hair

The touch of  her hand

All seems home to him

But,

Maybe in another life time

He thought

Laughing under the sunlight

And dancing in the moonlight

Wrapping in each others arms

Maybe in another life time

They said...

They're happy but not satisfied

They're together buy not tied

At last,

Both smile and look at the sky together, shattered

Maybe in another life time,

They'll have their happily ever after
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“A short story must have a single mood and

every sentence must build toward it”

–– Edgar Allan Poe's





FRIEND

"Gosh it's already time for the next semester

huh? I feel like vacations hardly lasted for a week"

Mariah sighed as she took her seat beside me. I smiled

at her small, hunched figure and shook my head.

"Aw cheer up Mari" I nudged her gently "because

I've heard that there is a new student joining u,

starting today and..." I leaned closer to whisper in

her ear "rumour has it that he is extremely good

looking" Rosy smirked at me while Mariah stood up
suddenly. "So you're saying my boring, single life is
about to change??!" she exclaimed, eyes twinkling

with excitement. I just shrugged since dating is
something Mariah is really bad at but managed to be

Just

     A Face

Kaustava Sarma
BA 4th Semester

the best in literally everything she does, be it
academics or sports. Mariah was about to squeal in
excitement but noticed the teacher entering the
classroom and instantly sat back down on her chair.

"Take your seats everyone and let us
welcome your new friend" the teacher gestured the

student outside to come in.
A fair skinned boy, probably around five feet,

nine inches tall came trudging in shyly. When he
stood near the teacher, towering her, he slowly smiled
and started introducing himself. "Hello everyone, my
name is Fasah. Please take good care of  me" he

bowed slightly which was the queue for everyone to
start clapping. He started walking towards me since
he was appointed the seat beside me but stopped
for a brief  moment and flashed a big smile at me. I
awkwardly returned his smile as he took his seat
beside me.

"Alright students, revise your notes on
electrodynamics since there will be an exam in the
evening" the teacher announced, earning a collective
groan from the students but I was too distracted to
notice as I felt Fasah drew his chair nearer to mine.
He slowly leaned in to look at the notes before

looking at me. "You are okay with me sharing your
notes right ? Since I've got none" he awkwardly
rubbed the back of  his neck. I nodded and pushed
the notebook towards the middle as he smiled.
"Thank you" he gleamed. "May I know your name?"
he asked eagerly as I let out a chuckle. "It's

Ashley...Ashley Jackson." He gave me another one
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of  his addictive smiles and extended his hand towards

me "Hey Ash, let's be friends?" I smiled and shook

his hand gently, "Sure-"

A LUCKY ESCAPE

"Gosh another presentation huh? Talk about

overworking the students" Rosy rolled her eyes and

took her seat. "At least let's hope we are in the same

team" Mariah chided in and I nodded in agreement.

But our little hope was squashed when the

teacher announced it should be a group of  two and

we all got partnered with someone else. "You okay?"

Fasah looked at me anxiously. "Are you not happy

to be teamed up with me?" I snapped mny attention

towards him and shook my head "It's nothing like

that. I just-" but I was cut short when the vice

principal entered our class, tightly clasping a paper

in her hand. A very disturbing silence fell all over

the class as she stood at the very centre of   the

classroom.

"I have an announcement to make and I

hope none of  you take it lightly" she scanned the

room to catch any kid dozing off  but everyone was

paying attention to her since it was not common at

all for the vice principal to pay a visit. "There is a

stalker lurking around this area and there are claims

that it is this very person who is responsible for the
disappearance of  students Nick Wilde, Jason Hardy,
Miley Jordon, Jamie Grant and Susannah Simon.
Though there are no clear description of  the stalker,
I advice each and every one of  you to have your

curfew by seven and move in groups if  you go home
late. Is that clear?" her voice was stern and
authoritative but my ears started ringing at the
mention of  one of  the victim's name. "Susannah
Simon...why does tha name sound so familiar...?"

"Phew and we're done!" Fasah yawned,

stretching his body as I rubbed my eyes in exhaustion.
"Now all that is left to do is the report" I sighed,
glancing at the clock. It was 7 pm, the curfew time. I
looked over the classroom. towards Fasah and gulped
"Maybe we should do the rest tomorrow morning?"
Fasah looked at me and got the message instantly.

"Alright, let me go get my stuff  from my locker and
then we can head home together" I nodded and got
up to stretch my body since it felt stiff  all over. I

leaned against the window, surfing through the

internet in my phone as I patiently waited for Fasah

to return. I decided to open the article that caught

my eye "A STALKER LURKING AROUND

UNIVERSITIES, WHAT IS HIS MOTIVE???"

"So it is a man huh?" I furrowed my eyes at

the silhouette of  a middle aged man, probably in his

forties and was so engrossed in the story that I did

not realise Fasah enter the room. Only a sharp squeal

from him made me look up. I felt his hand around

my wrist as he yanked me towards him, tightly

holding onto me. Next thing I knew, glasses flew

towards us, making multiple cuts at random places.

I felt Fasah's grip tighten as he closed his eyes but I

wasstaring straight at the man standing outside the

now broken window, a huge metal rod clasped in his

hand. If  Fasah had not pulled me away in time, I'd

definitely be a dead meat by now. When he saw Fasah

losing his grip on me, he turned around and ran away

hastily. "That-that was a lucky escape" Fasah sighed

in relief. "What is the problem of  that dude? Who

was he?" Fasah started pouring out questions that

were running through my head as well.....

STALKER

The incident from last night spread around

the school like wildfire. Parents started to complain

while students protested for the closure of  the school

till the culprit was caught. But classes went on as

usual and the principal asked each and every student

to clear the school grounds by 2 pm. AIl the kids

were shaken with fear but the teachers tried their

best to remain calm and maintain decorum. The

principal called for us to ask about the incident but I

couldn't utter a single word ever since I saw his

vicious eyes, even though it was for a brief  moment

but it was enough to haunt my sleep. Fasah however,

gave a clear description of  what happened last night.

I sighed in relief  when they asked us to leave. Fasah

Crouched down to look at my face "You okay?" I

nodded with a smile questions that were running

through my head as well.. "yeah I'm good, thanks to

you". Fasah flashed out a proud smile "Of  course!

After all, we're friends" he winked at me, making

me giggle.
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Two week passed since the incident and
slowly but surely, everything started going back to
normal. Students started coming to school on a
regular basis until a notice that evening left everyone
numb to the core...

"MARIAH BELL, STUDENT OF 9-A IS
REPORTED MISSING SINCE  YESTERDAY
EVENING!!! IS THE STALKER RESPONSIBLE
THIS TIME  AS WELL???"

A HELPING HAND

A week passed since the school was forced

to shut down after my best friend, Mariah went
missing and I refused to leave my bed to eat or drink
at all. I did not want mny parents to be worried but
my head still cannot grasp the fact that, if  the worse
happens, I won't be able to meet Mariah ever again.
My body was curled up in bed as it refused to get up

at all until on Sunday when the doorbell rang. My
mom answered the door only to call for me "Honey,
Fasah is here to meet you!" I sprang up from my

bed "Fasah? How did he know where I live? Gosh I

literally look like a corpse"I ran to the bathroom to

have a quick makeover before running down the

stairs. "Fasah!!! Do you have any news?!" I was

waiting for Fasah or Rosy to call me because we

agreed to share any information we received about

Mari or the stalker since police had no lead at all for

a week but I wasn't expecting him to actually pay a

visit.

"Yes!!! Rosy texted me in the morning, saying

there is a place police suspect the culprit regularly

visits and so we decided to visit the place together"

Fasah spoke in a hushed but excited tone since my

parents were trying to eavesdrop. "Mom! Dad! I'm

going out with Fasah for a while" I slipped my feet

inside my dirty, white sneakers and grabbed my bag.

"Honey come back home before 5!!" My mother's

worried voice made me feel a bit guilty for not telling

them the truth. "Yeah yeah I know mom! Love you

both! and I ran out of  the house, together with Fasah.

We ended up taking the train and getting

down at a station I was pretty sure I've never visited

before. We walked for a couple minutes before

stopping right in front of  a dark, stinky alleyway.

"Gosh why is it so dark in here when it's just iu am?"

I rubbed my nose at the foul smell. "Ugh gives me

the creeps for sure" Fasah shuddered before grabbing

my shoulders. "Wait here. Rosy and the others have

arrived. Let me go get them and if  anything happens,

call me alright?" he scanned my face anxiously. I

smiled "Ill be fine Fasah. You don't have to be so

worried. You're already such a big helping hand to

us" I watched him sigh softly "Of  course I'll worry.

You're the first ever friend I made in here and you

mean so much to me" he pouted. I reached out to

pat his head gently "Don't worry, I'll be fine. Now

go- he nodded and ran off.

HORRIFYING TRUTH

I leaned against the wall, sighing as I waited

for them to come back. I was about to pull my phone

out of  my pocket when I felt a presence behind me.

I smiled as I turned around "Fasah you actually took

a lot of  ti-" my heart stopped when I realised it wasn't

Fasah behind me but the same man I've seen outside

the window almost half  a month ago. Without

thinking, I started running right towards the alley

itself. I kept running without glancing behind until

my chest started to hurt. I realised I need to find a

place to hide and as if  my prayers were heard, I found

an abandoned warehouse right in front of  me. I

quickly glanced back to see if  the man was still

following me and when I saw no trace of  him, I

quickly slipped inside. The warehouse was deserted

and was reeking. Loads of  syringes were spread all

over the place with traces of  blood as well.

Something in me realised I shouldn't be here any

longer but as I was about to grab for the door handle,

it opened with a slam and on the other side stood

the man with a hammer in his hand. He looked at

me and immediately fell on his knees. I backed away

from him, tears streaming down mny face as I begged

him for mercy but none of  my words affected him

as he started to crawl towards me, his hammer raised.

I closed my eyes, anticipating the blow any

moment but it never came. As I slowly opened my

eyes, I saw that he was aiming for my phone and not

at me. He pointed at the hammer and then crossed

his arms, the universal gesture of  'NO' and pointed
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at the phone. That's when it dawned on me that this

man cannot talk but wants to tell me something that

I need to know. Even after knowing the fact that he

said he won't harm me, I still kept my distance, sitting

at the farthest corner of  the room. inally after typing

for a while, he tossed me back my phone and I picked

it up with trembling hands. Letting out a sniffle, I

started to read what he wrote. "He is not who you

think he is. The horrifying truth is... it's not even a

he'... "

BAAM

A loud bang made me look up. The man was

lying on the floor, his head split open with the very

hammer that he bought with him but this time it

was in the possession of  none other than Fasah !

I stared at him dumbfounded as he started

rubbing his jacket "Ugh stupid old man. Destroyed

my brand new jacket-" his eyes finally fell on me

and a menacing smile danced on his lips "Ah ah ah!

Ash......my poor Ash. The darling daughter of  her

father isn’t she?" he smirked and walked up to me.

"Fasah....what is all this about?" I finally found my

voice, glaring at the guy who stood in front of  me.

He sighed and crouched down "Aw now is it gonna

be like those classic movie scenes where you have

absolutely no idea what’s going on?" he grimaced.

"Susannah Simon rings a bell?" I furrowed my brows

"The girl that got kidnapped by the stalker?" I

inquired but as if  this sentence turned something

inside him. He looked at my face for a long time

before swinging the hammer right on my shoulder.

The stinging pain ran through my body as I

fell, face first on the floor. I took a few sharp breaths

before pushing myself  back up in the sitting position.

"Susannah Simon........" he pulled out a

syringe and stabbed it on his right cheek. Slowly the

skin started to peel off  and an absolutely ugly and

grotesque face stared back at me ".....is me"

" And you know who’s responsible for her

death?" she smiled and landed another blow with

the hammer, this time on my right knee, making me

scream my lungs out. "Is your father, my darling,

the most famous plastic surgeon in the city and yet
can’t perform a single, complete plastic surgery of
the face?? Tell me, is it that easy for him to destroy
someone’s life?

Another blow, this time on my other knee as
I closed my eyes, a silent scream escaping my lips. "I
just wanted to look pretty so that people won’t bully
me by calling me fat and ugly but you...you went all
out and ended up killing her instead??" she blinked
her eyes as tears trickled down her face. "I knew for
a fact that I could not file a complaint against the
best doctor from the most reputed hospital because
I won’t get the justice I deserved and I was right.
Forget about the police, the whole case did not even
reach the media even though I was sure I uploaded
a video, talking about the whole incident but it was
hushed up overnight." She started to trail the handle
of  the hammer with her index finger.

"That was when I planned the whole stalker-
serial killer thing because I knew for a fact that they
would try to cover up my case by using this excuse
and sure enough, I was right once again" she grabbed
my chin, forcing me to look at her. "You really
thought me joining your school was purely
coincidental? Oh no darling, I came for you and when
I saw you that day for the first time, laughing with
your friends, my blood started to boil that I decided
I’m going to steal the very friend you adore so much."

She stood up and started walking towards
the curtain that blocked the other room. Without
hesitation, she pulled the curtain off  and there was
the chopped off  body of  none other than Mari
herself. I immediately turned away, trying to stop
myself  from throwing up but Susannah let out a
yawn, as if  this whole commotion was extremely
boring to her. "It hurts, doesn’t it?" she smiled "when
you see your loved ones getting hurt? Now can you
imagine how my parents felt when I had no choice
but to run away from the hospital since I didn’t want
them to see me in this state?"

She slowly walked up to me and I knew what
was coming. "Now why don’t we let you parents
know how it feels to lose their child huh?" she raised

the hammer and I closed my eyes.

[A/N : If  you spell the first letter of  the chapters, the name of  the culprit is revealed through them]
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A good essay must have this permanent

quality about it; it must draw its curtain

round us, but it must be a curtain that

shuts us in not out.

-Virginia Woolf





Books are the indicators of  the civilization of  a nation. Through

the study of  books we can drive ourselves towards the pursuit of

knowledge. It is also said that there is no friend equal to books. A

book can give people immense joy and knowledge. I was impressed

by Abdul Kalam's "Wings of  Fire". I was inspired. I had a new

understanding of  my life. This book has inspired me a lot to be

motivated and to build ambitions. Reading this book is very

heartwarming and beautiful experience

The great man Kalam is involved in science and technology

and his autobiography "Wings of  Fire" is also involved in the successes

and failures of  technology. I  was fascinated by Kalam's birthplace,

childhood, devotion to his parents, teachers, spirituality of  heart and

deep faith in God, and self-confidence. The autobiography was first

published in English and later translated into 13 languages including

Hindi, Tamil and Assamese. Apart from Indian languages, "Wings

of  Fire" is translated into Chinese and French also.

He received his primary education at Rameswaram Primary

School and high school at Ramanathapuram Schartz High School.

He received his college education at St. Joseph's College.

Trishna Choudhury
BA 3rd Semester

The book

"Wings of Fire"

constitutes an

extraordinary

reading for all

ages. There is

something that

everybody can

extract from this

book.

Missile Man

APJ Abdul Kalam's

Autobiography

"Wings of  Fire"
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He graduated from Madras. He holds a

Diploma in Aeronautical Engineering and a Bachelor

of  Aviation Engineering from Hindustan

Aeronautics Limited, Bangalore. When he was a

child, he saw birds climbing to the empty path and

trying to fly there. He was convinced that even a

little village boy could fly as high as the sky. His main

desire was to live life honestly. To develop the

country’s rocket science and to work with

transparency and justice. The book focuses on Abdul

Kalam's early life, beginning with his birth into a

Tamil middle-class family in Rameswaram. His father

owned a boat, considered a sign of  wealth in the

community. Rameswaram was a close-knit society

where everyone helped each other, making it an ideal

place to raise a family. From a young age, Kalam

was taught to respect all religions and encouraged

to discuss spirituality openly. At the neighborhood

mosque, his father served as an Imam as well. As he

growing up, Abdul Kalam believed that faith was

essential to being human.

The book "Wings of  Fire" constitutes an

extraordinary reading for all ages. There is something

that everybody can extract from this book. The

authors tell us the story of  a young boy who has big

dreams about his future and what inspires him to

become an eminent scientist. This real story tells us

the role of  family, relatives and friends in helping a

person in achieving his goals. The book is mainly

divided into four sections of  Kalam's life which

contains sixteen chapters and an epilogue. The

chapters of  the book are just like –orientation,

creation, propitiation, and contemplation.

"Each of  us is born with a heavenly fire within

us. Now we must make continuous efforts to give

wings to that fire so that the whole world can be

illuminated by the light of  that fire," Kalam said. In

this autobiography of  Dr. A.P.J Abdul kalam, there

is so much knowledge and good things that

everybody can extract from this book. This book

contains a detailed description of  how great things

can be achieved through simple thoughts. This book

conveys the message of  Dr. Kalam : Always keep

your dream high, goals clear, plan perfectly and do

hard work. The story is all about a warm and intensely

personal, deeply passionate, common boat - owner's

son who has become India's most distinguished living

technocrat. The pure belief  in God, dealing life with

positivity, science and technological advancements,

love towards own country and many more things

are mentioned in this book. This book contains the

life of  a simple yet determined person. A very

detailed description of  how great things can be

achieved through simple thoughts. Always keep your

dream high, goals clear, plan perfect and work

through people , finally it is people who matters and

inspire them through exceptional human touch. This

book gives idea about how to face life, solve the

struggles, country to keep first, personal requirement

always afterwards. Keep clean heart, clear focus

strong faith in Almighty and he achieved all success.

Every time he didnot succeed but worked more and

more, corrected and believed in himself  to convery

to success.

There is so much knowledge and good things

that everybody can extract from this book. Reading

this book is very heartwarming and beautiful

experience. This book contains a detailed description

of  how great things can be achieved through simple

acts. The author, by narrating his life journey evokes

the reader to identify with one’s inner fire and

potential, for he was of  the firm belief  that each

one of  us was born with the strength and potential

to make a tangible change in the world. The Missile

man of  India inspires the world. I really got inspired

by reading this book. 
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AS I was scrolling down Instagram, having my daily dose of

internet, I just felt the urge to jot down my visit to the city of  joy, 7

months back

That was a cloudy day fumed by the huge turbine engines,

ready to grasp a new destination. Inner me was filled with joy and

some tiredness due to the early morning flight. With the spark of

time, I found myself  chasing the trees at a speed of  259.28 km/h

and soon gazing at the clouds nearby. My fancy was disturbed by a

corn sandwich and juice..... well who doesn't like free food. After a

30 min flight, we reached the city of  joy, Kolkata. The fuming weather

and heated runway gave us a warm welcome. The hustling and bus-

tling city with tons of  antique building awed me. The hot weather

with tremendous traffic mixed perfectly for a sweaty Indian city with

busy people and honking cars.

25th April 2022, hotel BG Inn Kolkata, made a welcome

lunch for all of  us with ethnic cuisines of   Kolkata. Rosogulla, the

first thing that I ate there. That evening we visited the Birla Plan-

etarium for an hour long show and wandered the night streets of

this metropolitan city. The yellow taxis and tram are some significant

transportations in the city. The sun lowered its temperature in the

evening to let the people enjoy the rich culture and heritage of

Kolkata. The magnificent city lit up with blue white lights making

the centenarian buildings get modish makeover. Back in the hotel

with a stomach full of  basanti pulao, I went into dreams.

In Search of  Joy

Akankshya Kashyap
BA 5th Semester
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26th April 2022, after a refreshing matka chai and

classic Indian breakfast, we headed for the 'Science City' af-

ter an hour-long journey we reached the biggest science mu-

seum of  India. The entrance to the main building was con-

nected by a ropeway. It way an adventurous ride. Although

most of  the shows were postponed for later part of  the day,

we enjoyed a 3d spaceship ride, a dinosaur train ride, and saw

lots of  cool stuffs. Unfortunately for shortage of  time we

wrapped up the visit. Our next destination was Kolkata Eco

Park. Sadly, the hot weather occluded our enjoyment and only

got to visit the replicas of  The Wonders of  the world. It was

a great experience to know about the structures and click

pics with it.

called juron. It was my brother's wedding.

Juron is an Assamese ritual where the bride

is gifted with clothes and ornaments, etc.

by her in laws for the wedding next day. It

felt awesome when I attend cross culture

weddings. The Bengali cuisines were awe-

some and not to mention the joyful

Bengalis, with ever welcoming heart. Their

obsession to mitha Paan made me think of

my days at my hometown where aged

people are die-hard fans of  tamul and Paan.

After an amazing day we thought of  ven-

turing the new market. Its an open market

with various local shops by small vendors.

It is also a great place for street food. Al-

though due to my Iittle cousin's demand

we went to burger king instead, but would

love to explore the local flavors. t day we

did not did much as we were very tired af-

ter the rituals and went to bed eariy.

28 April 2022, The wedding day.

Although we were to stay inside and help

in packing works, my rosogulla craving were

out of  control so we cousins sneaked out

and had a massive 100 Ks rosogulla. We all

were so full that we eventually happen to

skip lunch. That afternoon I witnessed the

night authentic with heavy Bengali heart

wedding I went back with rituals similar to

Assamese yet different in their own way.

Late to hotel, this was the last day of  our

visit. Although we couldn't visit too much

places due to the hot weather and lack of

time, but we enjoyed wholeheartedly. wish

I could go back to I the dreamy place very

soon and visit the places that we left this

time.

29th April 2022, early morning we

left for airport saying goodbye to the joy-

ous city, Kolkata. 

Our next visit was to the Wax Museum, where we

saw various wax mannequins of  famous freedom fighters,

celebrities both from Hollywood and Bollywood, singers, play-

ers etc. that brought glory to India and world. The life size

statues were so perfectly curved that they were beyond perfect.

After having immense fun, we headed to the city Dhaba for an

authentic Bengali thali; comprising of rice, mutton kosha, dal, sabzi

to finish with dahi and rosogulla. The day came to an end and we

all waited for an another amazing day.

27" April 2022, we attended a family wedding ritual,
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A beautiful Mind, Better than a fair

complexion.

To have a fair complexion is an

obsession in our society. Demand for fair

brides in matrimonial columns and sale of

fairness creams are evidence enough.

Many people think that having fair skin

makes one beautiful, but this thinking is

completely wrong. The term 'beautiful' does

not refer to someone with fair skin. Only a

Outer Beauty
Attracts

But Inner Beauty
Captivates

Arup Dhar
BA 6th Semester

pure heart and superior thinking would qualify a person as

'beautiful'.

If  one want to look for something, look for a beautiful

heart rather than a beautiful face. Because beautiful people are

not necessary good, good people are always attractive.

There is much difference between looking beautiful and

feeling beautiful. Physical beauty is fleeting, but a beautiful and

pure mind and heart are eternal. Our social behaviour, our acts

of  kindness, compassion and gracefulness, all enhance our inner

beauty. People will remember it is not for our fair complexion,

but for our lovely heart. "Beauty is not in the face, beauty is in a

light in the heart," as the saying goes.

The complexion is a natural process. People spend a lot

of  money or fairness creams, face whitening products and costly

therapies. This way of  thinking frequently undermines the

confidence of people with dark complexion.

They frequently face social discrimination in variety of

settings. Even the most beautiful, fair and flawless person is

viewed as ugly once his or her bitterness in nature is revealed. It

is important to recognize that a person's complexion should

not be used to judge them.

Beauty does not imply good looks. Rather than the colour

of  one's skin, the social, economics, political and humanic factors

define a person.

It is ironically, in stark contrast to people in Western

countries who are naturally very fair and intentionally sun

themselves to get a tanned complexion. In the West, there is a

demand for dark appearance.

But demand for fair brides in matrimonial columns and

sale of  fairness creams make it clear that to have a fair

complexion is an obsession in our society. There is a clear

discrimination being carried out across our country and society.

It is shocking that such trend is not only ruling our mind but it

is shamelessly marketed across our TV screens as well.

Our real progress will occur when we get rid of  such

racist mindset within the general masses of  our society. So,

instead of focusing on a fair complexion, one should consider

inner beauty, which provides us with perceptual experience,

pleasure and satisfaction, inspiring us to do good deeds and

actions. A beautiful mind will always lead one in the right

direction.

A lovely soul and mind will help one in achieving long-

term happiness and peace. True progress will make one abandon

the notion that skin colour determines beauty. Inner beauty,

inner peace and inner satisfaction should be prioritized.  
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The rise in the drug usage amongst the youth

is increasing at an alarming rate. The increase in drug

abuse has crippled the youth of  India which indirectly

or directly affects the growth of  our nation to

become developed country.

What is Drug Abuse?

Drug Abuse is excessive use of  psychoactive

drugs, such as Alcohol, Pain Medications and illegal

drugs. It can lead to physical disability, Mental

instability or emotional harm. They need professional

help to cure the addicts and if  not taken care in time,

it can lead to permanent disability, or in the worst

case, death.

Every year on 26th June, the International Day

against Drug is celebrated to create to create

awareness amongst the people. The epidemic of  drug

abuse in teens is increasing at an alarming rate in

India. This is the direct result of  changing cultural

values, The high academic competition rate and new

psychological and emotional changes in the youth.

The impact is that adolescents witness their first

experimentation towards various drugs, especially

Drug Abuse

and

its Impact on

Youth of  India

Mukut Pathak
BA 3rd Semester

tobacco, alcohol, nicotin and glue. Amongst

adolescents, the highest risk are street children, child

labours and teens who have a family background of

drug abuse. As the side effects of  drugs mainly take

place mentally, the fighting spirit amongst the adict

reduces, they face constant mood swings and loose

focus on their studies or daily life. As a result, they

totally become immobilised and many young adults

opt out of  higher education which is a demerit for

the nation building.

Over 2300 people died of  drug overdose from

2017-19, and amongst them 550 young adults died

of  overdose in India. The ministry of  health and

family welfare, Govt. of  India had enacted the

Narcotics Drugs and Psychotropic substances act

in 1985 which was amended thrice latest in 2014.

The primary aim of  the NDPS was prevent and

combat drug abuse and illicit trafficking.

As fellow citizens we should help this

campaign to reach the corners of  our Nation. We

should acknowledge the uneducated about the

consequences of  drug abuse also help the youth find

purpose in life. There should be more job

opportunity so that they leave the lethal abuse that

is drug abuse and help our nation to grow

economically and health wise.

Lastly, I will end with a quote that is "start

with changing unhealthy habits to healthy ones and

make them your favourites" by Sahara Sanders. 
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When the most iconic pair of  Bollywood,

Shah Rukh Khan and Kajol, shook their legs to Anu

Malik’s “ye kaali kaali aankhein, ye gore gore gaal”

in Baazigar, it was yet another portrayal of  a society

obsessed over fair skin. This complexity is a product

of colonialism where the “white men” succeeded in

making the natives feel ashamed for their thoughts,

beliefs, culture, traditions, skin tone, body, colour

i.e. their indigenous identity.Among the numerous

ways Indians divide themselves, skin colour is one

of  them. History has stood testament to the fact

that, women have eternally been the first community

to be the prey of  any form of  discrimination.

Growing up in India, little girls are subjected

to slurs like “kaali-kaluti, baiganlooti”, sometimes at

school, at other times at home. As they turn

teenagers, they get subjected to comments like, “Her

skin colour is okay but unfortunately she didn’t get

her father’s fair complexion”, “apply gram flour, milk,

and turmeric on your face daily”.

When we look at hoardings of  advertisements,

we only see women who are fair, in a country whose

people are mostly dark and dusky. The ‘ideal’ of

feminine beauty gets established in magazines, TV

serials and films, which play a major role in

influencing the Indian mind, where women are

shown as skinny and white. Television and social

media constantly remind women of  what is

considered beautiful.

For decades, women of  colour are using

whitening cream, bleaches, chemical peeling

treatments and fairness injections,colouring their hair

 ‘Fair and Lovely’

Women
Tanmoyee Bhattacharjee

BA 5th Semester

because white skin, sharp nose, thin bodies were

believed to be physical manifestations of  a Goddess.

A market for such products only mirrors the national

psyche where beauty is primarily defined by the

colour of skin.

The subjection of  Indian women to this toxic

ideal of  beauty has altered their minds, making them

feel insecure about their own selves, in their own

skin and body. It has made women, throughout

generations, question their worth, potential, doubt

their capacities and stopped them from speaking up

in room full of  unknown faces.

If  anyone has profited from the insecurities

of  these women, they are the billion-dollar worth

cosmetic industry and the colonial leaders who

continue to segregate Asians and Africans based on

the colour.

Women should be identified for their thoughts,

opinions, actions and aspirations.

But, the wind of  change has started to blow.

It happened when Nandita Das started an anti-

colourism campaign of “dark is beautiful”, joined

by the brilliant Radhika Apte.With Hindustan

Unilever dropping the name ‘Fair’ from its product,

shows the impact of  these individuals from different

walks of  life have made to normalize having dark

skin. Yet there is a long way to go.

The bigger question remains – how will the

mind set change or how will the native women who

have suffered centuries of  oppression, regain their

confidence in their own skin and identity.

“I want to apologize to all the women

I have called pretty,

Before I called them intelligent or brave.

I am sorry I made it sound as though,

Something as simple as what you are born with,

Is the most you have to be proud of  when your

Spirits have crushed mountains.

From now on I will say things like,

You are resilient or you are extraordinary,

Not because I don’t think you are pretty,

But because you are so much more than that.” 
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The 1990s was a historic decade in India. Economic growth rates

increased as policies were liberalised though not as quickly as in China.

Urbanisation was also very slow compared to that in China. Rate of  growth

of  population and fertility rates decreased.

In a nutshell, the Nineties were perfectly sandwiched between a time

when toys could literally kill you, and later when the internet took over our

brains. It was the last decade when people had to rely somewhat on their

analog skills to survive, but could also find a decent arcade nearby.

If  you grew up in the Nineties, you're more fortunate than today's

people and you all know why. It is because you enjoyed Nineties during

those simpler times as it was before the era of  smartphones, tablets and

social media. Those were the times when kids would look forward to play-

ing with paper boats during rainy days during summer break and beneath

their grandparent's mango trees. Cricket was all the rage back then and 'kit
kit' was not far behind, the Nineties kids used to take it as seriously as any
professional sport. Another fun pass time was the game of  'seven stone' ,
an improvised version of  the American game.

The Nineties was a transformative decade as it was the last decade
of  the last millennium. It was a dynamic era where you as 90s people, saw
changes happening all around. A technological transformation was taking
place across the world and you saw trends change across the board from
black and white TVs to colour TVs, from tape recorders to CD systems,
from Door Darshan to Cable TV. You were also witness to the coming of
the World Wide Web , the spread of  Hip-Hop music culture and a boom-
ing pop culture industry.

May be every generation thinks the decade of  their life was the best,
but here's just a taste of  what made the Nineties unique.

Cartoons : The Nineties cartoons shows were not only fun and en-
tertaining, but also educative. Let's turn the clock back as we take you to
the time when cartoons used to define the childhood of  young ones.

Fashion : The fashion of  the Nineties was a distinctive marker of
popular trends like denim, dungarees, chokers, crop tops and a milestone
in itself.

Music : The Nineties were an especially amazing time for music fans.
Music in the Nineties saw the spread of  a new musical genre called 'Hip-
Hop' which grew and continued to be highly successful in the decade. Also
Pop and Rock music remained extremely popular throughout the decade.
Furthermore, boys and girls band were topping the charts on a regular
basis throughout the entire decade.

If  you're a Nineties people, I hope I made you cry a little with nostal-
gia, refreshing your life memories. Nineties people have a lot of  greatness
to reflect on as you lived in an era that was simple, pure and most of  all
innocent. 

The

People

of

1990s
Resma Ahmed
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